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Making Sense of the

Trinity

by Alister E. McGrath

Alister E. McGrath lectures in historical

and systematic theology at Wycliffe Hall,

Oxford University. In addition to his the-

ology degrees, he holds an advanced degree

in molecular biology from Oxford. He has

published boo\s on Luther, Calvin, and
German Chnstology, as well as several vol-

umes on Christian doctrine. The ideas in

this lecture, given at Princeton Seminary

in October, 1990, are explored further in

his book Understanding the Trinity,

available in paperback from Zondervan

Publishing House.

O ne of the most vivid memories of my youth involves being in church

and reciting the Athanasian Creed. (Yes, it was still said in those days,

which gives you an idea of how old I must be!) We got to the bit which

reads “The Father incomprehensible, the Son incomprehensible, and the

Holy Spirit incomprehensible.” The man sitting next to me muttered, too

loudly for comfort, “The whole damn thing incomprehensible!” And that

is just the problem I want to confront today. For there are many people who
have a deep feeling of anxiety about this doctrine. They may accept it as a

matter of blind faith—but deep down, they are uneasy. They suspect that,

if they were to ask some hard and probing questions, the doctrine of the

Trinity would turn out to be utterly unbelievable. And that, some of them

think, might be the first thread of their faith which unravels, gradually lead-

ing to the disintegation of their faith. The result is perhaps inevitable: they

don’t think about the Trinity at all.

My theme this afternoon is “Making Sense of the Trinity.” 1 am not here

to develop a theology of the Trinity, or to comment on recent developments

in Trinitarian theology. My brief, rather, is to deal with the question of how
you make sense of a doctrine which is an utter mystery—in the worst pos-

sible sense of the word!—to most Christians. All those engaged in Christian

ministry sooner or later come across the popular idea that the Trinity is, in

the last analysis, nonsense and irrelevant. My task this afternoon is to enable

you to make sense of this doctrine to your present or future congregations.

It is helpful to distinguish two different aspects of the problem. In the first

place, many folks find it difficult to understand why they are being asked to

believe in the doctrine at all. And in the second, they find the idea of “three-

in-one” difficult to make sense of anyway. In this talk, I would like to ad-

dress both these issues, in the limited space at my disposal.

First, let us ask why Christians should want to speak about God as Trin-
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ity at all. It seems mad, to some, to want to compromise the integrity of a

simple gospel by making it so complex. Most Christians are perfectly happy

to speak about God as having redeemed them through Jesus Christ, and see

no reason to take it further. Thomas Jefferson, third president of the United

States, wrote as follows:

When we shall have done away with the incomprehensible jargon of

the Trinitarian arithmetic, that three are one, and one is three; when

we shall have knocked down the artificial scaffolding, reared to mask

from view the very simple structure of Jesus; when, in short, we shall

have unlearned everything which has been taught since his day, and

got back to the pure and simple doctrines he inculcated, we shall then

be truly and worthily his disciples.

Many members of your congregations would probably read those words,

and reply: that’s just the way I feel!

So how can we respond to this? The basic idea that needs to be developed

is this: We need to respond to God as he has revealed himself—not invent

simple ideas of God which, although much easier to believe, do not actually

correspond to God. Augustine once wrote: “If you can understand it, it’s

not God.” The church has always had two options available: to come up

with a really simple way of thinking about God, which everyone can make

perfect sense of—or to try to be faithful to God’s revelation of himself, even

if that may prove difficult to make sense of. In the end, the church has

always gone for the second option. Why?
The members of your congregation may well wish to rest content with

affirming that God has redeemed them through Jesus Christ, and that they

pray to and worship the God who has redeemed them in this wonderful

way. But underlying this deceptively simple confession of faith is a complex

and sophisticated idea of God. Now if this idea of God is simplified, we

don’t end up with the simple Christian faith of Christian piety—we end up

with no Christian faith at all.

It is certainly a lot easier to believe just in “a God up there” than in a

Trinity. But what view of God does this actually imply? It implies a God
who is outside space and time, and cannot become involved with us. It im-

plies a God whom we have to discover, rather than a God who makes him-

self known. It implies a God who is always beyond us, and not a God who

comes to meet us where we are. It implies a static rather than a dynamic

God. It implies a God who created, but cannot redeem. In short, this view'

of God bears virtually no resemblance to the God who makes himself
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known to us through scripture, through the death and resurrection of Jesus

Christ, and through Christian experience—in short, to the God of ordinary

Christian piety and simple faith! The Christian church was faced with a

choice: it either adopted a God who could be understood, but could not

redeem, or a God who could redeem, and yet not be understood. Rightly, as

events proved, it adopted the second of these two options. For history has

shown that there was no third option available.

Now there is no reason whatsoever why the ordinary believer should

want to become a theologian, even though I want to suggest that academic

theology is a good, splendid, and necessary thing. The ordinary believer

wants to keep his or her faith simple, and this wish must be respected. Bui

underlying this simple faith is a far from simple concept of God. When the

theologian begins to unpack the idea of God which underlies the New Tes-

tament witness and Christian experience, a remarkably complex idea which

strains the limits of human reason begins to emerge. The basic idea which

you can explore with your congregations is thus the following: The doctrine

of the Trinity is implicit within ordinary Christian ways of talking about

God. All that theology does is to make it explicit.

So how do we make sense of the Trinity? How can God be both three

and one? I think it is fair to say that this is the question that bothers most

people more than anything else about the Trinity. Anything that you can

say on this question will be exceptionally welcome. I want to look at three

ways of handling this problem. Let me stress immediately that each of them

is inadequate! For example, if they were pressed too far, they would lead to

Modalism or Sabellianism. All analogies break down at some point, and

these are no exceptions. But experience suggests that anything that you can

say on this matter will be enormously helpful. Provided you point out that

these approaches are just starters, you can rest assured that one or more of

them will bring a new depth and quality of understanding to at least some

of your congregation.

I. The Trinity Tells Us Which God We’re Talking About

Let’s begin by picking up some themes developed by Robert Jenson, in

his fine work The Triune Identity .
1 Jenson’s book is far too scholarly to be of

any real use in preaching and teaching, but many of its basic ideas can easily

be developed with these needs in mind. Here is one of Jenson’s themes,

reworked for congregational use.

1 Robert W. Jenson, The Triune Identity: God According to the Gospel (Philadelphia: For-
tress Press, 1982).
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You would begin your sermon or address by asking a question. When we
talk about God, what God are we actually talking about? Of course, one

answer might be that he is God—there just isn’t any other god, and that is

all that there is to it. But a more helpful answer to the question would go

something like this. The God of Israel is the God who revealed himself to

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; the God who led the people of Israel out of

Egypt and into the promised land with great signs and wonders. In other

words, we tell a story about God, which helps us understand who he is. We
might do the same sort of thing when trying to identify a person.

It you were talking about a great modern statesman, such as Winston

Churchill or John F. Kennedy, you'd concentrate upon the high points of

their careers—the moments when they stepped onto the stage of history, in

order to change its direction. And the doctrine of the Trinity identifies those

great moments in the history of salvation when God was active and was

seen to be active. It affirms that God is active in his world, that he is known
by what he does, and points to the creation, the death and resurrection of

Jesus Christ, and Pentecost as turning points in his dealings with us. The

doctrine of the Trinity thus spells out exactly who the God we are dealing

with actually is.

Note how the Old Testament identifies God from the history of his peo-

ple—the great stories of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, of the Exodus from

Egypt, and so on—are told in order to identify God. The God of Israel is

the one who acted in this way. This is made clear in a number of Old

Testament passages (e.g., Ex. 19:4-5; Deut. 26:5-9; Ezek. 20:5-26).

Question: who is God? Answer: whoever got us out of Egypt! Of course,

God has a name as well—a name which proves difficult to translate into

English
—“Yahweh,” “the Lord,” and “Jehovah” being three of the best-

known translations. But the fact remains that God is usually thought of in

terms of what he did, rather than in terms of his name. Now we turn to the

God whom Christians worship and adore. Who is this God? To answer this

question, the New Testament tells a story—perhaps the most famous story

in the world—the story of Jesus Christ. And as that story reaches its climax

in the account of the resurrection of Jesus from the dead, we learn that God,

for Christians, is the one who acted in this way to raise Jesus. Question: who

is the God whom Christians worship and adore? Answer: whoever “raised

Jesus our Lord from the dead” (Rom. 4:24). Of course, the New Testament

writers make it abundantly clear that the one who “raised Jesus our Lord

from the dead” is the same God who got Israel out of Egypt, but the New
Testament emphasis falls upon the resurrection of Jesus.
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The trinitarian formula is a shorthand way of identifying exactly what

God we are talking about—it is almost a proper name, in fact. Christianity

packs into this one neat phrase the high points of salvation history, the big

moments (resurrection and Pentecost) when God was so clearly present and

active. It specifically links God with these events, just as Israel specifically

linked God with the Exodus from Egypt. It focuses our attention on events,

events in which God’s presence and activity were to be found concentrated

and publicly demonstrated. The doctrine of the Trinity is thus a summary

of the story of God’s dealings with his people. It narrates the story of how

God created and redeemed us. It hits the high points of this story, affirming

that it is the story of one and the same God throughout. Here, then, is a

simple approach, which brings together Jenson, narrative theology, and

everyday experience, and begins to cast light on the Trinity.

II. God Plays All the Roles in the Drama of Salvation

Let’s try another approach. For our second way of approaching the ques-

tion of God’s “three-in-one-ness,” let’s combine John Calvin with Tertul-

lian, and see what happens. Let me quote a very well-known line from

Shakespeare’s As You Like It: “All the world’s a stage.” As one might expect,

the image is not original; it goes back to Plutarch. And it was taken up and

developed by John Calvin in his famous notion of creation as the theatrum

gloriae Dei, “a theatre of the glory of God.” The world is the stage in which

God, as creator and redeemer, acts out a great drama, for which we are the

audience.

Keeping this notion of a drama played out in the theatre of the glory of

God in mind, let us bring Tertullian into the discussion. Tertullian sug-

gested that we think of “one God in three persons.” For Tertullian, the

word “person” seems to have meant “a role in a drama.” (The Latin word

persona originally meant “mask,” and by a process of transference, came to

mean “the role played in a theatre.” Roman actors wore masks to represent

the different characters which they played.) The phrase “one God in three

persons” could be interpreted along the following lines. In the great drama

of human redemption, three different roles are played out. These are the

roles of the creator, the redeemer, and the sanctifier. All these roles are

played by the same actor—God. The roles of Father, Son, and Spirit are not

played by three independent actors. “Three persons but one God” means

“three roles, but one actor.” Behind the richness of the scriptural account of

redemption is to be discerned the action of one and the same God.

For the early church, this was a point of vital importance. The Gnostics
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argued that one god (the demiurge) created the world, while a quite differ-

ent God acted to redeem it. In Marcion’s version of Gnosticism, the god of

the Old Testament was merely a creator god, whereas the god of the New
Testament was a redeemer. The Trinity thus asserts and defends the total

unity of the work of God throughout the entire process of salvation, from

the first day of creation to the final judgment of the world.

Now, of course, this is an inadequate statement of the doctrine of the

Trinity. It is only a starting point. If taken on its own, it would lead to a

seriously deficient view of the Trinity. But as a starting point, it isn’t bad at

all. In fact, my own experience as a teacher suggests that this way of ap-

proaching the Trinity is exceptionally helpful to congregations who are baf-

fled by the mystery of the Trinity. I invite you to try it out, and see what

happens!

III. The Trinity Links Together the Non-negotiables of the

Christian Understanding of God

Let’s begin this discussion by thinking about a Christological model. In

the sixteenth century, a very helpful way of thinking about the identity and

relevance of Jesus became widespread. This is often referred to as the

“threefold office of Christ.” According to this approach, especially associ-

ated with Melanchthon and Calvin, Jesus’ identity and relevance can be

summed up in the formula “prophet, priest, and king.” In the person of

Christ, the three great Old Testament offices or types are seen to converge.

The prophetic office concerns Jesus’ teaching and his miracles; the priestly

office concerns his offering made for the sin of humanity upon the cross,

and the continued intercession of the risen Christ for his people; the kingly

office concerns the rule of the risen Christ over his people.

These three categories were seen as a convenient summary of all that

Jesus Christ had achieved in order to redeem his people. Jesus is the prophet

who, like Moses, would see God face to face (Deut. 17:15); he is the king

who, like David, will establish and reign over the people of God (2 Sam.

7:12-16); he is the priest who will cleanse his people of their sins. Thus the

three gifts brought to Jesus by the Magi (or Wise Men: Mt. 2:1-12) were seen

as reflecting these three functions.

What, then, is being said when Jesus is spoken of as “prophet, priest, and

king?” That there are three individuals called Jesus? Certainly not! What

is being said is that the one individual, Jesus Christ, assumes the functions

of these three great Old Testament offices or institutions. II only one or two

of these are used, a deficient and inadequate understanding of the identity

and relevance of Jesus Christ results.
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For example, if Jesus is thought of as being a prophet, but not a priest or

a king, we find his identity and significance reduced to that of a religious

teacher. If we think of him as both prophet and king, but not a priest, we

find him being portrayed as an authoritative religious teacher who rules

over those whom he teaches, but whom he doesn’t redeem. Only by bring-

ing all three models together do we build up the authentic Christian under-

standing of the identity of Jesus as the one who redeems his people, who

instructs them, and who rules over them with authority.

With this illustration in mind, let us return to talking about God as “Fa-

ther, Son, and Holy Spirit.” A helpful way of looking at this is to say that

three essential models must be used if the full depth of the Christian expe-

rience and understanding of God are to be expressed adequately. Each cor-

responds to a non-negotiable aspect of the Christian understanding of God.

No one picture, image, or model of God is good enough, and these three

models are essential if the basic outlines of the Christian understanding of

God are to be preserved.

The first model is that of the transcendent God who lies beyond the

world as its source and creator; the second is the “human face of God,”

revealed in the person of Jesus Christ; the third is that of the immanent God
who is present and active throughout his creation. The doctrine of the Trin-

ity affirms that these three models combine to define the essential Christian

insights into the God who raised Jesus Christ from the dead. None of them,

taken on its own, is adequate to capture the richness of the Christian expe-

rience of God.

Now it may be that certain actions emphasize that God is Father, just as

others may emphasize that God is Son—but God acts as a Trinity through-

out all his works. Thus even at creation itself we find reference to the Fa-

ther, the Word, and the Spirit (Gen. 1:1-3). If God were just “Father,” we

would have to think of him as the distant and far-removed creator of this

world, who never becomes directly involved in its affairs. He would govern

it from the safety of heaven, far removed from its problems and dangers,

rather like a general directing his frontline troops from the safety of a far-

off bomb-proof bunker. But Christians know that God just isn’t like that.

If God were just “Son,” we would have to think of God being identical with

Jesus Christ: Jesus is God, and God is Jesus. All of God is concentrated in

Jesus, like a billion quarts in a pint pot. But Christians know that God just

isn’t like that! Jesus wasn’t talking to himself when he prayed! And the

New Testament is most careful to insist upon a distinction between Father

and Son, as we have seen: God and Jesus cannot just be identified. If God
were just “Spirit,” we would have to think of him as just part of the world
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of nature, caught up in the natural process, or in terms similar to nineteenth

century idealist philosophies. But, once more, Christians know that God just

isn’t like this! God is not reduced to being part of the natural process, but

also stands over and against it.

And so we are forced to recognize the need to bring these three models

or ways of visualizing God together, if an authentically Christian view of

God is to result. Any of them is only a starting point—the other two add

perspective and depth. To talk of God as Father is really to talk about a

one-dimensional God; to God about God as Father and Son is really to talk

about a two-dimensional God; but to talk about God as Father, Son, and

Spirit is to talk about a three-dimensional God, God as we encounter him

in the real world, and as he has revealed himself to us. Father, Son, and the

Holy Spirit are the essential building-blocks of the Christian understanding

of God. It would certainly be much simpler ifGod could be totally described

using just one of these models, instead of all three! Unfortunately, Chris-

tians have to deal with God as he is, rather than as they would like him to

be! Our little intellectual systems find themselves groaning under the strain

of trying to accommodate God, like old wineskins trying to contain new
wine.

But I must conclude. The ideas developed here are just a starting point

for your thinking, an incentive to go and develop better and more vivid

ways of explaining the Trinity to your people. Let me end with an image. I

am an Irishman, born in Belfast, Northern Ireland. In the past, that city was

noted for its shipbulding industry. Eighty years ago, Belfast launched the

greatest ship then built—the Titanic. They said it was unsinkable (but it was

built by Irishmen, so perhaps they ought to have known better!). On its

maiden voyage across the Atlantic, it struck an iceberg and sank.

Now my point is quite simple. From the surface of the water, an iceberg

looks quite small. But, as the Titanic discovered, there is an enormous mass

of ice beneath the surface, invisible from view—but really there, nonethe-

less. The simple faith of your congregations is like the tip of that iceberg,

and the doctrine of the Trinity like the vast mass of ice beneath the surface.

On investigation, the “simple” faith of the Christian believer in God turns

out to have a massive and highly sophisticated foundation. And that is what

the doctrine of the Trinity is really there for—to provide a solid foundation

for our simple talk about God. Your congregations need never talk about

the Trinity, but implicit within what they say about God this doctrine may

be discerned. Your task is to help them see that, and explore its depths with

them.
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F
or more than sixty years there has been a rare consensus which has spo-

ken of dogmatics as a “function of the church.” This was the view taken

already in 1927 by Karl Barth in his Prolegomena to Christian Dogmatics

(the first dogmatic work which Barth published). 1 Then in 1931 Dietrich

Bonhoeffer said in Act and Being : “Theology is a function of the church; for

the church does not exist without preaching, preaching does not exist with-

out memory, and theology is the memory of the church.” 2 Similar views can

be read in Emil Brunner’s Dogmatics 3 and even in Paul Tillich’s Systematic

Theology
.

4

“Theology as a function of the church”—this does not mean that the

theologian is a functionary of the church, the mouthpiece ol church bureau-

cracy in the academic sphere, or merely the representative of the interests of

church piety (the last being the view which Ernst Troeltsch ascribed to dog-

matic and practical theology in 1900, in contrast to historical critical research

which alone could be regarded as a science). 5 The meaning of theology as a

function of the church may be indicated by a brief anecdote. The important

patristic scholar Hans von Soden, who was a disciple of Adolf von Harnack

and who classed himself as a liberal theologian, was occasionally in the habit

of saying in his Marburg lectures that he did not go to church on Sundays

because he concerned himself with theology throughout the week and ought

to have at least one day free from it. Clearly he understood worship merely

as a continued meditation on theological insights with which he had already

concerned himself sufficiently. Then 1933 and 1934 brought the National

' Karl Barth, Die christliche Dogmatf im Entwwf \. Die Lehre vom Worte Gottes. Prole-

gomena zur christlichen Dogmatik, hg. von Gerhard Sauter (Zurich: Theologischer Verlag,

1982), 585.
2 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Akt und Sein. Werke, Bd. II, hg. von Hans-Richard Reuter (Miin-

chen: Christian Kaiser Verlag, 1988), 128.

i Emil Brunner
,
Dogmatic, Bd. I (Zurich: Zwingli Verlag, 1946), 3.

4 Paul Tillich, Systematische Theologie, Bd. I (Stuttgart: Evangelisches Verlagswerk, 1955),

9 -

5 Ernst Troeltsch, “Uber historische und dogmatische Methode der Theologie,” in Theo-

logie als Wissenschaft , Aufsatze und Thesen, hg. von Gerhard Sauter (Miinchen: Christian

Kaiser Verlag, 1971), 105-127.
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Socialist policy towards the church, and with it the Church Struggle, in

which Hans von Soden stood next to Rudolf Bultmann at the very front line

at Marburg. By the end of the war, he had come to understand his theolog-

ical work as a teaching ministry in the church and theology as critical inter-

pretation of church doctrine, inquiring into the fundamental principles of

the church’s confession.

Behind this episode stood the experiences of the Confessing Church, to

which von Soden belonged—experiences which necessitated the confessing

of the Christian faith anew, and therefore its new formulation, because new

and unfamiliar decisions had to be made. The decision of 1934 now lies fifty-

five years behind us but is still of contemporary interest, and certainly not

only for Christians in Germany. I wish to describe the situation of that time

in brief.

I

National Socialism arose not only as a political party but also as a religious

movement. More specifically it promised to create national unity and thus

to overcome all social tensions, including the differences within the sphere

of the churches. The political slogan “One nation, one Reich , one Fiihrer!"

was to be completed with the phrase “one Reichs-church.” The political goal

was the unity of the nation which could only be reached if all the religious

traditions of the nation could be unified. It is true, of course, that Judaism

was to be excluded from these traditions, and other religions did not, in the

nature of the case, come into consideration at all. National unity was re-

garded as the highest value and everything was subordinated to the question

as to how this unity was to be won, maintained, and protected against ex-

terior attacks and interior dangers. The National Socialist policy toward the

church was determined by these principles. Furthermore, this policy found

support in a political theology which saw a divine commission at work in

the history of the German people, and therefore wished to detect a revela-

tion of the divine will in national developments. The historical situation and

the political tasks contained within it became the medium of God’s an-

nouncement of his will. In this situation, theology can be nothing but a

productive answer to the challenge of the contemporary socio-cultural situ-

ation, a religious variation of the model used in Arnold Toynbee’s philoso-

phy of history: “challenge and response.” The totalitarian state and a reli-

gious philosophy of history then appear to be ideal partners.

What responses did this invitation to an alliance between church and state

find in Germany? There were the “German Christians,” National Protes-
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tants through and through, who understood the state as a whole as the com-

munity of faith, and thus backed the alliance unconditionally. The first op-

position to it—on both the Protestant and Catholic sides—was on the

grounds of the institutional independence of the church. “The church must

remain the church” was the slogan; that is, the church cannot become a part

of the state and subordinate itself to its interests. It has its own tasks to fulfill.

Today, on the basis of the historical experience of the last five decades, and

taught by the conflicts between politics and religion in other countries, we

would argue for the necessity of a political culture with a plurality of social

systems. Within this framework, churches and other Christian groups

within a state or a nation can make a contribution to the common political

life, a contribution which corresponds to their particular value-systems and

specific activities.

This model, based on the development of Anglo-Saxon democracies, is,

however, insufficient in the totalitarian state. This was demonstrated in a

powerful way by the German experience of fifty years ago, and I assume the

same would hold true in similar situations in other countries. A final deci-

sion on the relation of politics and the church doesn’t depend on the insti-

tutional independence of religious systems. At this point it is irrelevant

whether Protestantism is organized regionally in Landeskjrchen as it is in

Germany and other European countries (because of developments in church

history and territorial changes since the Reformation), or denominationally,

as in the Anglo-Saxon world, and particularly the United States of America.

Whether Christians feel themselves to have sufficient inner freedom to be-

lieve and to act according to their convictions, so far as this is possible for

them, is also not a decisive criterion. Rather the decisive point is whether

the chu'ch has a message whose binding nature is justified in a way that

differs from the justification of political goals and actions. Here there will

always be conflict if a society only tolerates political legitimations—and re-

ligious legitimations only in a political form. As an example on the contem-

porary scene, I would cite the position of both Catholic and Protestant

Christians in Poland. However, it is necessary to observe that the problem

of political totalitarianism is spread across the world as a whole.

In any case, it has been shown in Germany that it is not sufficient for the

church to appeal to its independence. When this happens, the church is only

active in the cause of its own self-preservation and concerned for its own
survival. As much as this is a legitimate interest which it shares with all

other forms of life, the church cannot base its existence on this. For the

church as the people of God is part of God’s history with humanity, and
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exists tor the sake of this history. Otherwise it ceases to be genuinely the

church of Christ, which was called together by him, and is maintained

through his Spirit in his Word.

The significance of the theological turning-point of fifty-five years ago

was felt as the question “Why does the church exist, and what is its pur-

pose?” became ever more important. National Socialism, which also pro-

jected itself as a religious and national movement, had put the question the

other way around: “Of what use is the church to the nation.2 ” and imme-

diately provided the answer: “The church may exist and act only to the

extent that it helps the nation to achieve national unity and contributes to

the legitimation of the state’s self-assertion.” The political magic word in

this context was Gleichschaltung (neutralization), the forcing into line of the

church, just as the academic sphere, law, and art also had to fall into line.

II

The “Confessing Church" was formed in opposition to this policy to-

wards the church. In order to be able to formulate its opposition it had to

argue theologically and independently of its relationship to politics and the

state. The “Theological Declaration on the Contemporary Situation of the

German Protestant Church” of May 31, 1934, was formulated by a synod,

in which the church authorities, theologians, and members of congregations

were represented. The first article of the “Declaration" is a pioneering ex-

ample of such theological argumentation. It reads:

“Jesus Christ, as he is witnessed to in Holy Scripture, is the one Word

of God, the Word which we must hear, in whom we must trust in life

and death, and whom we have to obey. We reject the false doctrine

that the church can or must acknowledge as God’s revelation other

events or powers, figures or truths, as the source of its proclamation,

apart from or beside this one Word of God.

These sentences are pronounced as the binding doctrine of the church. For

this reason they give us important indications for dogmatics, so far as the

formulation of such binding doctrine belongs to the tasks of dogmatics.

1. Dogmatics is related to conflict within the church , to matters which are

or ought to be disputed, because they concern faith and unbelief, speech and

silence, the discipleship of Christ and the denial of Christ. These conflicts

concern all Christians and are not limited to a few “outsiders" who have got
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themselves into dispute with church bureaucracy. When there is disagree-

ment in the church, new consensus must be sought.

2. Dogmatics is related to the life of the church , to its daily praxis. What is

the church doing? What is it doing when in its worship it prays, preaches,

administers the sacraments, and carries out pastoral care? The conflicts

come to light in these empirical fields of activity, and dogmatics concerns

itself with these conflicts and has to resolve them theologically.

3. The first article of Barmen which I cited speaks of the “source of the

church’s proclamation.” This does not only refer to preaching as an impor-

tant component of the church’s worship, or even as its center. Rather proc-

lamation is the paradigm for what the church can say and do. Dogmatics ex-

amines the many activities, omissions, and half-hearted schemes of the

church. It uses the paradigm of proclamation to examine what is done with

theological responsibility, and what perhaps ought to be done in another or

a better way.

4. Up to this point the task has been to say positively what pertains to the

church. Here we are concerned with the fundamentals of contemporary

church activity, and not with a utopian ideal. However, in order to affirm

these fundamentals it is also necessary to reject that which endangers the

church and estranges it from its basis. The watchword “the church must

remain the church” can now be taken up in a new sense: how can congre-

gations, how can Christians who come together and wish to be united in

their convictions truly become the church ? How do they differ from an in-

terest group, an organization for the fostering of religious interests, or from

a religiously-motivated resistance group? These questions point to the need

for limitations. This task belongs to the understanding of dogmatics in the

tradition of Protestant theology. It attempts to say, here and now, what has

to be excluded with binding force for the sake of faith (in contrast to Roman
Catholic dogmatics, which attempts to ascertain what the church, up to the

present day, knows in a binding manner; to this the Catholic church must

hold fast without any subtractions). These limitations give Protestant dog-

matics their contemporary profile. They show the causes which provoke

dogmatics to say in a particular situation what pertains to the church—not

only for today but also for tomorrow and the future. Thus it expresses what

has always pertained to the church, even though this could not have been

said earlier, because the church was confronted with other problems in other

situations.

5. For this reason Protestant dogmatics is critical and must make distinc-
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tions, in order to prepare the way by argument for decisions of faith. It sets

out what must be said unconditionally as being “worthy of faith.” “Worthy

ol faith" is that which we humans cannot say or give ourselves, but that

which has to be said to us and received by us. Dogmatics gives precision to

this through its rejection of that which is not “worthy of faith,” that is, that

which cannot be said exclusively out of trust in God, in listening to God and

in reception of God’s grace.

Ill

The example of the Barmen Theological Declaration shows that dog-

matics can become fruitful for a church precisely when it finds itself in an

internal and external crisis. In this situation dogmatics can help to determine

the limits of the church anew, and to indicate where the church ceases to be

the church. It says, in a theological mode, where the church is to be found,

and does this by naming God’s action towards humanity as the foundation

of the church, and by expounding God’s promise for the church and the

world. Dogmatics takes this promise from the Bible and therefore from

Christian tradition as well. However, it also has the task of criticizing this

tradition in the name of God’s promise—the promise and spiritual reality

of righteousness, freedom, and life from God. Thus because dogmatics dis-

tinguishes between God’s promise and Christian tradition its task is funda-

mental. It is necessary to emphasize that dogmatics distinguishes between,

and does not separate, God’s promise and Christian tradition. God’s future

is prior to our history, and calls us out of false attachments to this history,

to liberate us for the new steps in God’s way with humanity. Therefore

dogmatics must take the lead, at least in terms of responsible church teach-

ing, over every mere reception and continuation of Christian tradition.

This knowledge is not, however, an intellectual vision of a better Chris-

tianity, a theory of a true church which must be realized in practice. The

theologian’s knowledge is dependent on what God has promised to do for

the church, which is not a utopia but is always a historical reality set in a

variety of social structures. Here dogmatics must begin empirically. It finds

its paradigms in the church as it really is, with all its strengths and weak-

nesses, and with the help of these paradigms it develops the theological

question of truth.

For the Theological Declaration of Barmen, preaching was the paradigm.

In the 1930’s the meaning of “preaching” had become unclear. Many ex-

pected the sermon to provide religious encouragement for political mobili-
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zation, a Christian affirmation of the subversive events of the times. Others

were unsympathetic to this conservative revolution, or even found it sinister.

They therefore looked to the pulpit for a protest, for the legitimation of

opposition, or at least a call to freedom from the fascination with the events

of the day. The Barmen Declaration stated against all these expectations that

preaching is the proclamation of the free grace of God. Proclamation com-

municates to humanity what we cannot say to ourselves, even by profound

interpretation of our historical situation and the demands it contains.

In this statement the Barmen Declaration did not outline an ideal view

of the sermon. Rather it expressed what takes place—because of divine ini-

tiative—in every sermon, and thus it became clear that the sermon has the

character of “promise.” No human being can realize this promise, but we

—

whether as preachers or hearers—can strive with all our powers to make

room for this promise, and not to oppose it with our desires for indepen-

dence.

Dogmatics, therefore, has no more to say than can be expected, with the-

ological appropriateness, from every sermon. Its task is to set out this subject

clearly and precisely, and in the context of other theological questions. Be-

cause preaching as it actually takes place can be proclamation, and does not

become something else, it aids dogmatics in its task.

Is not every sermon a sign that God’s coming is expected? Does it not in

its totality—without ever expressing this in detail—say that as human be-

ings we cannot speak from ourselves when we speak of God? Does it not

make clear that we must be freed from ourselves in order to understand our

situation before God? The act of preaching indicates that when we stand

before God we are absolutely in the situation of receiving. In proclamation

judgments are made—which we can only accept or reject. This is evident

in the very linguistic structure of proclamation: “It is thus and not other-

wise.”

These observations based on language analysis need to be examined in

dogmatics. Here I merely wish to indicate the material theological questions

which are contained in the phenomenon of preaching—at least when

preachings proclamation! The situation would be fundamentally different

if Christian preaching were not proclamation but, for example, the religious

symbolization of common experience, and therefore a process of mutual

communication within a religious group, or perhaps “common sense” in a

religious form.
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IV

Having tried to clarify the relation of dogmatics and the church through

the example of the German Church Struggle, I wish now to summarize my
observations in a thesis: church activity discloses its theological fundamen-

tals in disagreement and consensus, and these are to be expressed in dog-

matics. This thesis is a variant on an old, and unfortunately forgotten dic-

tum: lex orandi—lex credendi—“the rule of prayer is also the rule of belief’;

that is, that which characterizes prayer also determines belief. The grace of

God is the inner reason for prayer. This sentence refers back to the exhor-

tation to petitionary prayer in i Timothy 2:1-4:

First of all, I urge that petitions, prayers, intercessions, and thanksgiv-

ings be offered for all people . . . Such prayer is right, and approved by

God our Saviour, whose will it is that all people should find salvation

and come to know the truth.

In the interpretation of this text in the ancient church it was asked, “Why
can we pray for other people at all? What is the concern of such prayer?

What are we doing when we pray in this manner?” The answer ran: “We
can only make petitionary prayer when we believe in God’s grace, when we

reach out to it, so that not only we are touched, but so that others are in-

cluded.” Expressed theologically, God’s grace is God’s free, inexhaustible,

and universal turning towards humanity and the world. The person who

trusts in this grace cannot pray in any other way than with expectancy

—

and precisely for the other, and thus can meet the other under the sign of

this prayer. And when a person prays for others—as Jesus did, even up to

the point of the cross, where he included his persecutors in his petition,

“Father, forgive them!”—the faith which surrenders all to God and receives

all from him is expressed. Indirectly it is made clear what “faith" means,

even if the word is not used at all.

Just as in petitionary prayer the meaning of “faith" is indirectly expressed

(that is, trust in God’s grace), so in every sermon the meaning of “hope" is

indirectly expressed. Here “hope” is the hearing of God’s promise and the

human answer to it. Therefore, Lex praedicandi—lex sperandi—“the rule of

preaching is the rule of hope.”

It would be possible to discuss further paradigms: these would include

Liaptism and the Lord’s supper; other forms of prayer, such as the lamenta-

tion and the thanksgiving; and further forms of church activity, such as
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social ministry. Historically dogmatics originated in reflection on these ac-

tivities. In my view it has become ever more important to reconstruct these

beginnings, not merely historically, but equally with a view to the empirical

context of dogmatics today. Dogmatics will only then avoid exhausting itself

in the interpretation of traditional views, and will help to discover, in our

situation, that a critical process of reflection can begin wherever the church

acts or speaks.
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But those who identify the kingdom of God with heaven are mistaken;

the kingdom means rather the spiritual life, which begins in this life

by faith, and in which we grow deeply as we progress in constant faith. 1

—John Calvin on Jn. 3:3

Most experienced pastors would not quibble with the claim that in-

volvement in modern ministry can be dangerous to one’s emotional

and spiritual health. When this statement was made in a recent mixed class

of M.Div. students and experienced pastors returning for a Th.M. degree,

the M.Div. students wrote it down, the Th.M. students just nodded their

heads. Today’s Christian leaders are walking “a narrow and winding road

between banality and crucifixion.” 2 Although the literature on ministerial

stress and “burnout” is extensive,3 the question for many in ministry still

remains: “While we are extending our warmth to others, how do we pre-

vent our own emotional flame from burning out in the process?”*

People approach their ministers with many questions. But whatever form

their search takes, to some degree they are saying, “(Please), we would like

to see Jesus” (Jn. 12:21). When we recognize this hidden dimension of the

questions people ask us, we may feel overwhelmed. Yet the Lord today

commands us, as he did the first disciples, “You give them something to

eat” (Mk. 6:37). The crucial question for us then is: What in fact do we have

to give those who come to us for spiritual food? Our reply to this question

may well determine whether our response will be truly helpful and whether

' John Calvin, Commentaries, ed. and trans. by Joseph Haroutunian and Louise Pettibone

Smith, Library of Christian Classics, Vol. 23 (Phildelphia: Westminster Press, 1938), p. 138.

Italics supplied.
2 M. Scott Peck, “Self Ministry,” Ministries, 1, No. 4 (1980), pp. 7-8.

3 See bibliography in Robert J. Wicks, “Countertransference and Burnout,” in R. J. Wicks,

R. Parsons, and D. Capps, eds., Clinical Handbook of Pastoral Counseling (Mahwah. N.J.:

Paulist Press, 1985), pp. 76-96.

4 Robert J. Wicks, Self-Ministry through Self-Understanding (Chicago: Loyola University

Press, 1990).
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in the long run we will be able to sustain “the good fight” or burn out before

the job is done.

What we have available when people approach us certainly can and

should include a knowledge of sacred scripture, theology, psychology, and

other gifts we have been given to build up community. Above all, however,

our ministry must be centered spiritually. If we are to share the passion and

perspective of Christ, our ministry must be based on a covenantal spirituality

or deep living faith received from God. As Wesley notes, anything less than

this falls short of the mark:

I had a sort of faith during my early life. But devils also have a sort of

faith. Still, neither they nor I received the faith of the covenant of

promise. Even the apostles had a sort of faith when they were first with

Jesus in Cana. Then and there, they “believed in him” in a way. But

they did not yet have the faith which overcomes the world. 5

Christian ministry is not just another performance-oriented profession.

Our own efforts in pastoral care must not be based on our own abilities and

knowledge but instead on a covenantal spirituality—i.e., a radical openness

to a prayerful relationship with God who meets us both in our moments of

solitude and in our encounters with others.6

In this essay I would like to discuss five aspects of a covenantal spirituality

centered in prayer and in solidarity with others. Such a spirituality avoids

the dangerous extremes of narrow quietism on the one hand and undisci-

plined activism on the other. The five aspects of this spirituality are: (1) self-

awareness; (2) spiritual exegesis; (3) acts of love; (4) feedback from others;

and (5) quiet prayer.

I. Self-Awareness

A sound covenantal spirituality is based in part on self-knowledge. There

must be a willingness to face the natural resistances we have to uncovering

unpleasant truths about ourselves. We have to deal not only with our more

obvious faults but also with the subtle “sins of adaptation” that occur when

we unconsciously seek to make the Christian message comfortable.

John Calvin stressed the importance of self-knowledge:

5 John Wesley, The Nature of Spiritual Growth (Minneapolis: Bethany House Publishers,

*977)1 P- * 7 -

6 Robert J. Wicks, Availability: The Problem and the Gift (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press,

1986), p. 1.
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With good reason the ancient proverb (Know thyself) strongly recom-

mended knowledge of self to (a person). For if it is considered disgrace-

ful for us not to know all that pertains to the business of human life,

even more detestable is our ignorance of ourselves, by which, when
making decisions in necessary matters, we miserably deceive and even

blind ourselves. 7

Calvin recognized, of course, that true self-knowledge is not self-worship,

as some of the current self-help narcissistic literature would have us believe.

Instead, it is the font of true humility. In his commentary on Is. 6:5, he noted

“until God reveals himself to us, we do not think we are (persons) . . . we
think we are gods; but wrhen we have seen God, then we begin to know
what we are. Hence springs true humility, which consists in this, that a

(person) makes no claim for him (/her) self, and depends wholly on God.”

Thus authentic knowledge of self is inseparable from recognition of God
as the source of our life and all the gifts we have been given. When we fail

to acknowledge God, we block our full self-development. From a psycho-

logical perspective, sin is primarily the result of denying, ignoring, or wor-

shiping our personality instead of nurturing it in light of the gospel call to

respond to God’s grace in faith, hope, and love. 8

But wanting self-knowledge and attaining it are obviously two radically

different things. As Thoreau aptly stated: “It is as hard to see oneself as to

look backwards w'ithout turning around.”9 To acquire proper self-under-

standing, I believe we must have discipline and courage, be specific in our

daily reflections, and never forget God’s love.

Discipline is essential because we must take time each day to examine our

feelings, attitudes, and actions in the presence of God. Otherwise we will

just keep moving, maybe in a rut, maybe in the wrong direction. (Much

evil in this world has been done in the name of good!) Taking even a few

minutes for reflection is not easy, not only because time is precious, but also

because we tend to waste so much of it on action without reflection. When
one U.S. senator was asked what the greatest challenge was facing the senate

today, he quickly responded, “Not enough time to think." Today, the same

can be said about the church and its leaders.

7 John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, ed., J. T. McNeill, The Library of Chris-

tian Classics, Vol. 21 (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, i960), II, i, p. 1.

8 See Robert J. Wicks, Living Simply in an Anxious World (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press,

1988), p. 57.
9 Henry David Thoreau, quoted by W. H. Auden in his Introduction to Dag Hammar-

skjold’s Markings (New York: Knopf, 1976), p. ix.
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A necessary ingredient of discipline is the courage to acknowledge hon-

estly both our good and bad motivations and both our mature and immature

agendas and attitudes. In time we will learn to do this with a sense of dis-

covery and hope.

When we undertake self-examination, we must pay attention to details.

Specific interactions need to be monitored so one can avoid hiding behind

broad condemnations of others or vague personal repentances which lead to

goals that seldom translate into concrete actions.

Most importantly, our reflection must be done before a loving God or the

result will be that self-awareness will translate into a form of self-condem-

nation. This would only lay the groundwork for chronic debilitating guilt

or eventual denial instead of spiritual and psychological progress.

Guilt certainly has a proper prophetic place in every person’s life. It helps

us to break through the crust of self-righteousness that we all have at some

point or other. However, guilt cannot serve as a sustaining force for very

long. Whereas guilt pushes us to do something good because we feel obliged,

only love can continually encourage us to do the good thing because it is

natural. 10

A good summary of the attitude needed in self-examination is: Be honest

and be not afraid, for you are loved by God. We can seek clarity about

ourselves and do it without fear because, despite our sin, God loves us and

has called us friends (Jn. 15:14). Trusting in the love of God extended to us

in the ministry, cross, and resurrection of Christ, we can cut through the

major enemies of self-awareness: denial, self-reliance, fear of rejection, over-

concern with our image or success, preoccupation with the troubles of the

world without a sense of the sovereignty of God.

In times like ours we also need to recognize how an over-reliance on

works can lead to undisciplined activism and set us up for spiritual and

psychological burnout. This happens when we fail to rest our lives on faith

and hope in God alone.

Self-awareness on the part of ministers is needed if their pastoral care is

to remain vital, honest, and prophetic. Here are a few practical suggestions:

(1) establish a regular time during the day to place yourself in the presence

of God for reflection and prayer; (2) consider your thoughts, feelings, and

behavior in light of the call of the gospel to love God, self, and others; (3)

concentrate on a few specific interactions with others that stand out nega-

tively or positively and see what you can learn from them.

10 Wicks, Living Simply in an Anxious World, p. 40.
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II. Spiritual Exegesis

Many spiritual leaders have ceased to he surprised by the Bible. The sim-

ple reality is that religious people know how the stories turn out. As a result,

the challenge of the Spirit is set aside and the perspective which might come

from an ongoing dialogue with the Word is lost as well.

Many of us in our effort to become thoroughly familiar on a cognitive

level with Scripture have lost Karl Barth’s sense that when you ask the

Bible: “What is this book saying?” it will invariably answer: “Who are you

who dares to ask?” A serious encounter with the Bible shapes our identity.

In his usual colorful fashion, William Sloane Coffin once said: “The Bible

is like a mirror; so when an ass peers in, don’t expect an apostle to peer out.”

What can we do about this? The practical recommendation I wish to

make here is to read sacred scripture each day, but to do so at least part of

the time in the spirit of lectio divina
,
or spiritual exegesis. By this I mean we

should: (i) Take a few minutes each day alone or with another person, to

read passages of scripture prayerfully and with a sense of expectation and

surprise. Recent feminist interpretations of the Bible offer resources for cul-

tivating a fresh reading of the Word. They not only break down patriarchal

modes of imagery, but open us to biblical themes that prophetically chal-

lenge us. (2) In reading biblical passages, move through the words carefully

and with love until something strikes home or until you are at least left with

new questions. (3) Stay with a passage as one would with a good friend

—

not thinking, analyzing, or, heaven forbid, creating a sermon out of it, but

instead remaining in a quiet, listening spirit, so the Word can be a source of

nurture and challenge.

III. Acts of Love

Most ministers hold fast to the belief that “Faith without works is dead”

(Jas. 2:26). (Rarely have I been consulted by a denomination or parish be-

cause the minister wasn’t doing enough.) However, while compulsive ac-

tions abound, true acts of love are hard to find. Most people, perhaps espe-

cially those in ministry, are guilty of that terrible Christian “disease”

—

chronic niceness. They don’t give gratuitously, i.e., giving without expecting

anything in return. They are hoping to please and win approval.

Giving with a true sense of detachment is a lost art. More often than not,

ministry is mainly done with an overconcern about whether people will

perceive one’s efforts as successful or charitable, and this attitude is a sure

road to ministerial “burnout.”
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In his book Spirituality for Ministry, Urban Holmes notes that “The op-

posite of detachment is not compassion, it is seduction.” 11 We are seduced

by the expectations of others and by our own unreasonable expectations

rather than being guided by the expectations of God. Too often we assume

burdens without discerning whether or not God is really calling us to carry

them. This results in undisciplined activism and may lead to an unnecessary

depletion of our resources and a cessation of vital involvement in ministry.

Christian masochism is still masochism.

The reasons for such self-destructive actions on the part of ministers are

myriad but often a central concern is what people will think—one’s minis-

terial image. Yet this worrisome attitude about how one looks and whether

what one says and does is pleasing to others goes completely counter to

Christ’s example in his ministry. Nowhere in the New Testament is there

evidence of Jesus having sought the approval of others. Instead, he was only

interested in obeying the Father and being in solidarity with others.

Jesus knew he was loved. In common parlance, he didn’t have a self-

esteem problem. He didn’t give to others in order to be loved; he gave be-

cause he was in love. Therefore, one of the most dramatic steps one can take

in becoming a person who is more generous with others is to learn to like

yourself and to appreciate that you are a special creation of God entirely

independent of the world’s view. As T. S. Eliot recognizes: “Most of the

trouble in the world is caused by people wanting to be important.” The

truth of the matter is that because of Christ’s love we are already important.

Our need to be important is often disguised in ministry. It appears under

the garb of “being liked” or being “effective” or “relevant.” But trading

passion for popularity in ministry results in only short-term rewards. Being

comfortable and successful are never good substitutes for peace—peace that

comes from praying honestly and openly and discerning what God is calling

us to do, doing it as best we can, and then not worrying about the results,

no matter what people think. As James Fenhagen of General Theological

Seminary writes: “People live cautiously because they pray cautiously.” 12

Ironically, it is the desire to be both cautious and involved that encourages

burnout, not the act of involvement itself. The simple biblical principle here

is: one simply cannot serve two masters (Mt. 6:24). When we divide our

allegiance, we pay the price both psychologically and spiritually.

My practical recommendations to help develop a ministry of loving rather

than compulsive service are: (1) Continually review your motives for reach-

" Urban Holmes, Spiritualityfor Ministry (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1982), p. 150.
12 James Fenhagen, Invitation to Holiness (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1985), p. 57.
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ing out to others. |The Ibo of Nigeria have a saying: “It is the heart that

gives; the fingers just let go.”] (2) Seek to respond to God’s Spirit by lighting

one candle at a time. Acknowledge God’s sovereignty rather than trying to

change the world alone. (3) Recognize that when your service leads to de-

pression, despair, or anxiety, these “bad fruits” often signal that your mo-
tives may be something other than doing God’s will (i.e., wanting to look

good, be spectacular, be loved by others]. (4) Consider whether or not you

are perhaps seeking crosses you would prefer to shoulder over those you

fear might be given to you by God if your life were less hectic and your

giving less compulsive.

IV. Feedback from Others

To grow spiritually, feedback from others is essential. We often back

away from this process because we are frightened of what we might hear.

Our anxiety is an indication once again that we have centered ourselves on

something or someone less than God. It is a sign that we have set ourselves

up to filter out the positive and emphasize the negative—to hear praise as a

whisper and negative comments as thunder.

As strange as it sounds, probably one of the greatest challenges of the

spiritual life is not to give love but to receive it. When we are open to re-

ceiving the love that is all around us, we can freely share it with others and

hear negative criticism without losing perspective or the ability to give. As

John XXIII said many years ago: “Whoever has a heart full of love, always

has something to share.” Or, as Michael Scanlon once aptly observed: “Our

communities desperately need justice, non-violence and self-giving love but

they can only be led to it by those who have it in themselves.” 13

Feedback should be sought from colleagues who are “soul friends”

—

those spiritually and psychologically mature persons who are not keyed into

success and performance and are willing to expend the energy necessary to

listen to us and learn enough about us to be helpful. When we ask others

(as the former mayor of New York Edward Koch used to): “How am I

doing?” we should look to them for concrete helpful comments that will

lead us closer to God.

Too often after ordination the minister goes it alone. This is a mistake.

Belonging to a community of ministers and having opportunities for faith-

sharing with them nourishes a life in the Spirit and is necessary for a contin-

15 Michael Scanlon, Inner Healing (Ramsey, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1974), p. 15.
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ued commitment to ministry. Doing such sharing only with the parishioners

being served is not sufficient.

In some cases this need not involve a major commitment of time. Good

can result from an exchange that takes only minutes. (I have sometimes felt

inspired, challenged, and loved after even a brief encounter with seminary

faculty and students over lunch.)

Preaching also offers a good opportunity for information and important

feedback. As Fred Craddock notes: “Preaching is a vital part of pastoral

work in that it permits both the preacher and parishioners to weigh, submit

to theological examination, integrate, bring to clarity, and express issues that

are scattered through the many pastoral contacts and activities.”' 4 Discus-

sions of sermons after the service or open dialogues with the congregation

during the sermon give pastor and people an opportunity to move more

deeply into the Word.

With the above points in mind, I would make the following recommen-

dations: (1) See God’s love and hand in the reactions of others. (2) Accept

the love that is already around you so you can be nourished to feel strong

enough to bear the brunt of necessary criticism. (3) See the corrections of

others as possible doors to a more spiritually vital life and recognize that it

is natural to resist change—even change for the good.

V. Quiet Prayer

We ponder the nuances of Jesus’ parables so often that sometimes we

forget that he was also frequently very direct in his instruction. One such

direct command that Jesus gave to his disciples was: “Come away by your-

self to a lonely place, and rest awhile” (Mk. 1:35). Spiritual treasure is of-

fered to us in this command.

The call to “rest in the Lord” has been a source of strength to many
Christian leaders. When Luther knew he was going to have a very busy day,

he would get up even earlier so he could pray longer. He recognized and

lived out the desert wisdom maxim: “Prayer quickly straightens out your

thoughts.”' 5 He knew that he needed time to go into his room, shut his door,

and pray to the Lord in secret (Mt. 6:6) as a way to keep his perspective

spiritually centered.

This wisdom is as important today as it was in the time of Christ and in

the religiously intense period of the Reformation. The question then is: why

14 Fred Craddock, Preaching (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1985), p. 40.
15 Yushi Nomura, Desert Wisdom: Sayings of the Desert Lathers (New York: Doubleday,

1982), p. 32.
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do we resist making time tor quiet prayer in our own lives? The answer I

offer is that as much as we say we’d like to be filled with the Spirit, we are

also frightened of taking up the yoke of Christ (Mt. 11:29-30) because we
unconsciously desire to control our own destiny. We want to resist the con-

version and prophetic call that may be heard when we are alone without

our badge of works and schedule full of distractions.

As Henri Nouwen points out:

Solitude is not a private therapeutic place. Rather it is a place of con-

version, the place where the old self dies, the place where the new self

is born, the place where the emergence of the new man and new

woman occurs.' 6

Thomas Long makes the same point:

... in the account of Acts we do not find Paul gliding away from the

Damascus road singing the convert’s song of new orientation, “Amaz-

ing grace, how sweet the sound. . . . Once I was blind, but now I see.”

To the contrary, his song could only have been, “Amazing grace, how
disturbing the presence . . . once I saw, but now I am blind.”' 7

The point is: Paul didn’t have God . . . God had Paul! Saul was busy doing

“God’s work” as best he knew it when the Lord made a claim on him and

called him to an opposite mission and identity he could never have come to

by himself.

Maybe that is what we are trying to run from when we make a case for

not following Christ’s simple call to close the door to be in the room alone

with God. Maybe we can appreciate to some degree what Metropolitan An-

thony of Sourozh means when he says: “To meet God means to enter into

the ‘cave of the tiger’—it is not a pussycat you meet—it’s a tiger. The realm

of God is dangerous.”' 8 To say with Samuel, “Speak Lord. Your servant is

listening” (1 Sam. 3:10) obviously is not easy; it is humbling.

Whatever the cost, there is no choice if we are to follow Christ’s com-

mand and his own example. Silence and solitude are necessary if we are to

hear God’s voice. And that requires setting aside time each day for quiet

prayer.

How we pray is, of course, up to us. Each of us will meet God in our own

16 Henri Nouwen, Way ofthe Heart (New York: Seabury Press, 1981), p. 18.

Thomas G. Long, “Why Are We Here?” Testament ,
Vol. 1, No. 1 (November 1989), p.

7 -

,8 Anthony Bloom, Beginning to Pray (Ramsey, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1970), pp. xv-xvi.
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way. I offer the following recommendations, which most of us learned at

some time or other early in our religious training: (i) Find a quiet place for

prayer. (2) Express gratitude to God. (3) Begin with the Lord’s Prayer or

another familiar prayer, or read a passage from the Bible or from a spiritual

classic, or concentrate on one word (e.g., Jesus). (4) Meditate on what you

have prayed or read, or the word you have chosen to center your thoughts,

quietly repeating it over and over again. (5) Remain quietly like this with

the Lord in love a brief period each day and your relationship with God
will grow. Please remember:

If I ask for the gift of contemplation, and I start spending a certain

amount of time each day quietly looking at Jesus with love, the gift of

contemplation, and growth in that gift, will be given to me. If and

when I am distracted, discouraged, dry, and almost desolate in prayer,

I can throw myself on the Lord’s mercy. Jesus is faithful.' 9

The contemplative approach to prayer is, of course, only one part of a full

covenantal spirituality. Prayer in silence and solitude must be comple-

mented and nourished by faith-sharing within a Christian community. Oth-

erwise, our relationship with God will run the risk of becoming an elite or

distorted individualistic practice. This is a danger which should not be un-

derestimated.

VI. Final Comments

Losing one’s way in ministry is easy. As we have emphasized, we often

lose our way spiritually because we have centered our lives and our minis-

tries around our image, our expectations of dramatic results, and our secret

desires that people will admire us because we are publicly committed to

serve Christ and them. We have forgotten the covenant, forgotten grace,

forgotten God. Ministers need to be frequently reminded of Christ’s word
to the apostles: “With (humanity) it is impossible, but not with God: for

with God all things are possible” (Mk. 10:27).

In my course on “Spirituality and Pastoral Care” at Princeton Theologi-

cal Seminary, one minister related the comment of a colleague:

When I left Seminary I was very capable, and I went out into ministry

relying solely on my own gifts and abilities. God rarely came into my
equation. Why should God? I seemed to be doing very well on my

19 Robert Faricy and Robert J. Wicks, Contemplating Jesus (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press,

1986), p. 34.
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own. But then after two or three years of “successful” ministry, I began

to realize that there was something missing at the gut level of what I

was doing.

In this paper I have tried to describe how our spirituality—our cove-

nantal relationship with God and others—is essential if we are to be faithful

to our calling. With God’s grace, our commitment to ministry can remain

vital and passionate. We can say together with our Lord: “I have come to

set fire on the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled!” (Lk. 12:49).
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An important common denominator for music, liturgy, and faith is hu-

manness. That is, music, liturgy, and faith do not transpire in a vac-

uum—humanity or humanness is not nullified, rather it is the context of

worship. They may be spoken of as gifts of God in the believing community

or as avenues of revelation, inspiration, and communication, but never at

the expense of humanness. Music, liturgy, and faith are shaped in part by

who we are, from whence we come, and where we are going.

The view of religion propagated by the French sociologist Emile Durk-

heim, namely, that it is a sociological phenomenon per se, would reduce

music, liturgy, and faith to mere sociological responses to the human need

of ritual and order. They are indeed that! Yet the community of faith re-

sponds with a hearty, “Not so,” for the worship of God is the focus of reality

for the church or religious community. How quickly this rebuttal comes,

but often without fully thinking through the implications of being honest

about the role humanness plays in the worship life of the church.

I. Divine Initiative and Human Response

Christian traditions have specific ways of referring to worship which de-

scribe their views of the nature of the gathered community experience. The
Orthodox Church refers to the liturgy of St. John Chrysostom, which com-

prises the heart of regular Orthodox worship, as “The Divine Liturgy.”

German Christians, Protestant or Roman Catholic, speak of Gottesdienst—
God’s worship. In both instances, there is a distinct difference from English

language terminology such as worship, worship of God, church worship,

worship service, the church at worship, praise hour, or even the Mass. In

the designation “The Divine Liturgy,” the word “divine” is an adjective
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and qualifies whose liturgy it is—God’s. It is the liturgy which bears the

imprimatur of the divine. Gottesdienst could be translated as “worship of

God,” but admittedly that does not capture fully the nuance of the German

fusion of the two words Gott and Dienst into one word in which the first

word is joined to the second by forming a possessive: literally, God’s wor-

ship. It is the time of adoration, praise, and prayer which indeed bears God’s

imprimatur.

Yes, it is God’s time. Yet, worship is the human response to God. Who
or what dictates the response? Karl Barth once made quite clear that human

response to the grace of God is not “monotonous, colourless, and formless,”

rather “articulated, colourful, and contoured.” The human response is a

“formed reference.” 1 Churches of confessional backgrounds have liturgies

of long-established tradition which they have inherited from the past. These

may well be regarded as a part of God’s gift to the church, but the actions

of church councils and other church bodies in working out the development

of liturgies only accentuate the human element in the formation of liturgy

or creation of “the formed reference.” On the other hand, churches of free

traditions, which rely more upon the inspired moment to create liturgy

within a less fully fleshed-out ritual content, find themselves greatly depen-

dent on human creativity from one worship experience to another. It is clear

that free church traditions, however, also have very definitely developed

liturgies, even though they may not follow a pattern of specific verbalization

which is perpetually repeated. While they may not have a repository of read

prayers, litanies, etc., they usually do have highly developed ritual structures

for worshipping in their own way, as well as specific ways of praying, sing-

ing, and preaching. The method or process of worship remains fairly con-

stant, though the content varies. Who develops such structures? Human
beings.

One would be ill-advised to aver that nothing the church does in worship

is the result of divine initiative. It has retained elements from Hebrew wor-

ship, the Second Temple of the Jews, and the New Testament church w hich

it understands to be authentic means of experiencing God in response to

divine activity in history, be it prayer, song, sacraments, or bringing of of-

ferings. Think of those churches which regard Jesus’ words of institution at

the Last Supper as a divine injunction to remember God’s sacrifice con-

stantly through Holy Communion, the Eucharist. In addition, most

1 See Paul Ramsey, “Liturgy and Ethics,” in Focus on Liturgy and Ethics, p. 143.
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churches share a confidence that the Holy Spirits*'// moves in a strange and

powerful way in the assembled worshipping community.

The almost endless diversity of Christian worship in the East and West

underscores how strong the human element is in the establishment of litur-

gical and worship practice and its continuation. One may laugh at the mun-

dane question—Can everyone be right? But why is Christian worship so

radically diverse, when Christians worship the same God whose gift of Jesus

Christ is to transform them into a community of worshipping and loving

servants who act out the drama of salvation in their lives? Regardless of the

diversity, however, as Paul Ramsey points out, “the rule of faith and life and

worship alike is some common understanding of God’s presence with us

and (God’s) action for us in Jesus Christ, and the triumph of that action.

Hence, we can understand the unity in diversity of liturgies .”2

Why churches worship as they do usually is rationalized beyond all mea-

sure of reasonableness once a tradition has been established or altered and

once later generations have no living experience of the origins of their wor-

ship which makes it unique or different from other churches. If one has

been raised Baptist, Methodist, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Lutheran, Ro-

man Catholic, or Orthodox, and has been regularly exposed to a specific

worship tradition, that is the tradition one knows. That is the way Chris-

tians worship according to such an experience. Why should one believe oth-

erwise? Somewhere along the path of church history someone had to believe

that a particular liturgical response was the way Christians should respond

to God and each other, when they gathered for worship.

Once at Christmas time while I was living in Germany, I was talking

with a little girl about five years old. We knew each other well and often

chatted while she waited for her mother. On this occasion suddenly she

turned to me with the ecstasy of a child at Christmas and said, “Erzahl mir

ein Weihnachtsgedicht!” (Tell me a Christmas poem!) I replied that I could

not because when I was a boy I spoke only English and all the Christmas

poems I knew I had learned in English. The ecstasy vanished from her face

and she looked at me almost painfully and said, “Du Arme, Du!” as if to

say, “You poor little boy!” Why should she have believed that there was any

other language in the world than her own or that there were any other

Christmas poems besides those in German? We are what our experience

makes us.

2 Ibid., p. 142.
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II. Style in Worship

Many of us have had a more pluralistic experience than my little friend,

a much broader experience of language and life both inside and outside the

church. But we are not concerned here with the merits and disadvantages

of singularism and pluralism in music, liturgy, and faith, rather the style

which our humanness develops in worship. The worship of all church

traditions has its own style, and style is basically a human thing. For both

good and bad this is what distinguishes humans from animals. Rhesus mon-

keys have a vocabulary of forty to a hundred sounds and gestures which are

understood by other members of the species, “They all have the same vo-

cabulary; nobody uses the words in a different way .”3 Humans are not like

that. On the one hand, they use much of their common vocabulary in such

diverse ways that they often find it difficult to communicate. On the other

hand, in worship they have very different liturgical and musical vocabular-

ies and often they do not understand what the other is doing.

One Sunday evening after my father had preached a sermon on modes of

baptism, our family sat around the dining room table having some refresh-

ment. My younger sister, who was about six years old at the time, began to

quiz my father about his sermon. She said, “Daddy, you said some churches

put you under the water, some pour water on you, and some sprinkle you

with water. Doesn’t anybody squirt?” This was for her a perfectly logical

question. Even baptism has style. Art has style, literature has style, poetry

has style, music has style. Think of the curious effect which can be created

by music in a minor key or the varying responses evoked by different ar-

rangements of colors in paintings.

Unquestionably worship has style and when it comes to the development

of the style, many factors play a role—sociological and psychological ones,

as well as faith and belief, and they all tend to reflect humanness. For ex-

ample, taste is a sociological factor. What determines good or bad taste?

What a social group decides is good or bad taste. It may have an intellectual

or emotional origin or attachment.

Consider the style of worship. Style is the means by which we recreate

for ourselves the content of the faith story as we know it from scripture, the

church, and experience. How one puts together the visual, verbal, and mu-

sical images which make a meaningful experience of the inner spirit and

relationship to God determines the style of worship. Rhesus monkeys do not

do that. Humans do. Every liturgy has a set of images (many are provided

i
f. Bronowski, The Ascent ofMan (London: British Broadcasting Corp., 1973), p. 93.
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from the biblical narrative, many are not), just as every piece of music has a

set of images. Even if Handel’s “Water Music” did not bear that name, if

would create the image of flowing water by the musical metaphors the com-

poser brings together. Even if one does not know how much Benjamin Brit-

ten loved the roaring of the sea, one experiences it time and again in his

“North Sea bass line” in numerous compositions.

III. Word and Musical Form

All words are images or metaphors of some kind. It is here that one of

the gravest problems in music, liturgy, and faith surfaces, namely, the con-

flict of word and musical form. Before addressing this problem, however, it

should first be noted that we generally determine the style of worship in

three ways: by verbalization, symbolization, and musicalization. Without a

doubt, worship can be over-verbalized, over-symbolized, and over-musical-

ized. The conflict of word and musical form illustrates the problem of bal-

ance. St. Augustine addressed this issue centuries ago in his treatise, “On
Music,” in which he discusses the importance of word and music. “Is one

subservient to the other?” he asks. In the chanting of a psalm should the

cantorial become more dominant than the text? Augustine says, “No!” This

is, of course, carried to the extreme by some followers of John Calvin who
wanted to exclude all hymn singing from worship in favor of metrical

psalmody, because hymns are not the Word of God, but are words about

the Word. In this view one should sing only scriptural songs—the psalms.

This is what gave birth, of course, to the Genevan and French psalters. It is,

of course, a very delimited and literalistic view of the Word, which leaves

no room for an artistic interpretation of God’s Word by music or other art

forms. Charles Wesley, the renowned eighteenth century poet-priest, cau-

tions against the dangers of such a view in one of his little-known poems.

The word in the bare literal sense,

Tho’ heard ten thousand times, and read.

Can never of itself dispense

The saving power which wakes the dead;

The meaning spiritual and true

The learn’d expositor may give,

But cannot give the virtue too,

Or bid his own dead spirit live .
4

4 Charles Wesley, Short Hymns on Select Passages of the Holy Scriptures, vol. II (1762), p.
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How do we verbalize liturgy and music? There are essentially three ap-

proaches to such verbalization in Christianity, (i) A sacramental approach

elects an inherited but expanded liturgical commentary on the journey to

Calvary and Christ’s sacrifice which culminates in the reception of bread

and wine at Holy Communion, as in Roman Catholicism and the Anglican

Church. (2) A Word-centered approach places full and total primacy on the

celebration, examination, and illumination of the Word of God, as in much
of Protestantism, particularly the Reformed tradition. (3) A rogation ap-

proach combines word and movement in celebrating the mystery of God’s

action on behalf of humankind in Jesus Christ by movement through the

drama of God’s action, as in the Orthodox Church.

How are music and word to be related in worship? To be sure, music can

overpower the word and sacrament so as to make them ineffectual. There

is a tension between the written word and the composed word. What integ-

rity do both word and music have on their own, as well as together? The

church has gone through many struggles in attempting to maintain the pu-

rity and truth of God’s Word, which has been and continues to be a central

focus of Christian worship. The predominant view is that Holy Scripture

has its own integrity as God’s Word, whereas music is viewed more gener-

ally as an addendum or appendage to the Word of God, but not the Word
itself. There is still no single view about which music best fits a particular

biblical text. On the one hand, there is the very static view of the Word as

something to be believed, revered, honored, held in high esteem, for it is

God’s Word with power to reclaim and redeem lives. On the other hand,

however, there is another view expressed in the Old Testament word dabar,

which means both “word” and “deed.” Hence, God’s word is something

one does. It is not merely to be believed. Perhaps here music gains its true

integrity on its own in worship, particularly non-verbalized music, for it can

become an enabler, an implementer of the Word. It affirms the doing of

God’s Word.

How can liturgy and music help to do the Word? Often one is trapped

in the discussion of the appropriateness of a musical setting for a text and

never gets to the matter of music and liturgy as enablers of doing the Word.

Yes, appropriateness is vital. There are so many stumbling blocks put in the

way of the Word in worship: repetitiveness, superfluous florid beauty, weak

harmonic structures. Moreover, the age old question of sacred versus secular

still troubles many. Music, liturgy, humanity, and faith are the mirrors in

which we see how we are to do the Word, but they can become fogged over

“no less than faith and life itself by pollutants in the atmosphere.” They
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“can be turned away from their common object, and cease to represent the

divine event.” 5 There is no fait accompli here, since so much is determined

by culturalization. For example, in Germany churches often avoid the use

of Richard Wagner’s “Largo” from the opera Lohengrin as wedding music

which many know elsewhere as “The Wedding March,” because it is “sec-

ular music,” i.e., it comes from and belongs in the operatic theatre in their

view.

When it comes to musical settings of God’s Word or words about God’s

Word such as in hymns and anthems, one must choose musical language as

a catcher of butterflies catches butterflies—with utmost care! Hundreds of

hymns are musically scored for boredom and do nothing to help interpret

the text. The music should paint the colors of emotion, affirmation, intro-

spection, and examination expressed in the text. Non-verbalized music and

other art should create the shape, form, and sense of awe and reality which

allow the Word and sacraments to appropriate themselves to the lives of

those present for faithful worship, service, and living.

All of these emphases only stress more strongly the role of humanness in

the shape of liturgy, both in its origins and its ongoing formation. Regardless

of one’s view of the film “The Last Temptation of Christ,” it reminds us

that Christ’s humanness was also sacrificed at Calvary. Perhaps this re-

minder is helpful for liturgical renewal and formation in that a cruciform

view of worship means that we too bring our humanness as an offering to

God. As we verbalize, symbolize, and musicalize, we bring an offering to

God—ourselves and all that we are. Perhaps this is at the root of St. Augus-

tine’s declaration that the Christian should be an Alleluia from head to foot.

Worship that is completely verbalized, completely symbolized (which is

less likely), or completely musicalized is not the answer. A brief look at some

of our contemporary tasks may help us see how our humanness best serves

music, liturgy, and faith.

IV. Liturgy, Music, and Mission

(i) Anthony Boylan has averred that “The test of a ‘successful’ liturgy is

not the feeling of euphoria and well-being that comes from a happy balance

of readings well read, songs well sung, prayers well said, etc., but the pas-

toral and missionary activity of the community which follows from its wor-

ship .”6 In other words, every individual involved in worship has a ministry

5 Ramsey, op. cit., p. 148.
6 Anthony Boylan, “Symbolism and Liturgical Formation,” in Symbolism and the Liturgy:
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to the other and to others not present. This is not some vague concept to be

smothered beneath a general term such as “music ministry.” It means de-

veloping a pastoral concept of everything we do in worship. It means asking

some hard questions. What are the pastoral objectives of the lectionary read-

ings? Are they read only because they are prescribed? Can music and liturgy

enhance such objectives? How? What are the pastoral objectives of every

part of the service? For example, through music we can experience unity in

Christ. What are the pastoral and missionary implications of that for the

broken world we enter, when we exit the church door?

Organists and choir directors bear as much pastoral responsibility as the

clergy or congregation. Each time they touch the keyboard or raise the hand

or baton they are making a theological statement to the congregation, a faith

statement. Every participant in worship has a pastoral responsibility to every

other participant.

(2) Such a pastoral concern means that we have a responsibility to make
the meaning of signs and symbols clearer. “To support and nourish the

Christian faith through symbols that are more easily understood and have a

more vital impact, will be one of the foremost tasks in the immediate fu-

ture.”7 Nonverbal symbols, for example, gestures, play such a vital role in

worship. It is wrong for churches to say in effect to the community that the

liturgical establishment will provide the symbolic language it needs, albeit

largely from the past. Here we need much education in sensitivity to the

symbolic, for body language and experience are the raw material of ritual.

Think of the body postures we assume for things we do in worship, de-

pending upon our cultural or ethnic backgrounds. We kneel to pray, sit to

pray, raise hands to pray, bow heads to pray, stand erect to sing, feel free to

move when we sing, stand behind pulpits or lecterns to read and preach,

and we kneel, stand, or sit to receive Holy Communion. Think of the pleth-

ora of gestures used by clergy as symbolic expressions of liturgy and the

spoken word—many are traditional, others are extemporaneous. Indeed,

one can manipulate symbols of speech and culture, even in worship. We do

not need gimmicks. We need to establish patterns and rhythms in worship

which affirm the validity of the rite celebrated and w'hich wed the impact

of traditional actions to contemporary life.

(3) Liturgy must be life-oriented. The more liturgy and music, worship

and ritual reflect the rhythm of life, the more they will be vital and sustain-

1. The Roman Catholic Contributors

,

ed. by Kenneth W. Stevenson (London: Grove Books,

1980), p. 10.

7 Ibid., p. 6.
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ing in the lives of human beings. What does the church want its worship to

be? Hopefully a response to need which creates community with all of its

weaknesses, strengths, obligations, and responsibilities. Worship is for the

whole self and the whole community.

Ritual structure so often reflects social structure and should change in

response to it. Nevertheless, some ask, If the liturgical establishment condi-

tions the faithful long enough, won’t they finally accept what is good for

them, even George Friedrich Handel, Johann Sebastian Bach, or Bill

Gaither? It is dismaying to realize how much what we do in worship reflects

our social and cultural values and how little power what we do in worship

has to transform them! Here is perhaps an important measuring rod for the

worship of the church in the twenty-first century. Will worship develop the

power to transform social and cultural values, or will sterilized liturgy find

it difficult to influence any part of our culture?

It is a grave pitfall of liturgy, be it word, symbol, or music, when wor-

shippers think they experience in worship what they know already. That is

deadly. Ritual should help evoke a desire, a thirst for knowing and under-

standing. It should “mediate an experience for those present, not just tell

them about somebody else’s.”
8

It is rare that the community which assembles for celebration in worship

is indeed a “community”; rather it tends to be a conglomeration of individ-

uals and individual families.' Liturgy and music which issue from the pulse

of their lives will help create that community.

(4) An awesome task for musicians and liturgists is that of increasing the

power of the Word. That may seem at first reading somewhat haughty, but

that is not the intent. Rather, there is a need to see where humanness and

divine initiative intersect and how humanness enhances the Word’s power

or diminishes it.

Liturgy and music have the unique character of making the Word of God
more or less powerful in human lives. When one considers, for example, how
dominant the organ has become in Western Christian worship and that the

church got along for many centuries without it, one readily recognizes the

power this instrument holds to affirm and enhance or disarm and diminish

the power of the Word in worship. It brings us in, sends us out, gets us up,

sits us down, accompanies our singing and praying, and fills our silence with

sound. Here it is not a question of what laity or musicians think is right and

appropriate, but of the theology of the instrument and its use. A liturgy or

8 Christopher Walsh, “Liturgy and Symbolism: A Map,” in Symbolism and the Liturgy
, p.

26.
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worship service is not celebrated as a concert. Christian worship is uniquely

centered upon God. The organ serves this higher purpose. The organ and

its music are symbols, too, and like every other symbol they never can ex-

haust the meaning of what they symbolize.

As we think of increasing the power of the Word, we will be confronted

with the question—Is the substance of worship divinely given? If so, what

role can our humanness possibly play in such a gift? Perhaps the best re-

sponse to this question is to point to the incarnation as a model. It is human
and divine. Jesus’ divinity did not nullify his humanity, and his humanity

did not nullify his divinity. Church musicians and liturgists are given the

responsibility to shape the worship experience where all can truly be them-

selves and out of that experience to shape a world in which all can truly live

as human beings.

Musicians and liturgists set the style of worship, i.e., their humanness does

so. They create the mood, the tone, the flow, the movement. One can cele-

brate an inherited liturgy hundreds of ways and the experience of it can be

radically different, even if the structure and content are identical.

V. Faith

Whatever happened to “faith” in this discussion? The subject is “Music,

Liturgy, Humanity, and Faith.” It should be obvious by now that this au-

thor considers music and liturgy to be a means of creating and recreating

the faith experience for the gathered community. It has been said that music

and liturgy have style and that it is determined largely by our humanness,

but what of faith? Does it have style? No. Faith itself has no style, but faith

shapes and creates style, for faith molds human beings and creates anew.

Approaches to faith certainly shape music and liturgy. It may be intellec-

tualized and emotionalized. It is in both of these approaches that one expe-

riences how they give impetus to the style of worship. Intellectualized faith

may be well-meaning and wrong-headed and result in a well thought-out,

carefully calculated worship experience which leaves little openness to sim-

ple awe, wonder, and the sheer joy of the eruption of spontaneity. The

works of Johann Sebastian Bach executed with vocal and/or instrumental

precision but no heart reflects an approach to faith that has very little re-

demptive about it. Musicology can replace theology in worship. Emotional-

izedfaith may be well-meaning and wrong-intentioned. A faith response is

not just a moment. It is, as Karl Barth says, a “formed reference" or “formed

experience.” The musical and liturgical ways of exploiting the “formed ref-
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erence” to evoke an emotional faith response are many, such as the stylized

phraseology of prayer (a litany in itself) or the musically contrived and un-

imaginative succession of one, four, and five chords with an abundance of

five sevens supported by a milking chromatic bass line.

Faith is a response to God with a wedding of head and heart. As com-

forting as Pascal’s words are
—“The heart has reasons of which reason itself

knows nothing,”—if they are construed to mean a divorce of head and

heart, this could inhibit the best offering of the intellect in Christian living

and worship. There is a grave danger in worship that faith can become

captive to the head or heart. It can be trapped in liturgy and music, as ex-

pressions of intellectualized or emotionalized faith, or it can be allowed to

soar with the head and heart in full flight, to ascend and descend into the

regions of our experience of God in Jesus Christ.

It is the quality of faith which should be determinative for music and

liturgy. Faith deepens as we experience giving of our total selves, mind and

heart, in worship and living. Does this mean a glorified ecclecticism in music

and liturgy—a little something for everyone? No, it means the agonizing

scrutiny of everything one does in and through music and liturgy with the

keenness of the intellect and the warmness of the heart. Since we are to be

pastors of the head and heart, we should value music and liturgy as the cloak

of faith for the whole worshipping community. Just as humanness is pri-

mary in setting the style of music and liturgy, what we create through the

channels of communication by God’s grace reflects the quality of our faith

and who we are. As frightening as the responsibility may be, choral direc-

tors, organists, priests, and pastors are saying by what they do in worship,

“I am affirming our faith, helping us discover who we are as followers of

Jesus Christ.”

The determinant for the future of music and liturgy will be the quality

of our faith. As we look at the future, we begin to ask “what if.” What if

church choirs become obsolete (historically they are a young institution and

the church did without them for centuries)? What if church hymns become

obsolete and new forms of musical expression and celebration arise (hymn

singing as an art form which dominates much of Christian worship is not

an ancient art form)? What if organs and organists are made obsolete by the

genius of electronics, which already make it possible for the smallest church

to have a computer module that will play the accompaniment for every

hymn and all service music in a hymnal and with excellent quality of sound?

“What if?” What if our faith really shapes who we are?—a faith which
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goes in search of all human heings, rich or poor, at all costs, even death upon

a cross? What if this caring, pastoral faith really shapes music, liturgy, and

humanness? Perhaps then we could say, “The ‘what ifs’ will not matter!” It

could mean that we will then wisely appropriate every creative possibility at

our disposal to enhance our formed response to God in worship.
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The primacy-text, Mt. 16:18, has been a battleground for exegetes for a

long time. But that is not the major reason for my interest in this text.

For it seems to me that this storm center of exegetical debates has calmed

down today, and that a far-reaching ecumenical consensus has been reached.

This is documented in the United States in Peter in the New Testament by

R. Brown, K. Donfried and J. Reumann, and in Germany by the even more

critical Papsttum als opumenische Frage, edited by the Ecumenical Institutes

of Germany. 1 My problem is why this consensus has not been able to remove

any of the stones and rocks that have been built upon our text by its later

interpreters.

To state it bluntly: the exegetical consensus of today corresponds exactly

to those positions that were put under the solemn anathema by the first

Vatican Council in 1870. Yet nobody dares to pronounce an anathema upon

the exegetical guild. Indeed, one gets the impression that outside academic

theology almost nobody really takes notice of our exegetical consensus. This

seems to me true for historical-critical research of the Bible generally: it has

successfully emancipated the Bible from the dogmas and doctrines of the

church, but at the same time it has delivered the Bible to historical relativity

and historical uniqueness which cannot be the basis of a truth beyond its

own situation. Hence, my problem is not confessional, but hermeneutical:

the impotence of historical-critical exegesis. Historical-critical research sets

texts to be investigated at a distance from us, their interpreters, and in doing

so it destroys our relation to the past. Instead of a meaningful distance, it is

the distance of a “mere” past that does not have anything to do with us.

That is the reason why I try to integrate the history of effects of the

biblical text into its interpretation in my work on Matthew, 2 and in all my
hermeneutical reflections. In this article I will (1) explain briefly some of my
hermeneutical ideas and also some of my difficulties with them; (2) give a

1 R. Brown, K. P. Donfield, and J. Reumann, eds., Peter in the New Testament (Minneap-
olis: Augsburg, 1973); Papsttum als opumenische Frage , ed. Arbeitsgemeinschaft der okume-
nischen Universitatsinstitute (Mainz and Munich: Grunewald and Kaiser, 1979).

2 U. Luz, Das Evangelium nach Matthaus , Vol. I: Mt. 1-7 [EKK I/i] (Neukirchen/Zurich:
Neukirchener/Benziger, 1989); Vol. II: Mt. 8-17 [EKK I/2], (Ibid., 1990); American transla-

tion, Matthew i-y (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1989); Vol. II expected 1991.
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short exegetical sketch of Mt. 16:13-20; (3) offer some basic information

about its history of influence; and (4) present some hermeneutical conclu-

sions.

I. Hermeneutical Presuppositions

1. 1. Totality of understanding. Understanding fundamental texts like bib-

lical texts is not only a verbal or intellectual act. The whole of a human
being is involved in the act of understanding: intellect, emotions, acts, and

sufferings. Understanding biblical texts cannot be separated from applying

biblical texts. In an image: biblical texts are like water. You do not under-

stand sufficiently what water is when you analyze it but only when you use

it—for example, when you drink it or when you swim in it. Because appli-

cation is a moment of understanding, commentaries and other such docu-

ments are not the only interpretations of biblical texts; texts are also inter-

preted in sermons, deeds, hymns, institutions, political and ethical decisions,

peace and war, works of art, the law of the church, etc. As G. Ebeling

argues, the whole history of the church is a history of the interpretation of

the Bible. 5 Therefore, not only the history of exegesis but the whole history

of influence and effects has a fundamental hermeneutical significance.

1.2. Contextuality ofunderstanding. If application is a constitutive moment

of understanding and interpretation, no understanding is possible that is not

closely connected with life in a particular historical situation. There is no

general, abstract heaven of theological truth,4 but only the understanding of

texts in and for concrete situations. Understanding a text is different from

explaining a text and is always understanding today and for today. Historical

criticism means explanation of texts. Its task is to give the texts back to their

past situation of life, to tell how they came into existence, what they wanted

to say, and what effects they had. Transmitted written texts are something

like frozen products of life; to explain them means to defrost them and to

give them back their life. But understanding texts means something differ-

ent. It means discovering our own situation of life, discovering how the texts

help us towards new life. Every act of understanding contains an element

of newness. To understand means to introduce one’s own situation into the

text and evaluate it with the help of the text. Understanding produces a new

meaning of the text that is in continuity with, but not identical to, earlier

J Gerhard Ebeling, Wort Gottes and Tradition (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck, 1964), 22. Amer-
ican edition: The Word of God and Tradition: Historical Studies Interpreting the Divisions of
Christianity , trans. S. H. Hooke (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1968).

t Cf. Migues Bonino, Doing Theology in a Revolutionary Situation (Philadelphia: Fortress

Press, 1975), ch. 5.
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meanings. Understanding does not mean merely to reproduce the original

meaning of a text. In this I agree with the hermeneutics of the theologians

of liberation. 5

1.3. Texts as power. In the Bible we can observe the process of reinterpre-

tation and application that biblical traditions or texts create. Israel’s history

and the traditions about fesus are retold again and again and applied to new

situations. This process continues in post-biblical times in the history of the

church. It seems to me that it is not possible to make a fundamental distinc-

tion between the biblical and post-biblical processes of reinterpretation and

application. Consequently, from the point of view of the biblical texts them-

selves we must say that they cannot be separated from their applications and

their history of effects. Biblical texts are a “dynamis” (cf. Rom. 1:16), a

power that creates new interpretations and new life. The power of the bib-

lical texts and the freedom that they give are constitutive parts of these texts.

To use again the image of water: biblical texts do not resemble a cistern, in

which the amount of water can be measured and its quality precisely deter-

mined. They resemble a source. The source is at a given and fixed place, but

waters come out of it, form a brook or a river, and flow away from it in

new directions. Like the river and the source, new interpretations and the

applications of the texts in later history belong together.

1.4. Texts as an element of our life. The last point has to do with us, the

latest recipients of the Bible. Like those before us, we are not separated from

the history of effects of the biblical texts. The biblical texts and their effects

in history are not a mere object that we can examine at a distance. They are

an element of our life that is important for us. We already owe something

to these texts that we are going to analyze. 6 They are part of our biography

and that of our churches and culture. They are not merely an object of

investigation but a part of our life. Returning once more to the image of

water: the biblical texts and their history of effects is something like a

stream, and we are in a boat, driven forward and carried by that stream. To
analyze the history of effects of the biblical texts means to analyze an ele-

ment of our life. It means realizing where we are in the light of the biblical

5 Clodovis Boff, Theology and Praxis: Epistemological Foundations , trans. Robert R. Barr

(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1987), ch. 8; }. Severino Croatto, Biblical Hermeneutics: To-
ward a Theory of Reading as the Production of Meaning, trans. Robert R. Barr (Maryknoll,

N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1987), ch. I/3.

6 This is the basic idea of Hans Georg Gadamer’s concept of “effective history.” See H. G.
Gadamer, Truth and Method

,
rev. ed., trans. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall (New

York: Continuum Publishing Company, 1988), II/i/d.
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texts. The idea of the history of effects prevents us from making biblical

texts mere objects of investigation that have nothing to do with us.

1.5. What do these ideas mean for our text? What does it mean when I say

that every interpretation of a biblical text must contain an element of new-

ness and must, in part, be a new interpretation? What does it mean when I

say that the history of effects is an expression of the text’s own power? It is

obvious that this idea has an affinity to the Roman Catholic concept of tra-

dition. The second Vatican Council 7 speaks about tradition as the progress-

ing (proficit ) knowledge of God. The perception of the Word grows (crescit)

through the experience of the believers and under the guidance of the Holy

Spirit.

Since both the Roman Catholic concept of tradition and my concept of

the history of effects as part of the texts are similar, they are also both con-

fronted w'ith a fundamental problem. If the word of God changes in the

course of history, is it then possible to criticize developments and interpre-

tations that are not directly legitimized by the biblical text but could be

understood as its development and expansion in the church through the

centuries under the guidance of the Holy Spirit? Can a hermeneutic of the

“history of effects” escape the awkward position of legitimizing everything

that was successful in history as a branch on the rich tree of the history of

effects? Since the history of the dominant effects of the Bible is always the

history of the winners rather than the losers, such a hermeneutic could be

merely a very dangerous legitimation of historical processes. Even more bit-

terly, it could be simply a hermeneutical secondary legitimation of the sec-

ondary biblical legitimations that have been used in the course of the history

of the church to justify the acts of those who were ruling the church, or

sometimes the world.

Does a hermeneutic of the “history of effects” destroy the critical poten-

tial of texts to serve as our counterpart—to challenge and not to tranquilize

us? In the workshop of the collaborators to the Evangelical-Catholic Com-

mentary, when we discussed these ideas for the first time, Roman Catholic

colleagues in particular posed this question.

II. Exegetical Remarks8

2.1. Synchronic analysis. The place of our text is at the end of section 12:1-

16:20, which deals with the conflict between Jesus and the leaders of Israel

and with the withdrawals of Jesus and his disciples from them (12: 15; 14:13;

i Constitution about Revelation, 2,8.

8 For detailed arguments see Luz, Das Evangelium nach Matthaus , Vol. II ad. loc.
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15:21; 16:4). At the end of the section, Jesus envisions for the first time the

future church, a suitable introduction to the next section 16:21-20:34, which

deals with the life and destiny of the church in Israel. We can say that in

the macrotext of the Gospel, 16:13-20 is the point at which the foundation

of the church is examined. That this is connected with Peter, the “first” of

the apostles (10:2, cf, 4:18-20), is not by chance. Peter seems to play an im-

portant, even unique role in the Gospel.

But our pericope is also connected with other pericopes: the revelation of

the Son of God by the Father takes up the revelation to all the “infants” in

11:25-27; the beatitude of Peter the beatitude of all the disciples in 13:1 6f.

;

his confession of the Son of God the confession of all the disciples in 14:33.

The power of binding and loosing given to Peter in v. 19 is given to all the

disciples in 18:18. Thus in our text almost nothing is said about Peter that

is not said about all the disciples elsewhere. It is particularly important that

16:21-28 seems to be an antithetical and chiastic reprise of 16:13-23. Peter

plays here a negative role. He is no longer called “rock,” but “stumbling

block.” He does not express what is revealed to him by the heavenly Father,

but expresses what is according to human thinking and not according to

God. All these cross-references to our text in the Gospel indicate that Peter

plays no other role and receives no other benediction than all the other dis-

ciples. How can these two observations he reconciled with each other?

2.2. Vv. 17-19. With numerous other scholars, I share the opinion that

vv. 17-19 are not an old traditional unity, but a composition of single, orig-

inally independent units, probably combined by the evangelist. It seems to

me very difficult to interpret these verses as part of an old story about the

appearance of the risen Christ to Peter, as suggested: they do not fit into any

pattern of appearance stories known to us. I join many scholars in the con-

viction that v. 17 is probably a redactional answer of Jesus to the solemn

confession and, at the same time, is a transition to the traditional word

v. 18. If v. 17 is redactional, it is evident that it is Matthew’s intention to

point to the special role of Peter. Apart from the blessing of all the disciples

in 13:16 Peter receives a special blessing, and the confession of all the disci-

ples in 14:33 receives a special answer of Jesus when Peter reformulates it in

16:16.

2.3. V. 18. The verse about the “rock” is a traditional word. I think that

it was formulated in a Greek-speaking milieu. Peter Lampe9 has made this

assumption highly plausible. In Greek, he says, it is possible to make the

9 Peter Lampe, Das Spiel mit dem Petrus-Namen—Mt. 16:18 (NTS 25, 1978/79), 227-245.
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word-play with “Petros” (= “stone”) and “petra” (= “rock”); in Aramaic

we have the word “keph” only, which (without any further explanation)

normally means “stone,” and hardly ever means “rock.” Therefore, the Ar-

amaic byname “Kepha” naturally is ol very early origin, but the Greek ex-

planation of it in Mt. 1 6: 1 8 is secondary. Furthermore, I think that our verse

is of late, post-apostolic origin. In the post-apostolic time we have in two

writings similar images, based on the symbolism of the church as a temple

or building. In Eph. 2:20 the church is a house, built upon apostles and

prophets as a foundation. And in Rev. 21:14 names of the twelve apostles

are written on the twelve foundation-stones of the heavenly Jerusalem. All

these related words look back to the time of the apostles and describe their

role as “foundational” for the church. And I think that the place of origin

of our word could be Syria. This not only harmonizes with the Syrian origin

of Matthew’s Gospel, but also with two other observations. First, the closest

parallel to Peter’s role in the Gospel according to Matthew is in the appendix

to the Syrian Johannine Gospel. Jn. 21:15-17 is a close parallel to Mt. 16:18

and, different from it, a parallel that looks back to the singular/wwcfioH of

Peter for the church. In this respect, Jn. 21:15-17 comes closer to the later

Roman interpretation of Peter than Mt. 16:18. Second, the Syrian Pseudo-

clementine Homilies are the first to interpret Mt. 16:18 as a promise given

to Peter personally. In Horn. 16:18 Peter is the rock as the true warrantor

of the tradition of Jesus, and not Paul, whose claims are based solely on a

vision. In Horn. 20:23 ar,d Rec - to:68-7i the cathedra Petri is established in

Antioch. This corresponds to the later tradition of the church, according to

which Peter is the first bishop of Antioch.

Therefore I think that Mt. 16:18 orginates in Syria in post-apostolic times.

It belongs to those numerous New Testament texts that look back to the

times of the apostles and reflect their unique role in the beginnings of the

church that remains of lasting importance.

2.4. V. 19. V. 19a, the word of the keys, could also be a redactional tran-

sition between v. 18 and v. i9bc. V. 19a has, unlike i9bc, no parallel in the

Gospel of John. A transition is needed, because Peter is not the foundation

of the church anymore in v. i9bc, but its authoritative teacher, and also

because the opposition to the church in v. igbc is not the underworld any-

more, but heaven. Not only the closest, but the only parallel to v. 19a is

found in Matthew, namely in 23:13. Here the Pharisees close the kingdom

of heaven and do not allow anyone to enter. This (in my opinion redac-

tional) verse sounds like a contrast to 16:19. Peter should do what the Phar-

isees and scribes do not. Therefore, I think that 1 £1:193 is Matthean redac-
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tion, but this is no more than an assumption that fits the overall

interpretation of the text. The singular of v. iqbc—the saying about binding

and loosing—is, in my opinion, secondary to the plural in the variant 1 8 : 1 8.

The most important argument is that Jn. 20:23, the only parallel to this

word, has the plural. 10 Content-wise, “binding” and “loosing” means Peter’s

authoritative teaching and interpretation of the law and the commandments

of Jesus. This corresponds to many rabbinical parallels and to 23:13. Within

the perspective of this interpretation, it is correct to say with exegetes like

Mussner or Pesch" that Peter functions as “warrantor” of the teaching of

Jesus. Thus, the lasting significance of a “ministry of Peter” would be to

serve the tradition of Jesus.

I cannot prove that all these assumptions are correct. Sometimes the basis

of my argument is rather fragile. One of its strengths is that all the different

elements fit so well together. If all this is correct, then Matthew did not

eliminate the special task of Peter by generalizing or democratizing it in

18:18. 12 On the contrary, he created this special function of Peter by com-

posing a doublet to Mt. 18:18 in 16:19. Whereas in 18:18 authority is given

to all the disciples, in 16:19 Matthew personalizes the authority and concen-

trates it on the person of Peter. One cannot say, therefore, that Matthew is

not interested in the special role of the “first” apostle Peter. He created this

special role of Peter in spite of the fact that apart from v. 18 he had no special

tradition for it. This is perfectly understandable for a writer of the post-

apostolic age, whose interest lies in the uniqueness of the apostles.

2.5. The role of Peter in Matthew and in post-apostolic times. Let me return

to the seemingly ambiguous role of Peter in our text; an ambiguity that is

to be observed in the whole of the Gospel of Matthew. On the one hand

Peter is a unique figure, and on the other he is a type of every disciple. To
the typical character of Peter belongs his role as “speaker” of the disciples

and his role as pupil. He poses questions to Jesus (15:15; 18:21) and gets

answers. He makes objections and is corrected by Jesus (i6:22f; i9:27ff;

16:330. Peter’s behavior also serves a typical function.

For Matthew, Peter is a type not of the ideal but of the real disciple. This

is evident in his ambivalence: confession and rejection of suffering (16:16-

° The strongest argument against this, namely that Mt. 16:19 ' s more closely connected
with its context than Mt. 18:18 is not conclusive, when vv. 17-19 are a redactional composition
inserted by Matthew into the Markan confession of Peter.

" F. Mussner, Petrus and Paulus—Pole der Einheit (Freiburg-Basel-Wien: Herder, 1976),

21; R. Pesch, Simon-Petrus (Stuttgart: Hiersemann, 1980), 1436
12 Cf. G. Strecker, Der Weg der Gerechtigkeit (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck, 1962 [FRLANT

82]), 206: Mt. eliminates the special position of Peter.
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23), denial and repentance (26:33-35; 69-75), courage and failure (14:28-31)

are together. On the other hand, there is the uniqueness of Peter. His name

is more frequent in the Gospel than any other name of a disciple. The com-

parison with the sons of Zebedee, who were frequently omitted by Matthew,

is striking. It is not by chance that Peter is the typical disciple. To this we

can add 10:2, where Peter is “first” (why not his brother Andrew?). In the

section where Jesus and the disciples had to separate from Israel (12:1-16,

20) and in the following “ecclesiastical " section about the life of the disciples,

references to Peter are particularly frequent. With Peter, Matthew com-

mences his “ecclesiastical section.” For Matthew, the historical uniqueness

of Peter and his functioning as a type of the real disciple belong together. It

is easy to understand why. For Matthew, to be part of the church means to

be a disciple of Jesus, to listen to his words, to obey his commandments.' 3 It

is in the person of Peter where this basic character of the church becomes

visible: “He expresses concretely what is a lasting character of the church

according to Matthew: its relation with and obligation to Jesus.”' 4 Thus

typical character and unique historical figure belong together.

Where are the roots of this uniqueness of Peter in Matthew and in the

other Gospels? For Matthew, naturally, the Syrian provenance plays a role.

But also in the other Gospels and in Acts Peter plays the most prominent

role among the apostles. Apart from historical reasons, it seems to me that

the fact that he was the first disciple to be called by Jesus is much more

important in the Gospels than the first appearance of the risen Christ to

him. It seems to me that Peter became a central apostolic figure for the early

church on account of his close connection with Jesus. Different from the

other two dominant figures of post-apostolic times, Paul and James, the

brother of Jesus, Peter was an eyewitness. The dominant weight of Peter as

central apostolic figure in the late first and in the second century corresponds

to the central importance of the Jesus-tradition for the early church in the

times before the New Testament canon came into existence. Peter became

the central foundational figure of the church because Jesus is the basis of the

church. This has two consequences:

1. The historical uniqueness of the apostle Peter, which consists in his

proximity to Jesus as an eyewitness, cannot be succeeded by anybody. Peter

is unique exactly because he—and nobody after him—was so close to Jesus.

13 Cf. U. Luz, “The Disciples in the Gospel according to Matthew,” in The Interpretation

ofMatthew, ed. G. Stanton (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983), 98-128.
14 P. Hoffman, “Der Petrus-Primat im Mathausevangelium,” in Neues Testament und

Kirche , ed. J. Gnilka |FS R. Schnackenburg] (Freiburg/Basel/Wien: Herder, 1974), 1 10.
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From the point of view of the late first and early second century the idea of

an apostolic succession is impossible. The “rock” is something different

from the house built upon it! There is no “growing” rock. And we know

historically that there was no succession of the apostles in their apostolic

ministry for the whole church in early Christianity, and that there were no

apostles after the apostles, but only elders and bishops on the local level. 15

2. Peter’s typical character—that he represents concretely what is the es-

sence of discipleship for everybody—makes the specialized representation

of Peter in a few or only one member of the church very difficult, if not

impossible.

III. The History of Effects of Mt. i 6: i

8

It is useful to differentiate among four types of interpretation of our text:

3.1. The typical interpretation. The earliest interpretation of our text is the

typical one. In Christian Gnosticism Peter is the prototype of the true Gnos-

tic who gains knowledge through the revelation of the spiritual world (Ape

Petr NHC VII 71:14-74; 4). For Origen the “rock is every disciple of Christ,

who drinks out of the spiritual rock, who is Christ.”' 6 But also Tertullian,

decidedly anti-gnostic, understands the authority given to Peter as the au-

thority of every spiritual Christian.' 7 According to this interpretation, Peter

is the type of the true, spiritual, and perfect Christian. This “typical” inter-

pretation is the basis of two other main types of interpretations, which we

could call the classical Eastern and the classical Western interpretation.

3.2. The roc\ is the confession of Peter. In the Greek and Syrian churches

the rock was interpreted as the confession or the faith of Peter. This is a

development of the typical interpretation of Origen.' 8 The intention of this

interpretation was not to contest that Jesus’ promise was given to Peter per-

sonally but rather to apply it. The question was: How is Peter the rock of

the church? The answer refers exegetically to his confession in v. 16, but it

is also an answer to the situation of the church in the fourth century, which

had to defend its true identity by refuting the claims of the heretics. In this

situation the basic Christian confession of the divine sonship really was the

rock upon which the church was built. In later centuries, under Islamic

dominion, the traditional confession remained the rock of the Christian

"> The classical book to show this is O. Cullmann, Peter: Jiinger—Apostel—Martyrer (Zu-

rich: Zwingli, i960), last two sections.
,6 Comm in Mt. 12:10 = GCS Origenes X 86.

't De Pud 21.
,s Already Origen could interpret like that, cf. fr 345 II = GCS Orig XII 149.
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churches that secured their identity. This interpretation corresponded not

only to the text, but also to the needs of the situation.

It was not only widespread in the East; Ambrose, Hilary, and Ambro-

siaster made it known also to the West. Ambrose, in one of his early writ-

ings, added the significant observation that Peter had a primacy “of confes-

sion . . . ,
not of honor, ... of faith, not of order.”' 9 Here we have a trace of

anti-Roman polemics, which is unusual, but might have been necessary in

Northern Italy. The Eastern interpretation remained known and popular

in the West through the whole Middle Ages. Only very rarely in the Middle

Ages did it have an anti-Roman accent. The Reformers also accepted this

interpretation with no anti-Roman accent. But it cannot be called the Re-

formist interpretation. Rather, this interpretation was the most ecumenical

interpretation of their time.

3.3. The Auguslinian interpretation. Origen and Tertullian are the

ancestors20 of the other important interpretation that dominated the West-

ern exegesis of the Middle Ages, i.e., the Christological one. Its real father

is Augustine. For him, not Peter but Christ himself is the rock of the church.

Texts like I Cor. 10:4 and I Cor. 3:11 were decisive for Augustine. 21 Peter

is not the rock, but as believer in Christ and as first apostle he represents the

church. According to Augustine, the rock did not derive its name from

Peter, but Peter derived his name from the “petra,” the rock. Augustine’s

interpretation expressed his doctrine of grace: Peter, and in him the whole

church, is built upon Christ alone.

This christological interpretation of the rock was very successful; it be-

came the dominant interpretation of the Western church in the Middle

Ages. One of the reasons for the popularity of this interpretation might have

been that it enabled an easy identification of the Christians with Peter. Peter

is a human being, weak and unstable, and he is built upon Christ alone. In

Christ the human church and the human, imperfect Christians have their

basis. I think that this interpretation was so effective because it was a sincere

and clear expression of Christian piety. It was not anti-pontifical; Augustine

was a supporter of the Roman Church. Most medieval commentators seem

to have no idea that Mt. 16:18 could refer to the Pope. Thomas Aquinas,

whose sympathies for the Pope and polemics against the Greeks are well

"> De Inc Som Sacr 4:32 = CSEL 79, 2386
20 Origenes Comm in Mt. 12:10 = GSC Origenes X 86; Tertullian, Praescr Haer 22, 4f

= BKV I/24 674.
21 In Joh. 124,5.
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known, is one of the rare exceptions.22 Rarely in the Middle Ages,23 but more

frequently in the Reformation, the Augustinian interpretation became an

argument to refute the Pontifical interpretation: Christ, and not the Pope,

is the rock. Christ wanted to have one rock only, the adherents of the Pope

have two, says Luther.24 When the Reformers took over the Augustinian

interpretation they created nothing new, but continued the traditional inter-

pretation of the church and gave it an anti-Roman accent.

3.4. The Pontifical Interpretation. This interpretation of Mt. 16:18 is also

of a comparatively late date. Maybe in the first part of the third century

claims of the Roman Church for a special authority and dignity were legit-

imized for the first time with Mt. 16:18, but the testimonies are not sure. 25

The first secure testimony that a Roman bishop has applied v. 18 to the

Bishop of Rome is Stephan (254-257) [Cyprian, who was a fervent adherent

of an episcopal interpretation, comments: “An open and manifest stupid-

ity!”
26

]. Until the middle of the fifth century we have only a very few testi-

monies. The famous interpretation of Pope Leo I is interesting because he

did not combine his “Petrine” interpretation with the idea of apostolic suc-

cession, but with a kind of Petrine mysticism. He did not understand him-

self primarily as a successor of Peter but as his revivification. The living

Peter27
is present in him and in the Roman bishops.

Today it is admitted even by Roman Catholic research that this interpre-

tation is an exegetical “secondary legitimation”28 of primary claims of the

Roman Church that have other bases; for example, the fact that Rome was

the capital, a center of orthodoxy, and had the graves of two Apostles, etc.

Less known is the fact that even in the Middle Ages this interpretation

played a very minor role. According to Frohlich29
it is known almost only

in some Decretals and is mentioned there with the only goal to support the

claims of the Pope. In medieval commentaries it is almost nonexistent. This

interpretation was thus not an interpretation of the whole church, but its

Roman leaders. Its “Sitz im Leben” was and remains the justification of

22 Lectura 13846
23 Paschasius Radbertus 560; Tostatus Op 21, 1696
24 WA X/3 210-212 (Sermon of 1522).
25 Cf. Tertullian, Pud 21; Origen, Comm in Mt. 12:1 1 = GCS Origenes X 86.
26 Ep 7507.
27 Cf. K. Frohlich, Foi~men der Auslegung von Mt. 16: 13-18 im lateinischen Mittelalter (Tu-

bingen: Mohr, 1963), 1 14.
28 H. Doring, Art. Papsttum, in P. Eicher, ed., Neues Handbuch theologischer Grundbegnffe

(Miinchen: Kosel, III, 1985), 318.
29 Frohlich, aaO 1 17.
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claims of the Popes. Probably it owes its final success in the church to the

fact that it was an interpretation of rulers.

An important step towards this success happened in the sixteenth and the

seventeenth century. In the controversies with the Protestants the Popes

needed this interpretation for their own legitimation against the Protestant

use of the hitherto normal Augustinian and Eastern interpretation of the

text. Only in the Catholic Reformation of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries did the Roman interpretation become dominant in Catholic exe-

gesis (Cajetan, Maldonat, Salmeron, Bellarmin and others).30 Tragically

enough, Protestantism is the indirect reason for the late victory of this inter-

pretation in the Roman Catholic Church. In the first Vatican Council this

late “rereading of Scripture’’3 ' finally won out. In 1870 the rock of the Ro-

man Pope seemed the only help against the new attack of the “doors of Hell

. . . that rise from everywhere from day to day with more hatred.”32 The

doors of hell were nationalism, Gallicanism, liberal and Enlightenment

ideas, revolutionary tendencies, and the imminent loss of the territories of

the Roman Church to rising Italy.

The effects of this interpretation in history are so dominant that the other

traditional interpretations of our text are almost forgotten today. Naturally,

it was contextual from its beginnings: it served as legitimation for an insti-

tution and it strengthened and stabilized the Popes against the Roman Em-
pire, against the Eastern Patriarchates, against the Emperor in the Middle

Ages, against the Protestants, against Modernism, Gallicanism, Secularism,

and other “doors of Hell.”

How can we judge these interpretations from the standpoint of a her-

meneutics of the history of effects? Naturally the question is most important

regarding the fourth, the Roman interpretation, because it had the most

important historical consequences. Is it just one branch in the tree that grew

out of the root of our text and, like other less influential branches, just one

expression of its liveliness and its power? Let me conclude with some her-

meneutical reflections.

IV. Hermeneutical Conclusions

4.1. More than one interpretation

.

The first remark to be made is that nat-

urally none of the four types of interpretations corresponds exactly to the

30 For references cf. Luz, Matthew II, note 179 to Mt. 16:13-20.

31 W. Kasper, “Dienst an der Einheit und Freiheit der Kirche," in J. Ratzinger, ed., Dienst

an der Einheit (Diisseldorf: Patmos, 1978), 85.

32 Pastor Aeternus DS 3052.
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Matthean text. Each has its special accents and its newness. And it is pre-

cisely this variety of interpretations that corresponds to the message of the

New Testament itself, because freedom for new applications and new forms

of Christian identity belongs to the biblical texts themselves. In the biblical

process of interpretation and application new experiences and new situa-

tions continually led to new accents and new interpretations. This is what

we observed in the history of the interpretation of our text. If the variety in

the process of interpretation corresponds to the biblical process itself, it must

be said that when one single interpretation is established as the sole inter-

pretation and is used to suppress all others, an essential element of the spirit

of freedom of the Bible is lost.

4.2. A criterion ofcorrespondence. But we have to go beyond this very gen-

eral statement. When we look at the degree of correspondence of each in-

terpretation with the biblical text, we find important differences.

The typical interpretation takes up a basic element of the whole Evan-

gelical tradition, namely, the depiction of the disciples as figures of identifi-

cation for the readers of the Gospels. It takes seriously that Matthew did not

say anything about Peter in our text that he did not say about all the disciples

elsewhere.

The Eastern interpretation takes seriously Peter’s confession. It is Peter’s

proximity to Jesus that makes him the warrantor of true knowledge about

Jesus and as such the rock of the church. It takes seriously the ecclesiastical

dimension of the text. On the whole, I think that this interpretation comes

closest to the original intention of Matthew and the post-apostolic time.

The Augustinian interpretation contradicts the text directly because

Christ, and not Peter, is the foundation of the church. But at the same time

it makes clear that it is necessary to widen the criterion or correspondence

and consider the whole of the New Testament beyond the single text. The
Augustinian interpretation is a kind of “canonical reading” of our text. It

takes seriously the message of the whole New Testament that Jesus Christ

is the sole foundation of the church. Its basis is the New Testament message

as a whole; it was Pauline texts (1 Cor. 3:1 1; 10:4) which shaped the meaning

of our Matthean word.

The fourth, Roman interpretation centers on the idea that the rock means

Peter. But as we have seen already, when combined with the concept of

apostolic succession, the continuing representation of Peter’s authority in a

special institution, and the transformation of Petrine authority into a pre-

dominantly juridical primacy separate from the authority given to every

Christian, this interpretation definitely shows the greatest novelty among all
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the different interpretations, compared with its textual basis in the New
Testament. On the canonical level, naturally texts like Lk. 22:3if and Jn.

21:15-17 must be considered, too, where a specific function of Peter in the

church is envisioned, although not a succession of this function.

The criterion that we used was the degree of correspondence of an inter-

pretation with the original meaning of the text. If we widen this criterion

and consider the canonical level, we can say: the criterion is the degree of

correspondence of an interpretation with the essentials of the history and

message of Jesus Christ.

But is it possible to decide anything with this criterion? Does the place of

a spring decide which direction a brook is allowed to take? Naturally it does

to a certain degree; for instance, waters from a spring in the southern part

of the Alps will never reach the Rhine. But doesn’t it belong to the freedom

given by the Spirit that new experiences and new historical situations and

demands create not only new interpretations, but also new institutions? Is

it really illegitimate to go as far beyond the New Testament as the institu-

tion of the Roman Pope goes? Isn’t that also a possibility offered by the New
Testament, at least as long as it doesn’t claim to be the only possibility? It is

difficult and even impossible to answer these questions by means of a crite-

rion of correspondence with the Bible alone.

4.3. A functional criterion. It seems to me necessary to add to the criterion

of correspondence a functional criterion. I am following here the lines of

what Dorothee Solle called the “hermeneutics of consequences.”33 I ask: Did

and do the fruits, the effects of an interpretation, correspond to the intention

of a text? With this “criterion of the fruits” I am also taking up a main line

of Matthean theology (cf. Mt. 7:15-23; 13:18-23). Regarding our text we can

ask: Has the institution of a Pope, which is exegetically incorrectly legiti-

mized by Mt. 16:18, really served the “ministry of Peter”? Has it reminded

the church of its only foundation, the history and the message of Jesus?

The functional criterion therefore examines the history of effects of a text

and looks also into the present. It compares the fruits that a text has brought

forth with its intention. Again, it is necessary to widen this criterion and to

consider the “canonical” level of the whole of the New Testament. Here I

would propose to formulate this criterion with Augustine 34 as a criterion of

love, because love is the principal fruit of Jesus Christ and the way of his

presence today (cf. 1 Cor. 13). Then we can ask: Is love the fruit of an

3} Dorothee Solle, Beyond Mere Obedience , trans. Lawrence W. Denef (New York: Pilgrim

Press, 1982).
3,1 De Doctr Chp. 1,36 (40).
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application of a biblical text? Did our text and its interpretations serve then,

and can they serve today the cause of love and unity of the church?

Looking at the Roman interpretation with this question in mind, natu-

rally all kinds of answers become difficult and biased. I admit in principle

the possibility that a monarchical head of the church could be a legitimate

way to use the freedom offered by the New Testament for construing a

church, in spite of the fact that it does not find explicit authorization in the

New Testament. How should such a monarchical institution function in

order to produce the fruits intended by Matthew? Here I would like to

formulate two guidelines, which could be applicable to the institution of the

Papacy:

1. I think that it must serve the “ministry of Peter,” and hence must sub-

mit itself, too, to the authority of the history and teaching of Jesus. That

means that its own authority cannot be an ultimate authority with no pos-

sibility of admitting errors in the light of the history and the teaching of

Jesus, whose minister and witness Peter was as rock of the church.

2. When Matthew spoke about the Apostle Peter as being the church’s

rock, the church was for him a non-hierarchical, brotherly and sisterly

church (Mt. 23:8-10). Therefore he did not say anything about Peter that

would not be true for every disciple. Consequently, if the church has a head

in which is concentrated what is given to the whole church, this is only

possible to the extent that all Christians become visible in this head, and no

more than that. In other words, a Pope, seen in the light of the text and of

Matthean theology, can be a visible representation of the whole church but

not its ruler.

Can the Roman interpretation of our text be a legitimate possibility of

interpretation? The answer need not necessarily be “No.” A Pope like John

XXIII gives reason for hope. He represented the gilts, the authenticity, and

also the fidelity of the church to Jesus to a high degree. He became more

and more the representative of the hopes of the whole church for visible

unity. But his time is gone now. If a negative answer to our question is not

necessary, a positive answer is not easy. The Roman interpretation of Mt.

16:18 has too often been a self-legitimation of the rulers of the church, and

thus it cannot easily serve the cause of love. History also shows that an in-

stitution that uses such kinds of secondary biblical legitimations for its dom-

inant positions carries its own history as a heavy burden.
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Ecole Biblique

by James H. Charlesworth

The year 1990 marks the centenary of the Ecole Biblique et Archeolo-

gique Fran^aise de Jerusalem. Centennial celebrations are being held in

Jerusalem, Paris, Lyons, and New Haven (at Yale University). Princeton

Theological Seminary is supporting these celebrations, and it is prudent to

pause and reflect on the importance of the French Biblical Archeological

School in Jerusalem, which is situated on the site where Stephen is com-

memorated as martyred.

The Ecole Biblique differs in important ways from other famous centers

of biblical scholarship such as the Tubingen school of the nineteenth cen-

tury. The Tubingen School is celebrated for its intellectual breakthroughs

and inauguration of the historical critical methodology. It is renowned for

its development of a systematic Hegelian approach to the study of Christian

Origins. Scholars in that school were united by method and intellect. The

Ecole Biblique is not united by one systematic interpretation of scriptures.

On the contrary, strong debates are tolerated, even encouraged, and do not

undermine the fraternal unity. For example, when Pere Boismard asked for

subvention for one of his scholarly books, Pere Dreyfus suggested using the

royalties received from the sale of his popular book. Did Jesus Know He Was

God?,' that had been reviewed unfavorably by Pere Boismard. The Ecole

Biblique is first and foremost a scholarly community in which monks live

in close proximity, worship daily, eat together, and join in commumtas , liv-

ing out permanent vows of loyalty to each other.

The Dominican community, originally called the Ecole Pratique

d’Etudes Bibliques, has served scholarship since its founding on November

15, 1890. Here giants in biblical scholarship composed challenging tomes.

Their names are famous, and include F.-M. Abel, P. Benoit, M.-E. Bois-

mard, M.-J. Lagrange, J. Murphy-O’Connor, L.-H. Vincent, and R. de

Vaux.

The Dominican community also has served the spiritual needs of Chris-

tians for one hundred years. The scholars also have led daily, and weekly,

' F.-P. Dreyfus, Jesus saviat-il qu’il etait Dieu? (Paris: Cerf. 1984). The ET is Did Jesus

Know He Was God? (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1989).

James H. Charlesworth, the George L.

Collord Professor ofNew Testament lan-
guage and Literature at Princeton Semi-
nary, earned the Eleve titulaire from the

Ecole Biblique under the direction of Pere
Roland de Vaux and Pere Pierre Benoit in

1969.
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worship services, celebrated the sacraments and nurtured the faith of many

Christians, some of whom are Arabs who can trace their faith back hun-

dreds of years. During the last service I attended in their attractive chapel,

I heard Pere Benoit play the organ, and then received holy communion

from his hand.

The history of the Ecole Biblique—with its treatment by the Turks, the

British, the Jordanians, and the Israelis since its founding by Father Marie-

Joseph Lagrange in 1890 in an old slaughterhouse—is told with insight and

interest by Father Jerome Murphy-O’Connor in a new volume. 2 His book

contributes greatly to our understanding of the history of the Dead Sea

Scroll community and of the theology of Paul, and is the basis for this review

article.

Murphy-O’Connor’s humanity and humor brings life to the narrative;

for example, in assessing Neirynck and Leon-Dufour’s rigid criticisms of

Boismard-Lemouille’s ingenious speculation regarding the literary evolu-

tion of the Gospel of John, he concludes by aptly stating, “Were 'guaranteed

objectivity’ a criterion for the publication of exegetical theories, there would

be no books, and certainly no book reviews” (p. 96). Unfortunately, creative

and pioneering suggestions in biblical research are occasionally treated cav-

alierly by critics imposing criteria never applied to their own work.

The book has eight chapters, arranged chronologically: The Beginnings

of a Tradition; Marie-Joseph Lagrange, O.P.; Pierre Benoit, O.P.; Marie-

Emile Boismard, O.P.; Jerome Murphy-O’Connor, O.P. (by Justin Taylor,

S.M.); Francois-Paul Dreyfus, O.P.; the New Generation (B.T. Viviano and

J. Taylor); and A Last Word. Bibliographies of these scholars are organized

by R. A. Boisclair. Six glossy photographs show the monks at their desks.

The discussions are not myopic celebrations of creative scholars; they reflect

Murphy-O’Connor’s genius for penetrating insights and the refusal to con-

done any attempt to defend the indefensible.

Indeed, living with these monks I was impressed by their fervent faith

and devotion to honest searching; faith was not enthroned above truth. In

that vein I would like to have heard, for example, Benoit’s reply to some of

Murphy-O’Connor’s sharp assessment that his work had been on occasion

“wickedly clever” or “disingenuous,” and that his reconstruction of Paul’s

life “is vitiated by his failure to give the data of the authentic letters priority

2
J. Murphy-O’Connor, O.P., The Ecole Biblique and the New Testament: A Century of

Scholarship (1890-1990), with a contribution by Justin Taylor, S.M. Novum Testamentum et

Orbis Antiquus 13 (Freiburg, Switzerland: Universitatsverlag; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1990).
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over the information of Acts” (p. 52). Do we not hear in these words a dated

denigration of any historical value of Acts?

A theme running through these chapters—and surely one all of us face

—

is the question of the inspiration of sacred scripture. The founder of the

Ecole, Pere Lagrange, rejected the popular theory that God was responsible

for content and the biblical author with wording, by employing Aquinas’

concept of instrumental causality. God and the human authors in different

ways collaborated to produce the whole. 5 The next Catholic to contribute

significantly to an exploration of the nature of the inerrancy of scripture was

Benoit, who did not suffer the sanctioning Lagrange received from his su-

periors. He was heralded for his creative insights due in no small measure

to his dependence on the Thomistic conception of inspiration and to the

encyclical Divino Afflante Spintu of 1943. Benoit’s brilliant contribution was

to stress that the guarantee of truth could be established only by carefully

assessing an author’s intention, and that the numerous biblical authors, in-

cluding redactors and altering copyists, belonged to the community of faith,

which was socially inspired because of the charisma supplied by the Holy

Spirit. Particularly poignant is Benoit’s insistence—surely informed by years

of living with Semites—that we must approach the Bible not as rational

westerners, but as Semites possessing love, obedience, and commitment. 5

Benoit’s creative reflections will prove therapeutic for pastors and theologi-

ans, indeed all of us, who struggle with the perennial issue of scriptural

inspiration.

Pastors will also find interesting the world of the scholars at the Ecole.

They were the translators and annotators of the Bible de Jerusalem, which

has been popular in English-speaking countries as the Jerusalem Bible and

now the New Jerusalem Bible. The search for a clear path between following

the insights of critical research and affirming the Catholic traditions was

hindered by ecclesiastical pressures. Finally in 1985 it was possible to clarify

that the traditional explanation of the composition of the gospels is not “de-

finitive” and that Levi did not write Matthew', that Acts’ historicity is not

guaranteed because Luke was primarily concerned with the theological

meaning of events, that the kenosis interpretation of Philippians 2 should

be replaced by a recognition that Jesus is here contrasted with Adam, and

3 M.-J. Lagrange, “Une pensee de saint Thomas sur l’inspiration scripturaire,” Revue bi-

bhcjue 4 (1895), 563-71.
3 P. Benoit and P. Synave, Somme theologie de Saint Thomas d'Aqum: La prophetie. 2a -2ae,

questions tyi-iy8 (Paris: Jeunes-Desclee, 1947). The ET contains Benoit's improvements. See

Benoit, Prophecy and Inspiration: A Commentary on the Summa Theologica II-IIae, Questions

rji-rj8, trans. M. Sheridan and A. Dulles (New York: Desclee, 1961).
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that the Pauline authorship of Colossians and Ephesians is not the only pos-

sible hypothesis.

Some briefcomment needs to be made about the unparalleled importance

of the Ecole Biblique in Dead Sea Scroll research (including the purchasing

of fragmentary manuscripts). Father de Vaux and then Benoit were the

editors of the critical editions published at the Clarendon Press. De Vaux

excavated the Qumran ruins .
5 Murphy-O’Connor explained that the evolu-

tionary character of some major scrolls reflects the historical development

of the Qumran community
,

6 and argued that the author of Ephesians was a

disciple of Paul and a former Essene .
7 Benoit and Murphy-O’Connor helped

reveal the importance of the Qumran Scrolls for the New Testament, and

especially Pauline studies
;

8 Boismard proved the paradigmatic character of

Qumran for Johannine studies .
9 These publications, sometimes issued

through the Ecole’s periodical, Revue biblique
,
produced shock waves heard

everywhere the Scrolls are studied.

Surely one of the greatest courses ever offered is the Ecole Biblique’s

“The Topography of Jerusalem,” which was taught successively by Vincent,

Abel, duBuit, Benoit, and Murphy-O’Connor. Usually a detailed lecture on

a site, with slides or other pictorial illustrations, is followed by a personal

visit to the place, which comes to life through the long and intimate rela-

tionship of the lecturer. The long line of students from numerous countries,

usually in priests’ robes, accompanied by professors, diplomats, and other

distinguished persons, flowing out of the gates of the Ecole Biblique and

southward on the Nablus Road, hastily trying to keep up with an energized

teacher, is a spectacular scene. The knowledge of the sites is usually unpar-

alleled because the teacher has lived in the Land and has served the spiritual

needs of the Arabs who dwell near or above the treasures sometimes still

5 R. de Vaux, Archaeology and the Dead Sea Scrolls. The Schweich Lectures of the British

Academy, 1959 (London: Oxford University Press, 1973). The ET incorporates additions and
corrections to the original French publication, L’archeologie et les manuscrits de la Mer Morte
(London: Oxford University Press, 1961).

6 These articles were published in Revue biblique, Harvard Theological Review
, and Revue

de Qumran.
7

J. Murphy-O’Connor, “Who Wrote Ephesians?” Bible Today (April 1965), 1201-209.
8 Benoit, “Qumran and the New Testament,” in Paul and the Dead Sea Scrolls

, ed. J. Mur-
phy-O’Connor and J. H. Charlesworth (New York: Crossroad, 1990 [published originally in

1968 by Geoffrey Chapman Ltd.]), pp. 1-30. Murphy-O’Connor, “Truth: Paul and Qumran,”
in Paul and the Dead Sea Scrolls, pp. 179-230; “Qumran and the New Testament,” in The
New Testament and its Modern Interpreters, ed. G. MacRae and E. J. Epp (Chico, Calif.: Schol-
ars Press, and Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1989), pp. 55-71.

9 Boismard, “The First Epistle of John and the Writings of Qumran,” in John and the Dead
Sea Scrolls, ed. J. H. Charlesworth (Christian Origins Library; New York: Crossroad, 1990
[originally published in 1972 by Geoffrey Chapman Ltd.]), pp. 156-65.
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hidden in caverns beneath the earth. 10 In this fashion in 1968 I was led by

Benoit through a labyrinth beneath the dwellings in Old Jerusalem and

shown remains of the Antonia Fortress built by King Herod.

This is a marvelous book. I remember hearing de Vaux lecture in a typ-

ical French classroom, and then trying to keep up with him, less successful

than the trail of the smoke from his omnipresent cigarette, as he ascended

the cliffs above the caves in which the Dead Sea Scrolls had been hidden

in 68 C.E. After playing doubles on the Ecole’s tennis courts with E. P.

Sanders, against Murphy-O’Connor and Boismard, I remember visiting

Benoit to discuss my thesis. I found him suspended meditatively in a stren-

uous yoga position. The weekly walks to Jerusalem’s archaeological trea-

sures, and the visits to the underground ruins of Old Jerusalem awakened

in me the truth that here was practical education which enlivened the

traditions about Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Jesus. When biblical research often

seems too cerebral or ideological, it is good to be reminded about the teach-

ing and humanity of these Dominicans.” This enjoyable book helps the

pastor grasp that to understand the Bible demands some knowledge of the

environment and culture which it represents—and both of these, in varying

ways, are also part of the life history of the Dominican scholars who live in

the Land.

There is much more in this book, which scans 100 years of biblical re-

search through the life of the Ecole Biblique. To be taken seriously are

Boismard’s observation that the doublets indicate two strata in Revelation

(one of Nero and one of Domitian) 12 and the attractiveness of the Boismard-

Lamouille Greek synopsis of the Gospels.' 3 Father Viviano correctly has

showm not only that the Pharisees saw study as a form of worship but also

that the sanctification of study was an ancient Jewish perspective that helped

shape Jesus’ own religious life.' 4 Father Dreyfus rightly has been pointing

out that keys to permitting the Bible to speak afresh to our contemporaries

lie in the 2,000 years of interpretation found in the Bible itself. He also

° Some observations are published by Benoit and Murphy-O’Connor. Especially see Be-

noit’s Jesus and the Gospel , 2 vols. (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1973, 1974). Mur-
phy-O’Connor, The Holy Land: An Archaeological Guidefrom Earliest Times to iyoo (London:

Oxford University Press, 1980, 1986 [rev.]). The latter is the best guide to the Holy Land.
" These are not pious monks who live far away from the world. For example, Pere Bois-

mard was scampering into a boat to escape to Dunkirk on 30 May 1940.
12 M.-E. Boismard, “L’Apocalypse’ ou ‘Les Apocalypes’ de S. fean,’’ Revue biblique 56

(1949), 507-41.

M.-E. Boismard and A. Lamouille, Synopsis Graeca Quattuor Evangeliourum (Leuven-

Paris: Peeters, 1986).

'« B. T. Viviano, Study as Worship: Aboth and the New Testament (SJLA 26; Leiden: Brill,

1978).
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challenges us to find ways through pastoral exegesis whereby faith can fill a

void left by the historical-critical method so that the power of the text en-

gages the lives of those in our communities.’ 5

Father Dreyfus’ claim that Christ’s divinity and preexistence could not

have been inherited by Jesus’ followers from Judaism is falsified by the rec-

ognition that in pre-70 C.E. Jewish theology Sophia (WisSol, iEn), Word
(esp. Philo), and Voice (the apocalypses) were considered hypostatic and

preexistent, that various texts portray Jacob as an angel (Prjos) or Joseph as

“the son of God” (JosAsen), and that the authors of the Dead Sea Scrolls

included among “the holy ones” the most holy men among them and also

the angels. Pre-70 C.E. Jewish thinkers had collapsed an absolute antithesis

separating the divine and the human, and explored protology as well as

eschatology.

May all Protestants be inspired by these fathers’ intermittent but con-

scious testing of the freedom granted Roman Catholic biblical scholars.

Their efforts mirror no Promethean arrogance; they are faithful devotions

to the Spirit. Their endeavors successfully brought the genius of Roman
Catholicism into the wellsprings of international biblical research.

15 F.-P. Dreyfus, “L’actualisation a l’interieur de la Bible,” Revue biblique 83 (1976), 161-

202.
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Text: "Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace . . Lk. 2:29 (KJV)

The celebration of Christmas in our churches draws almost all of its

material from the story of the birth of Jesus as it is told by Luke in his

Gospel. It is to Luke that we owe most of the details—the annunciation to

Mary, the journey of Mary and Joseph to Bethlehem, the birth in a stable,

the shepherds out in the field watching their sheep, the appearance of the

angels to the shepherds and their announcement to them of the birth of the

child, and the hasty visit of the shepherds to Bethlehem to see the babe in

the manager and to spread the report of what they had seen.

There is only one feature which often figures in our celebration which is

not in Luke’s account—the story of the wise men who followed the star and

came to visit the newborn king, bringing their gifts of gold, frankincense,

and myrrh. This story is told only in the Gospel of Matthew. In the older

and more elaborate church calendar it was separated from Christmas and

celebrated on a day of its own called the Epiphany, meaning the first ap-

pearing of the newborn king to the Gentiles. This was celebrated on the

twelfth day after Christmas and it was a major holy day, as we can gather

from the fact that Shakespeare took the name “Twelfth Night” for the title

of one of his plays. Apart from that, as I have said, everything else in the

story as we recall it in our celebration comes from Luke.

On the other hand, however, there is one episode in Luke’s account that

we have neglected and that may set our view of Christmas in a different

light. The celebration of Christmas in the church nowadays has turned it

very largely into a children’s festival. Now that may seem right enough.

After all, the principal thing in Christmas is the birth of a child, and what

could be more appropriate than to bring children into the celebration 3 They

surely enjoy it, and their presence perhaps brings something of the meaning

of the occasion home to us older ones.

But there are no children in Luke’s story. By contrast, the first articulate

human celebration, according to Luke, came from two old people, two very

old people who were nearing the end of their lives. These were Simeon,
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who by his own account was waiting for his departure, and Anna, whom
Luke calls a prophetess and who, as he tells us, was eighty-four years old.

This episode, which occurred on the visit of Mary and Joseph to the tem-

ple for the ceremony of purification prescribed in Lev. 12:2-8 and the pre-

sentation of the firstborn prescribed in Ex. 13:2,12, could be read as the

Lukan equivalent of the Epiphany, which is traditionally associated with

Matthew’s account of the visit of the Magi. It could perhaps also be read as

the conclusion of the nativity, which is completed when the newborn child

is recognized for who he is. Simeon and Anna are not only an integral part

of the story—though they are omitted in our Christmas theatricals—they

are also Luke’s last word, the word he wants to leave with us. What is he

saying to us with it? I suggest there are three things.

First, to put it in a very general way, Simeon and Anna were waiting and,

as Luke suggests, they were representatives of a large community of people

who were waiting. They were fitting representatives because through the

long years they had surely learned to wait. It is said that patience is a virtue,

but it is not a virtue we acquire at birth. To the contrary, the early years of

our lives are characterized by impatience. We don’t want to wait; we de-

mand instant satisfaction of our wants. And in a culture that is youth-ori-

ented, this attitude tends to be disseminated through the population at large.

I will cite two examples.

First, at a time when the old were seen as the repositories of wisdom and

as those who set the mores of society, as was the case in my now far-distant

youth, we were taught that if we wanted something we should save our

money until we had enough to buy it. Today the order is reversed; the

current rule is “Buy now, pay later.” The other example is, of course, to be

found in the realm of sex. In the olden days we were taught, more by ex-

ample than by precept, that the sexual impulse should not be gratified at its

first stirring, despite its urgency, but held in restraint until it could be ex-

ercised within the permanent and personal relationship of marriage. But

today it is, “Why wait for marriage?”

The prevailing mood of impatience makes it all the more difficult for us

to endure the waiting that, paradoxically, is forced upon us more and more

by the conditions of modern life. We hear much of the accelerated pace of

life. But have you noticed how much of our time we have to spend in wait-

ing? Almost everywhere we go we have to wait, often in line, as at the post

office, the bank, the motor vehicle office, even the police office where we go

to pay our parking ticket. The most visible symbol of the accelerated life is,

of course, the automobile. The automobile enables us to go places far more
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quickly than the old horse and buggy. But 1 read recently that in New York

City an automobile travels at an average speed of eight miles per hour,

which is much slower than a horsedrawn carriage and only twice the speed

at which an able-bodied person can walk. It is not surprising that the people

of New York City have not become renowned as paragons of patience.

But Simeon and Anna were not only waiting for the long stretch of their

years to come to an end. They were waiting for the fulfillment of a promise.

This is the second point that stands out in the story. It was clearly important

for Luke, for he mentions it in connection with each one of them. They had

a promise to their waiting, and it is in the context of this promise that they

greeted the infant Jesus. It is noteworthy that Luke does not define the

promise as the coming of the Messiah. He puts it in somewhat broader

terms: Simeon, he tells us, was waiting for the consolation of Israel, and the

people to whom Anna spoke were, he says, waiting for the redemption of

Jerusalem. At the end of his Gospel, Luke describes in a similar way Joseph

of Arimathea as one who was waiting for the kingdom of God (Lk. 23:51).

What Luke is telling us with these expressions is that if we are to under-

stand the birth of Jesus we must look at it not merely in the unusual manner

of its occurrence and the extraordinary events that accompanied it, as Luke

himself has related them, but in the context of the whole purpose of God

with his people and, beyond them, to all people. This is the theme of the

song which Luke puts into the mouth of Simeon. Strange as it may seem,

Simeon says nothing about the child he holds in his arms; his joy is that

mine eyes have seen thy salvation

which thou has prepared in the presence of all people,

a light for revelation to the Gentiles,

and for glory to thy people Israel (Lk. 2: 30-31).

Perhaps the strangest thing in the story of Simeon is that the first sentiment

he expressed after holding the newborn babe in his arms is willingness to

take leave of this life: “Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace"

(Lk. 2:29). By this he showed that, having been sustained by the promise

through all the years of waiting, he was assured that the prospect of his

participation in the fulfillment would not be obliterated by his death. He

knew that the meaning of Christmas is the promise of the new that reaches

beyond the barrier of death.

The birth of a child is always, of course, an event of promise. No one can

look at a newborn babe without feeling that. We would all repudiate the

man (if he ever existed) who is said to have been visiting a young couple
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who had just received their first baby and, when asked if he would like to

see the baby, replied, “No thanks; I have seen one before.” It has been said

that the birth of a child is the nearest thing in our experience to the creation

of the world in the beginning. And the child whose birth we celebrate at

Christmas is, as Paul says, the firstborn of the new creation; he is the one

appointed and equipped to bring creation to the destiny for which it was

created. That is what these two old people recognized. Christmas is not an

occasion for remembrance of the past, however picturesque it may have

been. It is the seal of the promise of God that God will fulfill his purpose in

creation and bring it to a glorious consummation, in which we hope to par-

ticipate. The celebration of Christmas is an occasion for the renewal of this

hope.
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Text: Therefore my beloved brothers and sisters, be steadfast, immovable, always

abounding in the work, of the Lord, knowing that in the Lord your labor

is not in vain. (I Cor. 15:58)

How can Paul sound so sure?

How can he say and how do we know that Kenneth’s labor in this

church, and our own work at whatever job, will not be in vain?

Doesn’t our experience of work really suggest the opposite? Don’t we

have doubts as to whether anything we accomplish comes to very much in

the end?

Amid the tennis defeats at Forest Hills yesterday, do Paul’s upbeat words

really comfort a Steffi Graf or a Boris Becker?—not to mention a John

McEnroe! Or, turning to the tragic, how in the pillage of Kuwait do Paul’s

words ring true for the tens of thousands who have lost their life savings,

their homes, and their jobs—not to mention their country? And, would

Paul still sound so triumphant facing the Watkins family now back home

in Provo, Utah—the family whose 22 year old son, Brian, was stabbed to

death in a Manhattan subway station when he came to the defense of his

mother? At a news conference this week, the family appealed for justice

saying, “Please don’t let Brian die in vain” (NY Times
,
Sept. 7, 1990, B4).

Yet in the face of all the evidence, recent and ancient, of what Samuel

Johnson called, “The Vanity ol Human Wishes,” Paul does not join the

Preacher of Ecclesiastes in declaring that “All is vanity” (1:2). No, Paul

dares to affirm, “that in the Lord your labor is not in vain.” Frankly, my
first response to Paul’s affirmation is simple: “Has this man ever worked in

a church?” Seen days lost to trivia? Toiled with a stubborn copying ma-

chine? Sat through endless committee meetings? Counseled with couples

going through the motions? Stood in courthouses, and hospitals, and cem-

eteries, where nothing he said would change the outcome. Labor not in

vain?

Is Paul simply blind to the obvious?
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Is his faith a tour deforce that ignores the facts?

Or, is he practicing a little rhetorical bravado—swaggering for a moment

before the steamroller of reality?

Paul was not always so certain his labor was not in vain. Four or five

years before he first wrote to the Corinthians, he was having an anxiety

attack over the Thessalonians (cf. 2 Cor. 11:28). The church in Thessalonika

had not been easy to organize in the first place. In fact, Paul’s missionary

efforts provoked such an outcry, he was run out of town. Paul was worried

sick that in his absence new converts to Christ might abandon the church.

So, Paul finally sent his associate, Timothy, to check out the situation. Paul

explained to the Thessalonians (I, 3:5), “When I could bear it no longer, I

sent to find out about your faith; I was afraid that somehow the tempter

had tempted you and that our labor had been in vain.”

“.
. . our labor had been in vain.” “Please God,” we can almost hear Paul

pray, “Please God, don’t let my labor be in vain.”

Paul was called to proclaim the gospel. Paul was an apostle. Paul had seen

the risen Lord. But none of this kept him from the real anxiety that among

the Thessalonians his labor had been in vain.

And the call to pastoral work does not shield us either from the anxiety

that our labor, too, is in vain. Indeed, pastoral work often leads us into

temptation, the temptation to despair, to wonder if we are of any use, to

suspect that our work for the Lord is in vain.

One young pastor felt that temptation when, despite his best counseling

efforts, a battered wife took her malnourished baby and went back to her

abusive husband.

Another pastor, not long out of seminary, heard the tempter mocking,

while standing in a courtroom as a senile judge awarded custody of an eight-

year-old boy to a psychopathic father with a penchant for guns.

I, too, have heard the tempter’s voice as I trembled at the graveside of a

teenager whom I had befriended, baptized, and confirmed, but who had,

nevertheless, taken his own young life.

In the face of incidents like these, does not every true pastor fear with

Paul that he or she has labored in vain?

How do we go on? How do we walk and not faint? For we know that

the church will not always be as affirming of us as it is at the moment of

our installation.

How can we overcome the temptation to despair, to wonder if we are of

any use? How can we embrace the strong affirmation that “in the Lord your
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labor is not in vain”? How do we move with Paul from the anxiety of I

Thessalonians to the confidence of I Corinthians?

Well, pick up almost any religious periodical these days, and you will find

all sorts of paths offering to lead you from anxiety to confidence. Ministers

are constant targets for all sorts of schemes claiming to renew their confi-

dence, or their ability to manage their recalcitrant congregations!

For example, the National Association of Clergy Hypnotherapists can

train you in hypnotically induced relaxation techniques. If despite your best

efforts, membership declines, Religion in American Life and the Advertis-

ing Council will advise you that “a warm, human approach may be the way

to go in getting people to come to church.” Feeling lackluster? A congre-

gation in northeastern Pennsylvania suggests a more aggressive attack. It

advertises for an associate pastor with “entrepreneurial instincts.” No doubt

I, and many other ministers could benefit from hypnotically induced relax-

ation. No doubt I could be “warmer” and more “human.” And no doubt I

could learn to do with more entrepreneurial “umph."

But is this the gospel in which we stand? Up on the confident platform

of the world’s wisdom with our hypnotherapy, warm smiles, and entrepre-

neurial instincts? On this platform you will hear no discouraging word of

labor that is in vain!

Certainly not before packed churches managed by relaxed, confident en-

trepreneurs!

How very much this emerging American model of ministry would have

appealed to the Corinthians. I doubt, before Paul wrote to them, that they

had ever needed assurance that their labor was not in vain.

After all, they had caught the Spirit. How else could they boast about

their new natures?

They were into the new age movement of wisdom and spirituality. How
else had they transcended what is material and corruptible?

They were already singing, “O Death, where is your sting!” They were

highflyers. They spoke in the tongues of angels. How could their faith and

practice be in vain?

But Paul warns them as he warns us. No matter how impressive all the

religious talk and techniques, boosterism is not the power of the gospel. For

according to Paul, we can neither secure our labor nor our lives from vanity.

Only God can do that, and God does it only through a cross.

So Paul’s move from anxiety to assurance that in the Lord our labor is

not in vain is not the trick of a confidence man. It is rather confidence in

the God of the gospel who comes all the wray down to die among us. The
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God who is no stranger to our own despair. Yet while we were helpless, this

God also overcame all that overcame Jesus on his cross. This is God’s work.

And in Jesus Christ, God promises to overcome all that will overcome us

—

in life and in death. This is God’s word. Thanks to this God who overcomes

all that overcame His crucified Son, we know that in the Lord our labor,

too, will not be in vain.

This week, when the Watkins family met with the press after Brian’s

subway murder, Brian’s brother, Todd, fought back tears. Todd explained

how his brother’s killing had not altered his family’s faith in God: “We
don’t know the answers,” he said. “All we know is God lives.”

How do we pastors move from anxiety to assurance that our labor is not

in vain? We make this move with Paul, and Todd Watkins, and with Chris-

tians in every time and place because when we least expect it, when there is

no evidence for it, those who twist in agony with Christ on the cross bring

back the only word that can secure our labor: “God lives.”

Therefore, my beloved sisters and brothers and my beloved brother Ken-

neth, “be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord,

knowing that in the Lord your labor is not in vain.”

Thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus

Christ!
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Text: And Jacob awakened out of his sleep. . . . And he was afraid, and said,

“How dreadful in this place! This is none other but the house of God, and

this, the gate ofheaven.” (Gen. 28: 16, 17)

This is a dreadful place. Dreadful it was in 1954, when I stood here to

preach my senior sermon before the likes of Bill Harris, Jim Armstrong,

Fred Cassell, Conrad Massa, and Tom Gillespie. It seems more so today, for

I am filled with awe, w’ondering what do you preach to preachers, and how
do you prophesy to prophets? But hymns capsule our theology so beauti-

fully, and my dread is quenched by these words: “I love to tell the story, for

those who know it best, seem hungering and thirsting to hear it like the

rest.” I wondered aloud about this very chapel service back in February,

when the Cassells visited us in Florida, and Jo told me gently but firmly

that it would be a waste of your time and mine were I not to speak to you

from my unique vantagepoint as a surgeon. This was what Fred Craddock

called my “eureka point.”

A word about my call: After what was arguably the worst of my three

Princeton sermons, I left here in the early evening’s darkness and in a de-

pressing downpour of rain. At the street in front of the chapel, a young lady

had just discovered that she had a flat tire, and what was she to do in such

a storm. As I changed the tire for her, half-ashamed that I could do it so

well and in such contrast to my abilities in the pulpit, I knew then that I

was called not to preach but to work with my hands. How often we envy

the gifts of others and belittle and even deny our own, but in these more

than thirty years since, I have learned some expensive lessons and gained

some valuable insights at the sickbed which I would like to share with you

as fellow-healers.

It has been at the sickbed that I have seen most clearly the inexhaustible

riches of the grace of God. “Yes,” you say, “I know that with the sick, we

see God’s blessings showered at last upon them, but why waste my time

with the obvious?” This is not my point at all, for I do not want you to think

with me so much of what God does for the sick, but what he does for us as
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we deal with them. Sometimes, of course, we see ordinary folk like ourselves

who become ennobled by the ravages of sickness, but more often we seem

to see sickness taking away whatever is best in us and peeling away the thin

veneer of civilization, stripping away the nonessentials of life and leaving us

only with what is basic. In a survey of Presbyterians only 22 percent felt that

sickness brings out the best in us. Recently, I was discussing this with a

surgical colleague who pointed over his shoulder to a plaque on his wall,

inscribed with the words of Bishop Westcott: “Great occasions do not make

heroes or cowards. They simply unveil them to the eyes of men. Silently and

imperceptibly, as we wake or sleep, we grow strong or weak, and at last

some crisis shows us what we have become.”

One of my medical students used to describe an occasional patient as “one

who would worry Jesus.” It would have been irreverent except the student

always reserved it for the ones who really would. In my own life, I have

been blessed by many patients who have inspired me by their strength in

suffering. I have learned the most, however, as I have dealt with those others

who have been difficult, because these have given me really first-hand

glimpses, however fleeting, into the inexhaustible riches ol the grace of God,

for I have been able just for an instant to love the sometimes unlovely for

whom otherwise I would have only preferred to keep score of wrongs. The

ability to reflect, however dimly, this grace may well be God’s greatest mir-

acle. It is unfortunately not a lesson which we learn once and for all time,

but it is rather one which we must learn daily. Like manna, it cannot be

gathered in sufficient quantity and stored up and drawn upon in time of

need, but we have to go out and find it afresh every morning, as constant as

God. It has a short half-life and spoils quickly. It is easiest to love those who
do not seem to need it and so hard to love those who so desperately do. Jesus

had some special words about this: “If ye love them which love you, what

reward have ye?”

This is difficult because our grace is.ro limited while God’s grace is inex-

haustible. Peter, in a moment of sanctimonious piety asked the Lord, “How
many times shall I forgive? Seven times?” And our Lord replied, not seven

times, but seventy times seven. That does not mean 490 times, after which

count you can then turn and give the rascal what is due, but it means you

must forgive without limit, knowing deep within yourself that more has

been forgiven you than you could ever forgive others. Reinhold Niebuhr

said it so much better, “The doctrine of forgiveness is the demand that the

evil in the other shall be borne without vindictiveness because the evil in the

self is known.”
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Once a lawyer stood up to ask Jesus about eternal life. And when they

had spoken of loving one’s neighbor, this person, willing to justify self,

asked Jesus, “And who is my neighbor?” Then Jesus told the story of the

Good Samaritan, in answer to all of us who know that our own personal

grace is limited and exhaustible and who need to define the neighbor ex-

plicitly to know just how far we have to stretch our charity and not waste it

on anyone undeserving of it. Then there comes that awful responsibility that

falls upon us as we come to realize just how difficult it is to practice charity

towards someone without ultimately destroying something vital at the heart

of their self-respect.

At the bedside with all but life stripped away, we reassign our priorities

in life and see things simply and as they really are. Do you remember Dr.

Donald Macleod’s story in junior preaching class of the woman on the sink-

ing Titanic? She was about to climb into a lifeboat when she stopped, went

back to her stateroom, reached over the mounds of jewelry there, picked up

two oranges, and returned to the lifeboat. There comes a moment in life

when all is changed in the face of stark reality, and at such a time, we see

things in the light of eternity and as they really are. This happens often at

the bedside where we learn about and experience grace and even become a

part of the radiance of that brilliant light that falls occasionally across the

path of our humanity.

The second thing that we learn at the sickbed is to trust in the unfath-

omable lovingkindness of God. We spoke first of his grace, and now of his

lovingkindness. In equatorial Africa, as we sat at table in the dining room

with Albert Schweitzer, day after day, we heard him gently bow his head

and say simply, “We thank the Lord for he is good, and his lovingkindness

is forever.” This was his table grace, thrice daily, before he met the needs of

his basal metabolism. This was his survival kit and his creed. These were

the words we most frequently overheard between him and God, and when

he died there at 90, they were certainly among the last that he spoke.

Learning to trust in the unfathomable lovingkindness is equally as diffi-

cult as learning to trust in the inexhaustible grace of God, and for the same

reason: it is not natural for us. The patient and the physician (or minister)

alike pray to be well or to come though some momentary crisis, without

considering what the unadulterated lovingkindness of God might hold in

store for us if we trusted completely in it.

It is so easy to forget the whole moving picture of life and to look at some

single stopped frame (“freeze-focused”), out of context before us, to forget

the testimony of the past and to ignore the promised hope of the future, and
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to look only at the present as we pray at the bedside for a normal platelet

count, for a correct potassium level, for some improved laboratory value, for

a drop in the body temperature to below febrile level, or for the raising of

the blood pressure to above shock level where the microcirculation fails. All

of these reflect a lack of faith in the overall goodness of God to give us what

is best and a trust instead in some aspect of human knowledge, a human-

centered arrogance, the accuracy of which cannot be verified. You and I so

frequently thus place restraints upon the power and goodness of God by

asking for some seemingly good thing such as normal temperature or better

arterial blood gases. How much better to pray and work and hope for what-

ever is best according to God’s will. When we pray, we should learn not to

design our own blessing, guided by our own limited knowledge, but to ac-

cept the will of the God who is described as able to do abundantly more

than we can ask or thin\.

Raymond Brown of the class of 1976, died in February of this year, but

exactly a week before that, he wrote these words in a letter to friends: “God

has always given me more than I knew enough to ask for. He has always

given me more than I knew enough to hope for. I hope that I have learned

how to make the most of his blessings.” His consciousness of the approach

of death gave his words an authority that in some way the rest of us lack,

even though we also believe. This is a lesson not easily learned. I wish that

I could tell you that I have learned it, but I know full well that next week,

back at work, as I sit at the microscope with the pathologists, looking at the

frozen sections during my surgical case, I will have in my heart the prayer,

“God, let us be around the cancer and with clear margins,” rather than

“Give us what is best.” The words from Jesus’ last prayer in the Garden of

Gethsemane, “Not my will but thine be done,” came late—almost last—in

Jesus’ earthly life, and I believe that this is because it is such a difficult,

difficult lesson that even our Lord came to it in such pure form only late in

his days on earth.

The third thing that we can learn best or perhaps only at the sickbed is

how to behave and what is expected of us. Call it medical ethics, if you like.

When we studied this in the fifties under inspiring teachers like Dr. Paul

Lehman, we puzzled over such issues as whether you tell the truth at all

times to a patient who has cancer. The issues are increasingly complex today

and time indeed makes ancient good uncouth.

At the sickbed, however, we are once again lifted above this earthly plane

to see things simply and with clarity. Lacy Harwell, of the class of 1957, put

it better than anyone else I know, when he said that the farther away from
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the bedside we are when we make decisions about life and death, the more

irrelevant they become. James Steward spoke of that time when the mystery

of suffering ceases to be an abstract philosophical subject for a pleasant Sun-

day evening’s discussion, and life crashes in about us. What do we say, and

what do we do at such times? In another context, our Lord said, “It will be

given to you in that hour what ye shall say.” This simple and faithful prom-

ise can sustain us and those whom we serve, as nothing else can, nothing

that we can think of, or say, or compound in the laboratory; no surgical

swath, no matter how deftly cut across the wastelands of sickness and

death—nothing! And if you want to see it, nay, if you want to feel it, go on

a Saturday evening to the sickbed and, as Elam Davies put it, “Look over

the brink into eternity." Doing that gives increased meaning to your sermon

on a Sunday morning.

Remember at the sickbed that you are there to answer one solitary and

burning question: “Is there any word from the Lord?” At just such a mo-

ment you may be tempted to feel inadequate, or you may feel some sense of

envy for the hospital staff in their starched white priestly garments, as they

lay their tangible scientific and costly offering upon the patient’s altar, and

you may well feel like a Cain in a world full of Abels. Do not be tempted

to sense that what you bear as a prophetic burden is inadequate. Say at just

such a moment with Paul, “I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the

power of God unto salvation. . .
.” You do not have to be much of a psychi-

atrist to know that Paul said this because he had at least been tempted to be

ashamed of that gospel and of its power. Do not let your anxiety as you

enter the sickroom cause you to react with fear or feelings of personal or

theological insecurity. “When I tread the verge of Jordan, bid my anxious

fears subside.”

At some point in every situation that we face, if we pursue it far enough,

we come, stonewalled, upon the inscrutability of God, and our only response

has to be a respectful silence. You may call it worship. Unfortunately, in our

human compulsion to have the answers to all things, like Adam and Eve in

the garden, we want to eat of forbidden fruit and to place something other

than God at the center of our lives and at the center of what God intended

to be a bountiful Eden of grace. This, then and now, is the ultimate idolatry.

We must be careful, however, not to plead this inscrutability of God too

early in the case or else we may fail to bear witness and fail to exercise our

faith. After our best efforts to understand, however, we must fall silent, not

forgetting our role as creatures of a creator God who does not owe us a
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contractual explanation. In the language of the spy thriller writers, we have

our information on a “need to know basis.”

In the story of Job, his three friends came to visit him in his pain and

sorrow. They sat for seven days and seven nights without a word—-and they

comforted him. Then one by one they spoke, and in giving their hollow

answers, they beguiled him and themselves of the benefit and blessing of his

suffering. What a tragedy to waste such costly suffering without getting

something from it. At the sickbed and on Job’s ash heap, we all share certain

feelings of anxiety: You at the threshold of that heavy closed oaken hospital

door, emblazoned “No Visitors,” and I, frequently as I stand at the surgical

scrub sink. There is only one antidote: Please learn it with me every day,

again and again and again: “My grace is sufficient for thee, for my strength

is made perfect in weakness.” I confess that each morning, upon awakening,

I can scarcely wait until I can turn to those words to see if what I read there

yesterday is still there and just as I remember it. Thank God, it always is.

Nought have I, O Lord, to claim.

Nothing, nothing, no nothing at all.

But to rejoice that in my wretched weakness frail.

Thy strength perfected shall yet flourish and prevail.

And that jagged, noxious thorn

That yesteryear piqued my flinching flesh, unexplain’d,

Is now to opened, saline-cleansed eyes

Thine undisguised lovingkindness at last made plain.

Do not forget, finally, that long after the physician has left the scene, a

sometimes silent and often bewildered cast of characters remains, and you

must minister to them not less than to the sick: You of course remember

the friends and family, but do not forget the nurse, not just for her own
personal strength or faith, but for what she needs to be strengthened to do

herself. James Stewart was once asked by just such a nurse, “What is the

answer to those with questions about personal suffering who know that they

will never again be well and without pain and anguish, and who wonder if

anyone, even God, cares? What is the answer?” And he replied, “You are.”

And so, we have come back to where we began: “This is a dreadful

place.” It is dreadful, whether we are at Beth-el with Jacob, or in Miller

Chapel, or at the sickbed. Any time that we find ourselves in the presence

of God, we are filled with such awe that our only response must be to fall

to our knees in a posture combining awe and worship. And, if on our knees,
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we take occasion to pray, we can find a transforming presence that this

world simply cannot understand. This is a presence which takes the loneli-

ness of a life with forgotten zest for living, or even death itself, and trans-

forms this into newness of life, for nothing will be able to separate us.

Ye fearful saints, fresh courage take,

The clouds ye so much dread

Are big with mercy and shall break

In blessings on your head.

—William Cowper, 1774.
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The Prologue to the Gospel of John proclaims Jesus Christ, the Son of

God, as the Word who was with God in the beginning and became

flesh and dwelt among us, full of God’s grace and truth.

It is not often noted that in these stunning opening verses of the Fourth

Gospel, the Word, who is the Light of the world, is distinguished from

another figure, John the Baptist. The Baptist, we are pointedly informed in

v. 8, was not the Light, but the witness to the Light, to the life-giving Word.

The Baptist as portrayed by the Fourth Gospel is a paradigm of sorts—as

Augustine long ago suggested—for all subsequent witnesses, beginning

with the Beloved Disciple who, we are told at the end of the Gospel, is

“bearing witness to these things,” whose “testimony is true” (21:24).

The Baptist also came for testimony; he takes the stand and gives his

witness to the Light. One theme of John’s great Prologue is that of the

necessary and crucial distinction between that Word who is the true Light,

and the very human witnesses to that Word, that Light.

When emissaries are sent to John the Baptist and they ask him, “Who are

you?” he denies that he is the Messiah, as some people evidently had come

to believe. He is not the messianic Light. He is but a voice uttering its tes-

timony: “I have seen and have borne witness that this is the Son of God”

(1:19-34). On another day, when the Baptist is standing with two of his

would-be disciples, he sees Jesus walking by and exclaims: “Behold, the

Lamb of God!” When those two would-be disciples hear his testimony, they

go and follow not the witness, but the Lamb (1:35-37).

The Baptist seeks no disciples of his own. Those attracted to him, those

who want to ascribe to him messianic power and status, he points awayfrom

himself to the One who is the grace and truth of God, the Lamb of God who
takes away the sin of the world. This is the greatness of John the Baptist,

that he rejects the all-too-flattering but false ascriptions of his eager disci-

ples, and gives testimony to Another, to the true Light of the world.

It is not easy for us, preachers or professors here at Princeton Seminary,

to say with John the Baptist, “He, Jesus, must increase, but I must decrease”

(3:30). It goes against the very grain of our being, or at least of our profes-

Bearing Witness

by Martinus C. de Boer
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sional identities. We have firsthand familiarity with the adage, “Nobody

listens; everyone is just waiting for a turn to speak.” Preachers, like profes-

sors, find themselves in situations of public visibility, authority, and promi-

nence. And within the church all sorts of strange and wondrous powers to

build and to maintain the church are often ascribed to them, as if the sur-

vival of the church, even a small local church, depends finally, even funda-

mentally, on the person of the pastor.

An example comes to mind, an extreme one, to be sure, but instructive

nevertheless. In the summer of 1987, the papers reported the story of the

Rev. Walker Railey of First Methodist in Dallas, whose “spell-binding ora-

tory,” according to an account in the New York Times (June 14, 1987),

caused the membership of his congregation to increase dramatically. “Dr.

Railey . . . seemed well on his way to becoming a bishop at a very young age,

a dream some say he pursued with an ambition that was as strong as that

which drives some to wealth and power in other careers.” But “then it all

fell apart,” the Times reported. A strange, unexplained attack on his wife,

leaving her comatose, occurred. Suspicion fell on Rev. Railey himself, who

spent time in psychiatric care after a suicide attempt.

This story came to national attention because the Rev. Railey, much like

Jim Bakker, had reached the dizzying heights of great prominence and

prestige, and his fall had been correspondingly so great. Yet it is but a sen-

sational instance of the temptations that confront ministers—and their con-

gregations—everywhere, even if on a smaller scale. It is not difficult for us

to come to the conviction that we are, of course, crucial and indispensable

to the life, well-being, and survival of our congregations, or to the cause of

the gospel itself. Our congregations helpfully do their part. They play along.

They unwittingly, and sometimes wittingly, ascribe to us messianic status.

We are the source of truth and facilitator of new life. We find ourselves

unwittinglv, but also wittingly, basking in the aura and the easy rewards,

regarding them as the empirical validation of our special call. As the case of

Rev. Railey demonstrates, the consequences can be fearsomely destructive.

We become hesitant about acknowledging fault or failure. We begin to

identity the presence of the gospel with our own success. Our preaching

becomes a mask for worldly ambition. We become impatient with those

who do not see how important we really are.

“In principle the same misunderstanding or confusion," writes Barth, to

which the disciples of John the Baptist “fall victim is the danger that besets

every witness of the Light.” Luther was undoubtedly right [Barth continues]

when he said of this verse:
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that the world suffers from the affliction of being full of masters and

know-alls, of sages and lights, who seek their own way to heaven and

want to be lights of the world and teach and lead us how to come to

God; John is warning us against such. Wherever we have this confu-

sion, the witness, instead of remaining a witness, begins to pose as the

Revealer, points to himself instead of to Christ, and makes God’s cause

his own. . . . [A]s commonly happens, the disciples of the witness, out

of pure gratitude and enthusiasm, do him the wrong of putting him in

a place where he does not belong. 1

John the Baptist is a witness, nothing more. Yet it must also be said that

he is also nothing less. He is only a voice—yet he is a voice! His testimony

has divine approval and authorization! Jesus calls him a “burning and shin-

ing lamp” (5:35) and he was such precisely because he bore witness not to

himself but to the true Light of the world. The Light he gives is not his own
and, like the light given by the moon, is but a pale reflection of a greater

and a brighter Light. And the word of testimony he speaks is but an echo,

an echo of a greater and more powerful Word. Yet the pale reflection and

the echo certainly have their role in God’s purposes. It is precisely as witness

that John the Baptist is crucial and indispensable. It is precisely as witnesses

that our woi\ too is crucial and indispensable.

There is joy and freedom in the role of witness, when our only burden is

simply, and persistently, to give testimony, as the Baptist did, to God’s

Word. But let us remember that the Word is not some general truth, not

some cosmic principle, not some mysterious reality immanent to this world.

The Word has come into the world from outside, from God. It is God's

Word; it is, in fact, God. Furthermore, the Baptist’s first word of testimony

to the Word is, “Behold the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the

world!” (1:29). The Word is none other than the person of Jesus Christ, the

crucified Lamb. The Word became incarnate in the love made visible on

the cross. This is the Word to whom John the Baptist gave testimony and

to whom we are called to bear witness as well.

The testimony to this Lamb can survive our various failures—and even

our various successes—in the ministry. This testimony, as you know, is not

to be confused with the utterance of pious platitudes or with biblicistic bom-

bast. It cannot serve as an excuse for mediocrity nor as an evasion of respon-

sibility. It is the very opposite of the desire to impose our own form of piety

' Karl Barth, Witness to the Word (Grand Rapids: Eerdmanns Publishing Company, 1986),

pp. 55-56.
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or religion, our own version of truth, on others. It is not to be confused with

either quietism or activism. Indeed, it has nothing to do with any “ism” at

all, even (perhaps especially!) those dear to our own hearts and agendas. It

is not simply to be equated with what happens in a pulpit on Sunday morn-

ing, though the act of proclamation is its primary form. The act of bearing

witness to Jesus Christ informs everything we say and do, it forms our lives,

it shapes our priorities and direction and character. In every way, it exhibits

the conviction that God is alive and well and active among us. As Luther

writes:

Therefore we must be on guard, for if we try to preserve the Gospel,

not by its own power, but by our own strength, then the cause is lost.

. . . Let us stop worrying. The Gospel does not need our help. It has

strength enough of its own. Let God take care of it by himself. It is his

and he will protect and maintain it ... I and all of us together are too

weak to defend such a Word. I have entrusted it to the dear God . . .

there is no better counsel than to preach the Gospel purely and simply

and ask God to direct and lead us .

2

The testimony of the Baptist, of Martha at the raising of Lazarus, of Mary

Magdalene at Jesus’ empty tomb, of the Beloved Disciple whose identity lies

hidden behind his testimony, continues to ring in our ears, to stir our hearts,

to direct our lives—precisely because this testimony does not pretend or

desire to be anything else but testimony. The testimony points away from

its bearers to the One who is, by God’s will and design, the only Light of

the world.

2 Quoted by Rudolf Bultmann, Faith and Understanding (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,

1987), pp. 138-139.
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Dictionary of Pastoral Care and Counseling. Rodney J. Hunter, gen. ed. Nashville:

Abingdon, 1990. Pp. 1346. $59.95.

A decade in the making, Abingdon’s Dictionary of Pastoral Care and Counseling

brings together in one volume much of the history, lore, thinking, and practices of

the modern pastoral care movement. It does offer, as the dust jacket says, “.
.

.

au-

thoritative information that will assist anyone engaged in the study or practice of

pastoral care and counseling.” More than 1200 articles written by nearly 600 Prot-

estant, Catholic, Orthodox, and Jewish authors cover the many facets and relation-

ships of the field of pastoral care and counseling. Some articles are relatively short,

definitional essays, but others are longer—extending to several thousand words,

giving the volume as a whole the character of a one-volume encyclopedia. The
extensive cross-references provided will assist any reader. For some, including my-

self, a list of articles and authors would also have been helpful.

Rodney J. Hunter of Candler School of Theology served as general editor from

start to finish, giving the Dictionary a coherence of purpose and execution not al-

ways enjoyed by such large-scale enterprises. Associate editors were H. Newton

Malony, Liston O. Mills, and John Patton. Glenn H. Asquith, Jr., James E. Dittes,

and Orlo Strunk, Jr. served as editorial consultants.

The volume extends well beyond the field of pastoral care and counseling in the

narrow sense to include many topics in the broader fields of practical theology and

the social psychology of religion, as articles entitled, “Money,” “Prejudice,” “Mys-

ticism,” “Practical Theology,” and “Juvenile Crime and Delinquency,” among
many others, clearly indicate. Some of these articles of “supererogation” are written

by the leading experts on the topic. Thus the volume is a kind of handbook of

practical theology, even though the areas of practical theology other than pastoral

care are not covered systematically or in detail. Nevertheless, this feature makes it

more valuable as a minister’s desk reference, in my judgment.

A liberal sampling of the articles in the Dictionary has given me the impression

that, although many are of very high quality as writing and information, they are

not all on the same level in these respects, which is perhaps inevitable in a work of

this kind. In a field where many knowledgeable persons are clinicians or parish

ministers who may have been unaccustomed to relatively terse and precise written

expression, it is a testimony to the tenacity of the editors that the volume is rather

free from essays that ramble too much.

One will not find in the Dictionary of Pastoral Care and Counseling a completely

coherent viewpoint about the many issues in the field. Even if we assume that such

coherence is desirable (certainly a debatable proposition), the state of the field of

pastoral care and counseling would not have allowed it. In its modern form it is a

relatively new field which has not yet fully coalesced.
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The central tendency of the field, developed since World War II, is also the

central tendency of the Dictionary. This central tendency is built upon the dynamic

psychology of Freud, in particular, but also of Jung, supplemented by Carl R. Rog-

ers and other human potential theorists. More recent influences are family systems

theories, in some kind of combination (articulated or unarticulated) with different

kinds of post-liberal theology, in particular process theology, and, most recently,

feminist theology. But this central tendency is not by any means pervasive of the

Dictionary
, as many other perspectives, particularly from faith traditions which did

not participate fully, if at all, in the central tendency are substantially represented.

Moreover, those articles which do represent the central tendency are far from ho-

mogeneous, as many reflect the constructive position staked out by the writer with-

out much reference to other possible positions, an enrichment as well as a sign that

the field is not yet completely mature.

Students and practitioners of pastoral care and counseling will remain in the debt

of the editors and writers, and of the publisher, whose vision brought about the

Dictionary, and who more than once resisted the temptation to scuttle the project as

too expensive and possibly unwarranted. I believe that their faith in it will be jus-

tified.

James N. Lapsley

Princeton Theological Seminary

Readings in Christian Thought (second ed.). Hugh T. Kerr, ed. Nashville: Abingdon

Press, 1990. Pp. 403. $25.95.

College and seminary teachers will be pleased with the republication and en-

largement of the 1966 edition of Hugh T. Kerr’s compilation of readings in the

Christian tradition. Much of what was included in the previous edition reappears,

with a judicious selection of new 20th century figures, and a few replacements of

earlier authors deemed less durable. Kerr’s brief introductions for each entry are

consistently illuminating.

What’s in . . . and what’s out? In the section on the first millennium, well-known

excerpts from Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Origen, Augustine, and John of

Damascus maintain their place, together with the ecumenical creeds. Joining them

now is Perpetua’s A Vision of Truth, the first example of the editor’s wise decision

to honor the historic contributions of women. Anselm, Abelard, Peter Lombard,

Bernard, Francis of Assisi, Aquinas, Scotus, Ockham, Catherine of Siena, and

Thomas a Kempis reappear in the section on the Middle Ages. Nicholas of Cusa

and Jan van Ruysbroeck have been eliminated and Julian of Norwich’s The Mother

in the Trinity has been added. Reformation and Post-Reformation stalwarts are in

place—Luther, Calvin, Melanchthon, Bullinger, Cranmer, Wesley, and Edwards,

as well as selections from Trent and the Westminster Confession. Robert Barclay
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has made way for newcomers Menno Simons and John Woolman. In the next sec-

tion entitled, “Creative Religious Ideas in the Modern Age,” Kant, Schleiermacher,

Strauss, Bushnell (Christian Education replacing Language, Gospel and the Imagina-

tion)I, Newman, Harnack, James, Otto, Troeltsch, and Rauschenbusch keep com-

pany with newly added African-American Fannie Barrier Williams and feminist

Elizabeth Cady Stanton. But P. T. Forsyth and Theodore Parker are now gone

along with Catholic Dogmas and Definitions (Immaculate Conception, Infallibility of

the Pope and Theology and Society). The final area of selections, formerly identified

as “The Contemporary Quest” and now “The Day Before Yesterday,” retains Kier-

kegaard, Albert Schweitzer, Reinhold Niebuhr, Barth, Bultmann, Tillich, Bon-

hoeffer, and Pope John XXIII (Pacem in Terris). Excerpts from Georgia Harkness,

Martin Luther King, Jr., Thomas Merton, and Karl Rahner have been added.

Brunner’s Truth as Encounter and the Amsterdam message of the World Council

of Churches no longer appear.

General affirmation can be expected on the additions. But there will be doubts

about some of the excisions. A Forsyth boomlet and the continuing influence of

Brunner argue for the retention of those twelve short pages. And there will be wish

lists for excerpts from such as the Heidelberg Catechism, a Mercersburg theologian

(Nevin or Schaff), H. Richard Niebuhr, Maritain.

A concluding section (without excerpts), “The Contemporary Quest,” is a brief

survey of current theology keyed to three of the previous era’s “transition point-

ers”—Rahner, Merton, and King. 1) Rahner’s successors are such post-Vatican II

theologians as Bernard Lonergan, Hans Kung, and Avery Dulles. Taken up here,

too, are diverse evangelical theologies said to have developed without a comparable

“liberation experience” (Henry, Berkouwer, Bloesch, Hardesty, et ah). Process the-

ology (Cobb, Griffin, Hartshorne, Suchocki, et al.) is included also because of its

concern with issues of faith and reason. 2) Merton’s legacy appears in the current

interest in spirituality, discussed here in general terms. 3) King’s trajectory contin-

ues in the liberation theologies—feminist, African-American, Third World (Daly,

Elizabeth Shussler Fiorenza, Cone, Roberts, Gutierrez, Alves, et al.) and in non-

Western figures and developments (Tutu, Boesak, Song, et ah).

The contemporary section does not have the luster of the historical excerpts and

their introductions. Errors are made in names of theologians (Mark Noll and Mar-

jorie Suchocki are mispelled and biblical scholar Robert Jewett is mistaken for evan-

gelical theologian Paul Jewett). Significant developments in ecumenical theology go

unmentioned (Baptism , Eucharist and Ministry and its many volumes of official

church response). No note is taken of the vast literature on Jewish-Christian theo-

logical issues, the lively neo-confessional movement that runs from “the Yale the-

ology” to Newbigin’s gospel and culture project, and the appearance of a number

of works in systematic theology in both specific ecclesial traditions and ecumenical
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purview. And not a word about Moltmann and Pannenberg? Kerr’s awkward
threefold scheme may be the culprit.

Limitations aside, this book is a valuable resource for teachers at both college and

seminary levels. And for any who want to be nourished by the best in Christian

thought, it is an intellectual and spiritual feast.

Gabriel Fackre

Andover Newton Theological School

Ephrem the Syrian: Hymns. Kathleen E. McVey, trans. and ed. New7 York: Paulist

Press, 1989. Pp. 474. $17.95.

The patristic church grew from a common root into three main branches in the

ancient world: Latin, Greek, and Syriac. The riches of Latin and Greek-speaking

Christianity have been more or less readily available to the west over the centuries.

It is only within the last few years of the twentieth century, however, that we have

begun to discover the treasures of Syriac-speaking Christianity. This beautiful vol-

ume in the Classics of Western Spirituality series makes available to the English-

speaking reader a significant body of hymns by the most important writer in the

Syriac tradition, the fourth century Ephrem the Syrian. These hymns include the

collections On the Nativity, Against Julian, and On Virginity.

These hymns are composed in a manner that is at the same time particularly

Ephrem’s and peculiarly characteristic of both the earlier and later Syriac traditions.

Ephrem himself was noted as a biblical exegete, and like most of the rest of the

Syriac tradition much of the power of his theology arises from his use of and elab-

oration of typology, symbolism, and metaphor. Because all three of these devices

assume that God’s reality always lies hidden beneath the surfaces of life as much as

it lies in plain view, it takes a bit of work to unravel the multiple meanings of this

poetry. The affect of these hymns on the heart and head of the reader, however,

makes the effort well worth it. They are complex and mysterious, and often breath-

takingly moving as well. Consider the second halt of Hymn Thirteen in the Hymns
on the Nativity, in which first Ephrem reflects upon Christ’s love for human beings,

and God’s revelation of that love:

What moves You to bestow yourself

upon each who has seen You. . .

.

. . . From where did it come to You,

so to hunger for human beings?

Then, after meditating upon what the qualities of this love are compared to the love

displayed by key Old Testament figures, Ephrem concludes,

. . . Who are You, youth,

that your love is greater than [the love] of the prophets?
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That son of Hagar who was a wild ass,

kicked Isaac. He endured and was silent,

but his mother was jealous. Are You his symbol

or is he Your type? Do you resemble Isaac,

or, indeed, does he resemble You?

Today many Christians in the main-line Protestant denominations seem to have

lost a profound sense of the mysteriousness of the incarnation as well as of creation.

Ephrem’s hymns are truly food for the Christian imagination at the same time that

they convey deep theological truths.

In this book Dr. McVey has given us an exceptional translation that is clear,

literally pleasing, and true to the Syriac. The whole volume contains a helpful in-

troduction to the historical facts of Ephrem’s life, and a summary of some of his

major themes. Outstandingly helpful, however, are the summaries she places at the

beginning of each hymn and the notes at the bottom of the page, both of which

serve as reliable guides for the lay reader through this sometimes difficult but very

rewarding material.

Roberta C. Bondi

Candler School of Theology

Emory University

Armstrong, Richard Stoll. Faithful Witnesses: A Course in Evangelism for Presbyterian

Laity (Leader’s Guide and Participant’s Book). Philadelphia: Geneva Press, 1987.

Pp. 105 (LG); 1 19 (PB). $8.95 (LG); $6.95 (PB).

Now retired as Ashenfelter Professor of Ministry and Evangelism at Princeton

Theological Seminary, Richard Stoll Armstrong has provided us with the rich,

practical legacy of his years of creative leadership in the field of evangelism. Pre-

pared in response to the New Day Dawning mandate for evangelism training issued

by the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), Faithful Witnesses is a sixteen-week training

course involving twelve weeks of classroom and personal study focused around

twenty-five exercises, and concludes with four weeks of supervised evangelistic call-

ing.

As the sub-title, “A Course in Evangelism for Presbyterian Laity,” tells us. Faith-

ful Witnesses provides a training format for equipping church members to fulfill the

church’s evangelistic mandate with conviction, sensitivity, and integrity.

The study materials and the approach to evangelism they promote are a genuine

reflection of our Presbyterian heritage and consistent with our Reformed theology.

The materials for this course consist of two books, a Leader’s Guide of 105 pages

and a Participant’s Book of 119 pages. Each is an exciting, helpful, informative

evangelism resource. The Leader’s Guide offers suggested study class outlines in

terms of worship aids, time allotments, discussion starters, and introductions to class
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study exercises. The Participant’s Book is a workbook containing well-written

study materials, exercises where the participants offer w’ritten personal responses,

and the following week’s home study assignment.

Having personally taught this course to a class of some thirty participants in a

local Presbyterian (U.S.A.) congregation, the high points of the experience were:

(1) The surprisingly strong emphasis in a course on evangelism upon developing

listening skills. Armstrong’s realistic thesis is “what you hear determines what you

say.”

(2) The plentiful biblical content in the study materials places the evangelism

mandate and method within a scriptural context. In many ways Faithful Witnesses

is a course rich in Bible study. One of the unique studies in the materials surveys

the Bible for “faith-sharing” experiences. It is a convincing, eye-opening study.

(3) There is strong emphasis on the validity of each participant’s own “faith-

story.” Participants learn to become comfortable in telling their personal faith-sto-

ries. Here Armstrong’s premise is “If you have a personal faith in Jesus Christ, you

can learn to share it and the faith you can share most easily is your personal expe-

rience of God.”

(4) The “experiential” dimension is blended with solid theological content. The

study (Week Seven) on “Understanding the Gospel” is a rich word study of the

biblical term “gospel.”

(5) Faithful Witnesses presents a strong “apologetics” emphasis (an all too rare

emphasis in much of today’s church produced literature). Faithful Witnesses ad-

dresses the question “How do we know the Story is true?” And the course seeks to

apply the gospel to specific life situations and circumstances.

(5) The course enables the development of a sense of caring community among

the participants. Faithful Witnesses provides the context for Christians to experience

“body life” in the Spirit.

(6) Given Armstrong’s previous works, especially his ground-breaking book, Ser-

vice Evangelism
,

it is no surprise this course of study has a helpful section on “Ap-

plying the Gospel” in various contemporary social settings.

(7) Finally, the course “redeems” the telephone as an instrument of witness. An

excellent, down-to-earth study on evangelistic telephone calling concludes the class

portion of this twelve-week training experience.

Faithful Witnesses is a course that deserves to be a continuing offering in the adult

study program of every local congregation. Every pastor should make the teaching

of this course a top priority of the teaching ministry. Faithful Witnesses has the

potential to train, encourage, and set loose “a great cloud of witnesses” to the glory

of God. I encourage you to use this material.

Edward R. Danks

Noroton Presbyterian Church

Darien, Connecticut
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Lowry, Eugene L. How to Preach a Parable: Designs for Narrative Sermons. Nash-

ville: Abingdon Press, 1989. Pp. 173. $12.95.

If Eugene L. Lowry is anything, he is determined. The William K. McElvaney

Professor of Preaching at Saint Paul School of Theology, Kansas City, Missouri, is

determined that preachers shall not be confused nor disillusioned about the poten-

tial and availability of narrative preaching.

This volume completes (?) a trilogy on the subject by the author. As Lowry

indicates, he has dealt with the relationship of the “process of narrativity” to the

“most sound principles of preaching” (p. 26) by attempting to show how in The

Homiletical Plot and to explain why in Doing Time in the Pulpit. In this volume

Lowry is, in his own description, a detective who searches out the “how-to” of

different design options for narrative sermons. He does this through analysis of four

sermons by different preachers, each of which represents one of four design options

which Lowry describes. It is the narratireform, proceeding from disequilibrium to

resolution, which Lowry advocates and sets out to explore in its several manifesta-

tions.

The illustrative sermons include previously published works by Fred Craddock

and Leander E. Keck, a third is the work of the late Dennis M. Willis, and a fourth

is the author’s own sermon. Lowry proceeds by suggesting that the reader read

aloud the Scripture passage (if given) and the text of the sermon. He follows this

with a running commentary reviewing and describing what the preacher was doing

with each section of the sermon. He then details the narrative features of the sermon

under three categories: narrative capabilities, narrative techniques, and narrative

norms. Each sermon illustrates one of four options for design, which Lowry iden-

tifies as running the story, delaying the story, suspending the story, and alternating the

story.

Many preachers will have used one or more of the design options which Lowry

indicates. By naming these designs, the author does more than legitimate various

approaches in preaching. He gives the preacher a way of understanding and delib-

erately choosing for valid reasons what some may be doing quite intuitively. In this

way, the categories are helpful, and the description of them is clear.

Lowry’s “detective mode” places him in the position of sometimes having to

surmise what was in the preacher’s mind when the sermon took a particular turn.

This is always a difficult thing to try to do, as no mere reader of a sermon can guess

at the important implications which a particular congregation, in a particular loca-

tion, and at a particular time, may have had for a preacher’s thinking. The context

within which and for which the preacher made the choices is largely unknown.

This is the inherent weakness in having to analyze the written text only, and it is

the reason why, at times, the process of analysis reminds one of the relationship of

an autopsy to a living person.

Nevertheless, the author makes a serious and constructive process available to the
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preacher. He is not afraid to tackle one of the most difficult aspects of preaching:

the use of language. So much of the effect of preaching, and particularly of narrative

preaching, depends on the descriptive and emotive power of language. Lowry picks

up Fred Craddock’s phrase “rearranging the dust” and suggests how that creative

phrase my have come to the preacher. For those who need help in how to do this

kind of thinking, he offers the simple helpful instruction, “Find another term for

the usual one, then find another context for the new term, and then find a phrase

associated within that other context.”

The overall experience of reading this book should be an aid and an encourage-

ment to the reader in the process of thinking metaphorically.

Conrad Harry Massa

Princeton Theological Seminary

Gladstone, John. Living with Style; MacDonald, Grant R. The Cloud Rider Comes

Again
;
Cochrane, Charles C. Contending with God. The Canadian Pulpit Series.

Burlington, Ontario: Welch Publishing Co., 1986, 1988, 1990. Pp. 126, 1 1 1, 95. $9.95

each.

Responding to the contemporary rise of interest in the Christian pulpit, G. R.

Welch Publishing Company (960 Gateway, Burlington, Ontario, Canada L7L 5K7)

is making available a number of books of sermons under the general title “The

Canadian Pulpit Series,” which features names such as R. Maurice Boyd, Bruce

McLeod, Eduard R. Riegert and others, including those in this review'.

The second in the series. Living with Style, is by John Gladstone, a British Baptist,

who is concluding a twenty-year ministry in the prestigious Yorkminster Baptist

Church, Toronto, w'here he has preached regularly to a thousand worshippers every

Sunday in a metropolis know'n as “a city of churches.” Here are thirteen sermons

marked by characteristics we knew in J. S. Stewart and Robert J. McCracken. Hom-
iletically these are textual-topical sermons, well-composed in an almost flawdess lit-

erary style. Gladstone exhibits the benefits of the wide diversity of the English ed-

ucational method: a superb grasp of the meaning of words; well-chosen allusions

to and quotations from the great names in literature; tasteful twinkles of humor

here and there; and, most of all, intimations of a deep faith fully lived. In a unique

w'ay this preacher weds a narrative style with proclamation and thereby engages

and sustains our interest while declaring that he has Good News for daily living.

No one can read “Christianity As It Really Is” or “What Happens When We Pray

for Others” and not conclude that here the contemporary pulpit is still an interpre-

tative voice that merits our reckoning.

The seventh in the series continues the publisher’s intention, namely, “to bring

to a wider audience the best of Canadian preaching from a variety of regions and

denominations across the country.” In The Cloud Rider Comes Again , Grant R. Mac-

Donald, minister of St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, Kitchener, Ontario, the
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largest in his denomination with a television ministry reaching over one-half of the

province, gives us selected sermons based upon the Common Lectionary, Year C.

He offers these sermons in the confidence that due to “the dynamic ferment going

on in the field of biblical studies and homiletics . . . books of sermons are once again

receiving attention as an expression of the teaching ministry and evangel of the

Church” (p. 13). MacDonald’s sermons are the product of a mind and heart that

feature a sensitive understanding of human nature and an effort to bring the re-

sources of the gospel to bear upon concrete instances of personal need. He does not

have really a distinctive literary style and uses colloquialisms rather freely, yet he

handles contemporary lingo and images without being slangy or common. He is a

pastor in the motivation of his preaching even when in frankness he “holds the

mirror up to nature.” But best of all, when he tells a story or relates a biblical

incident, he does not use the time-worn device, saying, “Just as So-and-So ... so

ought we. . .

.” He puts his hearers into it as he goes along and they are led to

experience the story or event concurrently with the dramatis personae or hero or

what have you.

A more recent volume, Contending with God
,
consists of twenty-four short ex-

positions by Charles C. Cochrane, a Canadian Presbyterian who has spent forty

years in a varied pastoral ministry that took him from mining camps in Northern

Ontario to urban parishes in Montreal and Toronto. Cochrane is a solidly biblical

preacher who could be described—not offensively—as a “straight shooter." With

him there is no grey area; the lines are drawn clearly between right and wrong.

However, these pulpit studies are like nuggets of truth and any preacher is likely to

find sermon starters here as the author shares his scriptural insights with us. Here

and there telling sentences appear; e.g., “A saint is a forgiven sinner” or “If one

were to ask what place belief in the resurrection had in the faith of the early church,

the answer is that belief in the resurrection was the early church.” His weakness is

a tendency to be overly abstract and an inclination toward allegorizing and hence

the need for more real contemporary facts to give his messages “a local habitation

and a name,” which prooftexts do not always provide, helpful as these can be when

used sparingly. Nevertheless, these messages are clearly the fruit of a lifetime of

devotion to basic study and of an ability to digest with understanding the data of a

spectrum of biblical commentators to a degree that one cannot detect exactly where

he had been browsing.

What then does this series of Canadian preaching indicate to us?

First, there is a lack of identity that is specifically Canadian. Gladstone, a superb

preacher, who has served the Canadian Church admirably, is indelibly British; his

materials, though of surpassing excellence, have no distinctively Canadian flavor.

MacDonald is thoroughly a native Canadian, yet American writers are tributary to

his quotations, illustrations, and interpretative methodology (Brueggemann, Buech-

ner, Craddock, Buttrick, Westerhoff, McAfee Brown, Nouwen, etc.). Cochrane, in

method, bears comfortable resemblance to the more conservative genre here in
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America. A definite Canadian identity? Apparently not. A half century ago, how-

ever, the situation was somewhat different. Although a considerable number of

Canadian pulpiteers were imports from abroad (Sclater, Russell, Norwood, Burnett,

etc.), yet they were balanced by home-grown figures of stature who in method and

message were original in their reminting into Canadian identification the riches of

fresh thought from Germany and the United Kingdom (Pidgeon, Mackinnon, Gor-

don, Shatford, Kerr, Cameron, etc.).

Second, most preachers in this series are in their sermonic method Christ-cen-

tered and person-directed. However, on the whole, there is no clear theological

schema that is readily detected. Christian experience is advocated without delineat-

ing some of the great affirmations and presuppositions each of their denominations

holds to be basic and essential. For example, is there a theological posture that

marks Canadian theological education? If reconciliation is an end greatly to be

sought and realized in personal and community relationships, ought not contem-

porary congregations be informed and taught through freshly minted nomenclature

and formulae the meaning of incarnation, atonement, covenant, vicariousness, re-

demption, and so forth? Such is beginning to appear in the English-speaking

world—as yet just “like a man’s hand”—and our prayer is “may their tribe in-

crease.”

Donald Macleod

Princeton Theological Seminary

Nelson, Shirley. Fair, Clear, and Terrible: The Story ofShiloh, Maine. Latham, N.Y.:

British American Publishing Company, 1989. Pp. 447. $21.95.

Though few readers will have heard of the Shiloh Community, the significance

of this story will be patently evident. It was in the last decade of the nineteenth

century, scarcely a hundred years ago, when Frank W. Sandford with his inerrant

Bible and periodic revelations from God cut loose from the Student Volunteer

Movement and the Free Baptists in Maine to begin his own religious community

and world evangelization crusade. By 1896 he was well on the way to having his

own denomination and a permanent institution centered in “The Holy Ghost and

Us Bible School” located on the outskirts of the village of Durham, along w'ith a

monthly periodical, scores of students, hundreds of followers, and money pouring

in from across the nation.

Written by Shirley Nelson, daughter of two of Sandford’s one-time faithful, the

book is a detailed and gripping account of a turbulent segment in American church

history. Nelson details the history of the community from its beginning to its un-

duly prolonged but well-deserved end. Sandford, charismatic and despotic, de-

manded of his disciples absolute obedience and loyalty, and forsaking all, they

turned their assets over to him and accepted uncritically his dispensational, holiness

brand of theology. Likewise they willingly submitted to a totally regimented life
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that assured them of salvation as the end of time rapidly approached, but only if

they adhered to Sandford’s rigid discipline and accepted his swift and dreadful

punishment for any infraction of his will, punishment that included verbal abuse

and often physical chastening, shunning, and days of isolation, fasting, and prayer

for forgiveness.

Sandford identified himself as the second Elijah, a new King David, and the only

mouthpiece of the Almighty that mattered. Few of his followers dared challenge

his authority or question his exaggerated claims. Though Nelson’s own parents

were among the faithful—and only as the community began to disintegrate were

they able to break Sandford’s hold and abandon Shiloh—the book is not a vituper-

ative expose. Nelson neither ridicules nor condemns those who believed. Rather she

writes as one who views Shiloh from within, maintaining all the while a remarkable

degree of objectivity. The result of her painstaking research is a dramatic narrative

of the incredible power of one man over hundreds of sincere but credulous people.

Surely Sandford’s most preposterous scheme—and there were many—was the

purchase of a 133-foot racing yacht wherein he, his wife and children, and a select

group of disciples sailed around the world to evangelize the nations, not by preach-

ing or by personal witness, but by sailing past and “claiming” the sighted countries

for God. Earlier he had dispatched a chosen few to three or four mission stations

including Jerusalem, in a sense—one might say—to evangelize, but primarily to

await Armageddon, the Tribulation, and the end of time.

The disasters in which all of these mindless plans ended brought unwelcomed

notoriety, legal problems, and some defections. But even seven years in the federal

penitentiary for Sandford did not result in the collapse of his wild dream, for it was

founded on his personality and on his interpretation of the Bible, not the Bible

interpreted sensibly, but according to Sandford’s own principles of immediacy and

literalism.

Those who assume that Jim Jones or Jim Bakker represent one-time aberrations

will do well to read Fair, Clear, and Terrible—words from the Song of Solomon

6:10—and note the frightening potential tor evil associated with religion gone wild

or Scripture in the hands of an attractive but uncontrolled fanatic.

The fifty or so photographs and other illustrations enhance and reinforce the

credibility of the account, a tragic and almost unbelievable story of the perversion

of the Christian mission by a true megalomaniac. The final four pages of the book

represent one of the most penetrating and devastating analyses of religious funda-

mentalism I have ever read, but it can only be appreciated against the background

of the pathetic history Nelson skillfully recounts.

Very rarely do I read a book about which I can say it was difficult to put it down.

This is that kind of book.

Alan Neely

Princeton Theological Seminary
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Leehan, James. Pastoral Care For Survivors of Family Abuse. Louisville: Westmin-

ster/John Knox Press, 1989. Pp. 147. $10.75.

James Leehan, out of his many years of experience in campus ministry, has writ-

ten a book for pastors to guide them in their work with people who are experienc-

ing, or have experienced, some form of family abuse. Leehan defines abuse quite

broadly—from emotional and psychological abuse of children to wife battering,

incest, and excessive corporal punishment. Leehan’s interest in this field arose out

of his work with college students who were demonstrating certain patterns of dys-

functional behavior. In consultation with colleagues, he was able to determine that

these patterns were consistent in people who were adult survivors of various forms

of abuse. Because of the great number of people who were survivors, Leehan began

to run therapy groups for adults who were former abuse victims and this book is a

record of his insights from that therapeutic work.

Leehan defines the various kinds of abuse that people in families suffer and the

consequences of those abuses. He suggests that many of the behaviors that were

useful and even necessary for survival in the abusive family now cause the survivor

to live in isolating and self-sabotaging ways. He instructs the reader on how not

only to potentially recognize the survivor of abuse in the congregation, but also how

to operate in a therapeutic fashion in the face of these alienating patterns of behav-

ior. Leehan’s desire to speak to the general patterns of abuse victims causes him to

blur the distinctive needs which survivors of various forms of abuse may have. For

example, he uses Lenore Walker’s “cycle of violence” paradigm to talk about abuse

in general. In doing this, here and elsewhere, he loses the specificity needed to deal

with differing forms of abuse in people. Most would identify the dynamics in incest

incidents differently than they would for child battering. Leehan seeks to find the

common denominators throughout the book which detracts from the practical ef-

fectiveness of the material.

The book also addresses the various social, psychological, and theological values

and assumptions that affect family violence as well as the treatment of victims of

family violence. Leehan is, on the whole, helpful here in identifying the cultural

and religious norms which have supported family violence. He is also very helpful

in discussing the pastor’s need to explore those values and assumptions in himself

or herself and in the congregation as therapeutic approaches to survivors are devel-

oped. Leehan is clear and concise about the kinds of things pastors can do to send

messages of invitation to people in the congregation who might have experienced

abuse. He also gives a great deal of useful information about what pastors must

know in order to deal with the people who then come to the pastoral office, hoping

for healing.

This book offers a fairly clear picture of the kinds of problems with which abuse

survivors must cope, the difficulty they have getting appropriate help, and the ex-

pertise which the pastor must develop in order to offer effective therapeutic help.
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The greatest lack in the book is its narrow perspective. Leehan does not ground the

work in any larger analysis of a culture which has made violence, especially against

women, a normative event. There is no analysis of the power dynamics of a patri-

archy in which violence is so prevalent that we cannot clearly separate victims of

family violence from victims of life in a violent society except by looking at their

experiences on a spectrum. Leehan briefly mentions patriarchy and the need for

pastors to read feminist theology and psychology, but he sets family violence apart

as if it didn’t belong in this larger picture. When he uses feminist references in his

discussion, he does so in a “proof-texting” manner that leaves out the important

foundation of that work which is best summarized in the statement, “the personal

is political.” By leaving this larger analysis out of the work on violence, and by

making few gender specific statements except those that tend to reinforce the status

quo (for example, the non-trustworthy mother is used consistently in talking about

early childhood abuse), Leehan takes the power out of this work. Simple therapeu-

tic care is not enough for victims of violence in any form. There must be a corre-

sponding empowering of the survivor so that she or he can find a way to reduce

violence in the larger culture.

Leehan has addressed an important topic for pastors and given some very useful

information. It is unfortunate that he did not ground this work in the larger cul-

tural norms of violence so that we would not be faced with an “us vs. them” dy-

namic in developing an approach to pastoral care.

Christie Cozad Neuger

Princeton Theological Seminary

On Being the Church: Essays on the Christian Community

.

Colin E. Gunton and Dan-

iel W. Hardy, eds. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1989. Pp. 263. $29.95.

At a time in which ecclesiology has become hostage to the deadening idioms of

managerial expertise, Colin Gunton and Daniel Hardy have given us six theological

essays which are exhilarating, strenuous, and yet frustratingly problematic. While

all six authors eschew claim to being a theological “school,” representing the Re-

formed, Anglican, and Catholic traditions and acknowledging serious divergences

among themselves; nevertheless, this volume reveals six theologians who have

worked together closely and who share a passionate concern for the life of the

church.

The chord which binds these essays together is the authors’ concern that the

church take seriously its claim to be the people of God with all of the social (and

very messy) specificity that entails. Conversely, if they may be said to share a single

gravamen, it is Christendom’s putative Greek inheritance in which being is placed

over act, theory precedes praxis, and a static model of church order dominates

church life. But it is just this sustained drubbing of classical ontology as it relates to
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the church which makes this book so critically provocative but, at the same time, so

nebulous in its proposals.

The editors’ own offerings, which may be read as programmatic notes for all that

follows, exemplify the book’s double-edged nature. Daniel Hardy heeds Bonhoef-

fer’s strictures against deriving social trom epistemological categories by sketching

what he terms a social transcendental: the life of the Christian community and the

transcendent divine order to which it witnesses ought to be seen as existing in a

complementary dynamism. His suggestion that the Christian doctrine of creation

be taken as an analogue by which to understand this social transcendental seems to

me full of promise, moving wrangles over the nature of the church beyond the

confines of Christology with the rather question-begging assertion that the church

is an extension of the Incarnation, while still keeping Jesus’ specific drama of re-

demption central. Creation serves to recall the church to the God-given nature of

sociality, while the Christian community summons creation to what God would

have it be.

With his customary lucidity Gunton, taking up Hardy’s idea of sociality, finds

its roots deep within the very life of the Trinity. Basing his argument on a Barthian

reading of the Cappadocians, in which he maintains the concept of person is never

defined apart from its communal function, Gunton argues with some persuasion

that the essence of Christian community is to be found in an ongoing and mutual

subordination. There is no such thing as an ahistorical church with a timeless hi-

erarchy; rather

. . . only a Church then and now and to be, as the Spirit ever and again incor-

porates people into Christ and in the same action brings them into and main-

tains them in community with each other.

All six essays are to be commended for this emphasis on self-giving mutuality

which they show to be a bene esse of the church. In summoning us to the demands

of specific sociality, they go a long way beyond the by now hackneyed assertion that

the church finds its authentic existence through the simple inclusion of all and sun-

dry. And yet in the few paragraphs which attempt to suggest what such a commu-

nity would look like, the whole enterprise becomes ethereal. It is one thing to argue

that there is no such thing as a timeless church. But to argue further that there is

only a community to be incorporated again and again into Christ by the Spirit and

to say little else, risks portraying the church as a sort of platonic New England

congregation whose primary expression of social existence seems to be forever re-

vising a revision of its original confession. Consequently, the problem of authority

seems, throughout all these essays, reduced to the same complexity as that of whose

turn it is to take out the trash.

Much is to be said for societal “conversation” as foundational to theological

praxis, and these essays say it well. But where such conversation forgoes any con-

trolling vision of what the involved partners are, in fact, trying to “say” lest they be
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overshadowed by the specter of authoritarian ontology, the conversation is apt to

degenerate into idle and academic chatter. And this seems to me the vitiating weak-

ness of an otherwise fine collection. A pastor could start with no finer volume to

free him- or herself of the committee babble which passes for rigorous theological

reflection on the Christian community. But my hunch is that this volume will leave

the reflective clergy still hungering for some sort of, dare one say it, ontological

moorings.

David Lewis Stokes, Jr.

Princeton, New Jersey

Karl Barth: Theologian ofFreedom. Volume 5 of The Making of Modern Theology

Series. Clifford Green, ed. London: Collins Liturgical Publications, 1989. Pp. 348.

$ 19 -95 -

Princetonians, of all people, should be interested in Karl Barth! When Barth

finally came to America in 1962, having just retired from teaching at Basel, he first

lectured at Chicago, but surely only because his son Marcus was teaching there. It

was when he came to present the same lectures in Princeton that he came unto his

own—and his own knew him, because he was the very embodiment of the Re-

formed tradition they cherished.

It is better to read Barth’s own writings than to read about him, and yet they are

so extensive (his Church Dogmatics alone runs to 9185 pages in 14 volumes!) as to be

intimidating. Moreover, there is always the question of where to begin. Well, now,

dear reader, your problem is solved, and you have no excuse for passing by on the

other side.

Clifford Green, Professor of Theology and Ethics at Hartford Seminary, has

gathered together in one volume a representative collection of Barth’s writings un-

der the title: Karl Barth: Theologian of Freedom. As is true of all volumes in this

series on “The Making of Modern Theology,” edited by John de Gruchy, the texts

chosen are not mere snippets from here and there, but substantial chunks that allow

for real engagement with important material. Green also provides a 35-page over-

view of Barth’s life and thought as well as a brief introduction to each of the texts.

The book ends with a selected bibliography of primary and secondary sources for

further reading and extensive indices.

Two main questions must be asked of a volume such as this. First, how informed

is the introductory material? Second, how adequate is the selection? In this case,

my answer is that Professor Green has performed his task admirably in both re-

spects.

A glance at the “Notes of the Introduction” confirms the broad range of primary

and secondary sources used by Green in his understanding and assessment of

Barth’s life and theology. Eberhard Busch’s Karl Barth: His Life from Letters and

Autobiographical Texts was of course indispensable, but Green also has utilized the
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insights of Jiingel, Gollwitzer, von Balthasar, Marquardt, Frei, Hunsinger, and oth-

ers in interpreting Barth’s theological journey from Herrmannian liberalism

learned at Marburg to the dialectical theology of his Romerbnef (2nd edition of

1922!) and finally to the mature theology of the Church Dogmatics. Green rightly

emphasizes Barth’s insistence that dogmatics and ethics are inseparable (but always

in the order dogmatics—ethics!), he understands Barth’s delight in Mozart’s music

(“sounding God’s glory”!), and he deals seriously with Barth’s political option for

democratic socialism (contra Marquardt, he argues that theology is the ground of

Barth’s socialism, not vice-versa!).

As to the selection and arrangement of texts, I think Green has done an excellent

job. I undoubtedly would have made some different choices, but given the limita-

tions of space, Green has presented an astounding range of writings that provide

the reader with a view of Barth’s theological and ethical concerns that is both well-

rounded and substantial.

Green’s own perspective on Barth, which I think is important, is found in these

words: “It is common to read Barth as the theologian who re-asserted the transcen-

dence and primacy of God over against liberal, anthropocentric theology. But this

is at best a problematic half-truth. Barth’s protest was not only against anthropo-

centric theology, it was equally against its subjectivism and individualism. In other

words, anthropocentrism and privatism are for Barth two sides of the one problem.

Positively stated, Barth was as much concerned to develop a social and public the-

ology as a theocentric (christocentric and trinitarian!) theology. From first to last his

was a communal theology . .

.”
(p. 18).

Barth sometimes complained that Americans often judged him without taking

the trouble to read him. Green’s exquisite collection should now remedy that prob-

lem, and we certainly will profit from reading this theologian of freedom—or, as I

might put it, this theologian of grace.

John D. Godsey

Wesley Theological Seminary

Levenson, Jon D. Creation and the Persistence of Evil: The Jewish Drama of Divine

Omnipotence. San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1988. Pp. 182. $18.95.

Levenson offers a bold and stimulating new synthesis of widely known Ancient

Near Eastern, biblical and Rabbinic data that challenges the traditional Jewish (and

Christian) theology of God as Creator and his relationship to the ongoing human

experience of chaos/evil. That theology, for which Levenson takes the work of Yeh-

ezkel Kaufmann to be representative, emphasizes the absolute mastery of God the

Creator in establishing an ordered universe ex nihilo as supposedly presented in

Gen. 1 : 1-2:3. It underscores the uniqueness of biblical monotheism over against

“pagan” notions of multiple deities and of cosmic struggle. It sees all manifestations

of evil as temporary, divinely tolerated rebellion destined to ultimate failure.
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Levenson devotes Part I of his work to an analysis of biblical texts that preserve

the notion of a cosmic struggle (e.g. Psalm 74:12-17), assume the ongoing existence

of chaos powers under various designation (Leviathan, Gog, Amalek, or even the

evil human heart), and sometimes (as in both Jewish and Christian apocalyptic)

project God’s ultimate triumph into the eschatological future. He concludes that

“the absolute sovereignty of the God of Israel is not a simple given in the Hebrew

Bible. . . . Instead, YHWH’s mastery is often fragile . .

.”
(p. 47).

In Part II, Levenson scrutinizes the more optimistic theology of Psalm 104, and

especially of Gen. 1: 1-2:3 (P)- Even here he finds the mastery of God less complete

and final than theologians such as Y. Kaufmann have believed, although he grants

that we have here “creation without opposition” (a phrasing more accurate than

creatio ex nihilo). Nevertheless, this must not be seen in sharp contrast to the combat

myth; rather, Gen. 1: 1-2:3 begins where the Enuma elish ends the cosmic battle, and

Marduk begins to order the universe. And, just as in the Enuma elish , the chaos

waters do not disappear, but are confined within a scheme of order; the waters

receive bounds, night alternates with day, etc.

Central and unique to Gen. 1: 1-2:3, however, is for Levenson the heptadic struc-

ture of this text, culminating in the seventh day, the day of rest. In a series of

scintillating scholarly moves too complex to rehearse here, Levenson makes plausi-

ble a correlation between the cosmos and the Temple, creation and temple building,

the acclaim of Marduk as overlord by the minor gods and Israel’s subjection to

YHWH in covenant loyalty, Marduk’s provision of rest for the minor gods

(through the creation of human slaves) and YHWH’s salvation of Israel from Egyp-

tian slavery. Finally, the Babylonian a\itu (New Year Festival) with its aim of up-

holding the victory of order, becomes, for Israel, a weekly celebration of the Sab-

bath. “[T]he creative ordering ot the world has become something that humanity

can not only witness and celebrate, but something in which it can also take part . . .

it is through the cult that we are enabled to cope with evil, for it is the cult that

builds and maintains order . .

.”
(p. 127).

In Part III, Levenson analyzes further the nature of the interdependence between

God and Israel, on the analogy of Marduk and the lesser gods. They need him for

the maintenance of order, and he needs them for the upholding of his kingship. In

Levenson’s own words:

Here the consensual basis of the divinity of the God of Israel and the fragility

of his reality in the world appear with shocking clarity. God depends, “as it

were,” upon the witness of Israel: without it, his divinity is not realized. The
actualization of the full potential of God requires the testimony of his special

people. Like Marduk in the Enuma elish or YHWH himself at Sinai, the ele-

vation of the God of Israel is partly a function of those who elevate him. In

the covenantal idiom of monotheism, Israel is the functional equivalent of the

pantheon, wisely and joyfully acclaiming their lord and deliverer (p. 139).
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This acclamation is expressed by daily obedience to the requirements of the Divine

Suzerain, in the paradoxical knowledge that this freely offered service is also the

only life-giving way open to Israel.

Only three brief reflections on Levenson’s provocative study can be offered here.

1. Levenson intends “to explore the character of Genesis i as a point on the

trajectory that runs from the ancient Near Eastern combat myth to the developed

creation theology of the Abrahamic faiths [Judaism, Christianity, Islam]” (p. 53). As

an historian of religion, he succeeds admirably. A theologian speaking from within

any of the three faiths, however—and Levenson assumes that stance repeatedly

—

must surely seek to work the vast tapestry of diverse texts into an integrated theo-

logical perspective. This will require the subordination of some texts and perspec-

tives to others. Levenson himself states: “Indeed, if the first chapter of the Bible is

to be accorded the pride of place that the redactors [and the canonizers and theo-

logians!] have given it, then the common move of subordinating the combat myth

to this more familiar theology is warranted” (p. 53). Why should such a move be

theologically less legitimate than Levenson’s apparent subordination of the whole

trajectory, mentioned above, to the pattern evidenced most clearly in the Enuma

elish ?

2. Levenson, as a Jewish theologian, includes witness through obedient service as

a part of active Jewish (and human?) participation in the “actualization of the full

potential of God” (p. 139) against the persistent forces of never fully defeated pri-

mordial evil. Levenson’s theology is based on a pattern most clearly instanced in the

Enuma elish
,
a pattern partly obscured (and therefore missed by Kaufmann and

others in the Hebrew Bible), but surprisingly alive in Rabbinic tradition. As a result,

ancient Near Eastern mythology and Rabbinic tradition seem the necessary tools to

recover that obscured pattern also in the Hebrew Bible. Should one not assume that

the apparent biblical obscuring of that pattern was in itself a significant canonical-

theological process?

3. Finally, an experiential reflection. Are we better off today, if we understand

our experiences of evil/chaos as persistence of primordial evil incompletely con-

quered by a God requiring our synergism for the complete actualization of his

mastery, than by understanding evil as the work of rebellious forces mysteriously

granted some scope by a sovereign God? The notion of a limited God upheld, in

part, by significant human action, appeals to the mood of our time. Nevertheless, it

grants ontological preeminence to evil, and it lacks—at least for a Christian—suf-

ficient scope for grace, as the scope for grace is diminished by the need tor syner-

gism.

These reflections are offered as contributions to theological dialogue; they are not

meant to detract from the value of this brilliant study full of seminal ideas.

Waldemar Janzen

Canadian Mennonite Bible College

Winnipeg, Canada
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Scott, Bernard Brandon. Hear Then the Parable: A Commentary on the Parables of

Jesus. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989. Pp. xii + 465. $29.95.

Another book on the parables of Jesus—and a massive one at that! What does it

offer and how does it differ from all the others? What it offers is a comprehensive

and up-to-date analysis of the purpose and function of parables in general and a

careful study of each individual parable—including the versions in the Gospel of

Thomas. Following in the heritage of both Jeremias (social background) and Cros-

san (linguistic analysis) the author, Professor of New Testament at the Phillips

Graduate Seminary, attempts to put together in one volume all that scholar and

preacher alike need to know.

The distinctive features of the book, in my judgment, include the following:

1. Scott works from an anthropological perspective. Hence he thinks in categories

such as boundaries (who’s out and who’s in), honor-shame, purity-impurity. Even

the way he organizes the parables reflects that perspective
—

“Family, Village, City,

and Beyond”; “Masters and Servants” (the patron-client relationship); “Home and

Farm.”

2. The author takes seriously the originating and continuing oral nature of the

parables. Hence he believes it impossible to discover the actual words of Jesus. Every

written version of a parable we have is a “performance”; that is, it is the narrator’s

unique telling of the story. The best one can do is to compare multiple versions of

the parable (to the extent that we have such) and search for the “originating struc-

ture” which lies behind them. Through analysis of this structure Scott thinks to

come close to the actual meaning of Jesus. Yet at the same time he insists that the

parables were probably told by Jesus many times in different contexts; thus, to

search for an original Sitz-im-Leben is unfruitful.

3. The parables all have to do with the kingdom of God. Obviously there is

nothing new in that position. Scott, however, follows through on this judgment

with a determination and consistency that is remarkable. What is distinctive are his

conclusions about the meaning of the kingdom hinted at through the parables. “To

put it boldly, Jesus was both antiwisdom and antiapocalyptic. . .
.
[The parables]

depict a world of everyday venality, at times tragic and unclean, with miracle muted

or hidden. . . . The kingdom is identified not with wise decisions or apocalyptic

vindication but rather with the passing of ordinary time. God intervenes but not so

as anyone would notice” (p. 423). Thus the kingdom is neither present nor future,

because it has nothing to do with any temporal denouement. This is a view of the

teaching of Jesus which forces reconsideration of notions of theologies of glory or

of literalistic future hope.

I found this book not only provocative but helpful, one that should prove useful

in anyone’s search for parabolic insight. The anthropological perspective is espe-

cially compelling. I did quibble at certain points. That women are per se identified
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with uncleanness, that Tannaitic law is very helpful in interpreting the conditions

of first century Palestine are two such.

My main discomfort, however, lies in his trying to find a kingdom message in

each of the parables. At time, his conclusions seem meaningful; at others, I feel they

are forced, like being fitted into a Procrustean bed. And since every parable has to

have a kingdom meaning, the kingdom comes out rather strangely at times. To
relate everything to the kingdom creates a forced symbolism, and allegory thus

hovers just behind the scene. In the final analysis, I suspect Scott comes close to

redefining what the Kingdom of God means, that it signifies something vague like

“true reality.” Could Jesus have occasionally had something on his mind besides the

kingdom ? The author’s insights and honesty make these considerations possible,

and thus make his book important for our reflection.

Robin Scroggs

Union Theological Seminary, New York

Tolbert, Mary Ann. Sowing the Gospel: Mark’s World in Literary -Historical Perspec-

tive. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989. Pp. 336. $27.95.

In Sowing the Gospel: Mark’s World in Literary-Historical Perspective, Mary Ann Tol-

bert seeks “to articulate an interpretation of the whole Gospel of Mark using the

perspectives of literary criticism” (p. 21). She prefers literary-critical over historical-

critical methods, because the former presume the unity and overall integrity of the

story, whereas the latter (focused as they are on the discernment of pieces of pre-

Markan tradition) fragment the Markan narrative. Because of this preference, Tol-

bert does not attempt to describe the history behind the text (what Jesus and other

characters in the story really did and said). Nonetheless, her book does have an

historical dimension (as its subtitle implies): Tolbert seeks to elucidate the “reading

conventions or competencies” that the author of the Gospel assumed the readers to

share.

Tolbert lays the methodological foundation for this effort in Part I of the study,

“Delineating the Approach.” She argues that persons in the Greco-Roman world

were immersed in rhetorical training from a very early age; hence an author could

take it for granted that readers would recognize and be aided in the task of reading

(or hearing) a work by its employment of conventional literary strategies and stylis-

tic conventions. Modern readers of ancient works, by contrast, lack such “reading

competency”: hence readers of Mark have often labeled it as “muddled or “ob-

scure,” although it might well have made good sense to ancient readers. Tolbert

attempts to narrow the gap between ancient and modern readers of Mark by de-

scribing the relevant ancient literary strategies and stylistic conventions. Her effort

is informed by a careful study of ancient and modern works on the rhetoric of the

Hellenistic age, and by a study of ancient novels. The novels are the sole extant

genre from the realm of ancient popular literature. Mark, Tolbert contends, is like-

wise a specimen of “popular literature”—literature, in other words, that would
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have been accessible to middle- and lower-class masses. Hence the strategies em-

ployed in the novel will be especially pertinent for Tolbert’s interpretation of Mark.

Overall, the methodological discussion in Part I is clear and detailed; Tolbert makes

a good case for her approach. In her effort to achieve clarity, however, she goes

overboard: the section is too long (83 pp.). Lacking patience, many readers may be

tempted to shelve the book before proceeding to Part II, “Interpreting the Gospel.”

Such premature dismissal would be a big mistake. Tolbert’s exegesis in Part II is

consistently ingenious. Her fundamental thesis is that the Gospel is structured

around two parables, the parable of the Sower (and its interpretation) in Mark 4:1-

34, and the parable of the Wicked Tenants in Mark 12:1-12. Each of these parables

serves as a plot synopsis for Mark’s readers and auditors. Further, the two parables

clarify Jesus’ task and identity, and categorize the types ot persons who surround

him from the beginning of the Gospel to its end (and beyond, into Mark’s own day).

Tolbert argues persuasively that the parable of the Sower is a story, not about seeds,

but about types of earth. Each type (the earth along the path, the rocky ground, the

thorny ground, and the good earth) describes in metaphorical/typological terms one

response to Jesus’ preaching. Tolbert demonstrates exegetically the close correspon-

dence between Mark’s description of the types of earth and the portrayal of different

groups in the Gospel (Jesus’ enemies, the disciples, persons occupied with the world

or riches, and persons healed on account of their faith). Most interesting and im-

portant of these correspondences is that established between “rocky ground” and

the disciples: “When they hear the word, they immediately receive it with joy. But

they have no root, and endure only for a while; then, when trouble or persecution

arises on account of the word, immediately they fall away” (Mark 4:16-17, NRSV).

The parable of the Wicked Tenants interprets for readers and auditors the opposi-

tion that Jesus faces in Jerusalem, and promises God’s ultimate retribution for the

enmity. Building on this premise about the structure ol Mark, Tolbert proceeds to

interpret the Gospel “in all its parts.” Throughout, her attention to the rhetorical

conventions of the work and her good eye for exegetical detail assist her in her

effort to provide a coherent interpretation (i.e., an interpretation that focuses not on

one or two isolated aspects of Mark’s Gospel, but on many). She offers creative and

plausible solutions to such interpretive problems as the purpose of the parables in

Mark, the messianic secret, the negative portrayal of the disciples, the nature of the

Kingdom of God, the function of the apocalyptic discourse of chapter 13, and the

abrupt and negative ending of the Gospel. In short, she makes substantial headway

in resolving those problems that have most vexed interpreters of Mark since Wil-

liam Wrede’s work at the turn of the century.

This is an important book. The care and detail with which it is written will

require readers to spend time with it, but the effort will pay off. Sowing the Gospel

contains a rich harvest for students, pastors, theologians, and biblical scholars.

Susan R. Garrett

Yale Divinity School
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Waetjen, Herman C. A Reordering of Power: A Socio-Political Reading of Mark’s

Gospel. Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1989. Pp. 257. $19.95.

Can a scholar write about the Gospel of Mark today and avoid both superficiality

and endless footnotes? Can the gospel be persuasively read as supporting liberation

theology? A resounding and impressive “Yes” to both questions is offered in this

intriguing book by the Robert S. Dollar Professor of New Testament at San Fran-

cisco Theological Seminary. Herman Waetjen has spent three sabbatical leaves

teaching and doing research in African nation-states, and he argues vigorously that

the Second Gospel has great significance for modern struggles against social and

political injustice. His approach is sophisticated, suggesting great familiarity with

recent trends in gospel research; but his footnotes are neither numerous nor overly

technical. The result is a volume that should be meaningful and challenging for

almost anyone who cares about either Mark or liberation theology.

Methodologically, Waetjen seeks to combine sociological insights with reader-

response literary theory. He focuses not on what the gospel might reveal about the

historical Jesus but about what it suggests about Mark’s audience, which Waetjen

thinks was a Syrian church of about A.D. 75., one composed of lower-class believers

who could readily identify with the Palestinian peasants who are the target of Jesus’

ministry in the gospel. The book has three sections: a brief discussion of general

issues; a fresh translation of the whole gospel; and a paragraph-by-paragraph com-

mentary on it.

The historicity of Jesus’ miracles is not discussed, but the demons he casts out are

equated with oppressive economic and political systems. Jesus’ proclamation was

consistently an assault on hierarchies of power in favor of an egalitarian affirmation

of all peoples. The parable of the seed growing secretly is explained as a repudiation

of millenial passivity and of zealot violence (though Waetjen adds that such violence

may sometimes be necessary to tear down oppressive systems). The woman suffer-

ing from a twelve-year hemorrhage and the twelve-year-old daughter of Jairus

(Mark 5) are both symbols of Israel: the older woman represents “tradition-bound

mother Judaism,” the girl “embodies the new Israel, offspring of the synagogue and

its Pharisaic heritage, who is on the verge of bearing children and bringing new life

to the world.” Faith means God-like confidence and human collaboration with

God. Jesus is both the First Final Human Being and the Forerunner (the latter

category connects him closely with John the Baptist). The driving out of the money-

changers was not a mere “cleansing” action but rather a radical attack on the temple

and the financial monopoly of the priests. Mark’s account of Jesus’ trials does not

minimize Roman guilt and does imply that (all) the Jewish people rejected Jesus.

Mark meant to end his book ironically with 16:8. The young man in the tomb who

greets the disobedient women is to be identified both with the gospel’s narrator and

with the ideal reader who, as a true Christian, shares in Jesus’ deification at the

right hand of God. Markan eschatology is more “realized” than “futuristic”: after
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Easter those who accept the existential challenge of Jesus can experience in the

present world the fact that with God “all things are possible.”

The book is stimulating and innovative and most of the writer’s interpretations

are at least possible. Yet time and again a possible interpretation is simply asserted

to be probable or necessary, and only occasionally does Waetjen argue alternative

interpretations. Partly, of course, this is simply the result of the decision to write a

short, pithy commentary. Many readers may wish, as I do, that the author had

spelled out more fully his method of joining sociological speculation about the Mar-

kan church with literary probings of Mark’s “narrative world.” Yet this book does

shape a strong cumulative case that for Mark redemption involved an attack on

oppressive value-systems and on modes of perceiving the world that support the

interests of governing elites.

David M. Hay

Coe College

Senior, Donald, C.P. The Passion ofJesus in the Gospel of Lufe. Wilmington, Dela-

ware: Michael Glazier, 1989. Pp. 192. $10.95.

Few portions of the Bible shape so profoundly the church’s worship, preaching,

and teaching as do the gospel passion narratives. For the events of which they tell

and whose meaning they probe—the betrayal of Jesus, his final meal with his dis-

ciples, the test of will in the garden, Jesus’ arrest, the trial(s), crucifixion, and

burial—stand at the very center of Christian faith. Clergy and laity alike stand to

benefit from a number of recent studies of the passion narratives, studies informed

by sound scholarship yet written expressly for a non-specialist audience. Mention

maybe made here of Frank Matera’s Passion Narratives and Gospel Theologies (New

York: Paulist Press, 1986), and of Raymond Brown’s A Crucified Christ in Holy Wee\

(Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1986)—the latter a brief but extremely helpful

study anticipating Brown’s full-scale commentary on the “death of the Messiah,”

which is now nearing completion. Alongside these works stands a four-volume

series on the New Testament gospel passion narratives published by Michael Gla-

zier. The author, Donald Senior, is Professor of New Testament and currently also

President of Catholic Theological Union in Chicago. A respected New Testament

scholar whose research has focused on the passion narratives (beginning with a

doctoral thesis on Matthew’s passion), Senior has previously published volumes on

The Passion ofJesus in the Gospel ofMatf (1984) and The Passion ofJesus in the Gospel

ofMatthew (1985). Now volume three, The Passion ofJesus in the Gospel ofLufe, has

appeared and is the subject of this review (the final volume, treating John, is forth-

coming).

The book opens with a preface (pp. 7-15) in which the author delineates the aims

and methods governing his study and probes the reasons for renewed interest in the

Lukan passion today. Senior is primarily interested in “Luke’s intended message,”
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communicated in his passion account. Redaction criticism, guided by careful study

of Luke’s use of his sources, is the chief method employed, but Senior attends to the

role played by the passion narrative in the literary dynamics of Luke’s whole gospel

and therefore also uses strategies of narrative criticism.

Part one (pp. 17-39) explores the ways in which Luke’s narrative prepares for the

events of the passion (with an occasional glance ahead to Luke’s second volume,

Acts). Taking as his point of departure the rejection at Nazareth (Luke 4:16-30),

Senior highlights such motifs as: Jesus as agent of God’s justice, challenging prev-

alent values; Jesus’ boundary-shattering embrace of tax-collectors, sinners, and oth-

ers; Jesus’ vocation as prophet, which necessarily leads to rejection; conflict with

evil (Satan); and the divine necessity behind Jesus’ journey to death.

Part two, the heart of the book (pp. 40-160), presents a careful, detailed discus-

sion, passage by passage, of the Lukan passion itself (Luke 22-23). Senior is partic-

ularly concerned here to show the distinctiveness of Luke’s account, especially in

relation to his source Mark, and on the basis of such observations to elucidate Luke’s

message. (The author accents Luke’s role as a creative author who reshapes and

supplements Mark to express his own interpretation of Jesus’ death.) Among the

Lukan themes identified: the role of the disciples as witnesses; Jesus as rejected

prophet and as scorned just (righteous) man; Jesus’ fidelity to God, his Father, man-

ifest in his successful struggle with evil; the passion of Jesus as pattern of authentic

discipleship; Jesus as savior at and through his death (seen, for example, in the

promise of paradise to the penitent criminal [23:43] and in the prayer of forgiveness

[23:34]). This last theme is something of a leitmotif in the study: the author claims

(against a view held by many earlier scholars) that Luke emphasizes the saving

effects of the death of Jesus.

Part three (pp. 161-79), summarizing the message of Luke in his passion narra-

tive, offers a synthesis of principal Lukan motifs, under four headings: (1) the pas-

sion and Luke’s portrait of Jesus; (2) the passion and the power of darkness (p. 171:

“In the Passion of Jesus the ultimate drama of good and evil, of life and death is

enacted. Through his death and resurrection Jesus, the representative human being,

defines human destiny.”); (3) the passion and the community; (4) the passion and

the meaning of death. A quite thorough subject index and indices noting references

to modern authors and biblical passages round out the volume.

This is an excellent book. Its prose is clear, lively, and engaging. Senior’s reading

of Luke’s passion account is informed by the best recent scholarship on the Lukan

passion (to which the concise footnotes are a helpful introduction for the interested

reader), but the reader will not find here a ponderous discussion mired in technical

issues raised in the secondary literature. Rather, one encounters a fresh and percep-

tive interpretation of Luke’s text, and, indeed, stimulus to one’s own reflection on

the meaning of Jesus’ death for faith and life true to the crucified, risen Lord whose

story Luke told. Preachers will not find this book a source of quick sermons. But if
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they—and other readers of the Bible—wish to grapple earnestly with Luke’s gospel,

and to work toward a deeper understanding and appreciation of Luke’s unique

interpretation of the death of Jesus, then The Passion ofJesus in the Gospel of Lul{e

by Donald Senior will prove to be an invaluable resource.

John T. Carroll

Louisiana State University

Evans, Craig A. Life ofJesus Research: An Annotated Bibliography. New Testament

Tools and Studies, vol. 13. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1989. Pp. xiii + 207. $55.00.

This latest addition to the series New Testament Tools and Studies
,
edited by Bruce

Metzger, is a valuable resource for student, pastor, and teacher alike. Evans, asso-

ciate professor of New Testament at Trinity Western University, has compiled a

reliable reference tool that is easy to use and relatively comprehensive, and his brief

annotations and introductions provide an informed and informative point of entry

into a large and controversial area of research and discussion.

The first of the three major sections lists other bibliographies, indices, and sur-

veys of research (49 entries in all). The second section focuses specifically on the

scholarly quest for the historical Jesus. Chronologically arranged, it covers 557 items

published between 1768 and early 1988.

The last, largest (696 entries, some of which are duplicates under different head-

ings), and most selective section is labeled “Special Topics.’’ Under this rubric Evans

includes material closely related to, even if not always directly about, the historical

quest. The major subdivisions (which often are further subdivided) include demy-

thologization; criteria of authenticity; Jesus’ teaching, self-understanding, miracles,

death, and resurrection; lives of Jesus (very selective), and non-canonical sources of

historical information about Jesus. In this last section, in addition to the expected

bibliographical data, he includes in some cases the information itself. Extensive ci-

tations from Josephus, for example, are given, along with all the material from the

Roman historians and selected quotations from Christian, other Jewish, and Qu-

ranic sources. Indices of modern authors and ancient writings complete the volume.

Three key concerns for a bibliographical tool like this one are accuracy, coverage,

and ease of use. Evans scores well on all three points. A spot check of some forty

entries against the actual items turned up no errors—which is quite reassuring in a

genre characteristically susceptible to mistakes. With regard to coverage, the author

has concentrated on “the most significant scholarship” relevant to the problem. In

general his judgment is sure and his range extensive; while the specialist will be

able to supplement this bibliography at points, other users will find it a reliable

guide to both classic and recent scholarship that may be used with confidence. As

for ease of use, the detailed table of contents, chronological arrangement, and author

index combine to facilitate the rapid location of individual entries or subjects.
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In all, Evans has produced an excellent research tool. All who use it will likely

find that his labor will have lessened their own, for which he deserves generous

thanks.

Michael W. Holmes

Bethel College

Seow, C. L. A Grammarfor Biblical Hebrew. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1987, sec-

ond printing 1988). Pp. xii + 308. $21.95.

I just finished teaching a year-long course in Biblical Hebrew at Northwest Col-

lege, a small state college in northwest Wyoming near Yellowstone Park. Most of

the students had no background in language study and were, thus, complete begin-

ners. A few had taken my course a couple years ago, using a self-instructing take-

home book, and were repeating the class to “brush up.”

I was very interested in examining Dr. Seow’s new grammar and decided to use

it as a text for the 1989-90 school year. The class was an evening course, meeting

once a week, from August through June. The following are my observations on the

book and how it worked with my class.

(1) Do not let the small size of the book deceive you. It is very complete for a

beginning book, loaded with detail and explanations. This gives the instructor con-

siderable flexibility in determining how much detail to use in particular cases and

with particular students.

(2) It is good that the verbal system is introduced early on (Lesson VII, out of

XXX) and in simple form (G active participle). By Lesson VIII students know

nouns and adjectives in both genders, singular and plural, and G participle, and are

able to begin reading genuine Biblical sentences.

(3) From Lesson VIII on, all the homework consists of a wide variety of carefully

selected Biblical sentences. The students find this very exciting and it clearly com-

pels them to continue working forward in the book. In Lessons XXIII-XXX, Dr.

Seow requires the students to go directly to their Hebrew Bibles for homework.

This is good timing in that it bolsters enthusiasm again just as students undertake

a series of lessons on D and H imperfect, and the N, HtD, Dp, and Hp stems!

(4) And yes, it is a beginning grammar that makes noun and adjective patterns

clear and presents a table in Appendix A. All teachers of Hebrew know how im-

portant the verbal system is, but we also know how puzzling noun and adjective

patterns can be to students. Dr. Seow does a great job in presenting the basic infor-

mation needed at this point in learning Hebrew.

(5) Another nice feature of this book is the way the author presents the forms

for weak verbs in a particular stem immediately after explaining that stem for the

strong verb. A good example is Lesson XV on the H perfect. This saves students

from the crowd of chapters on weak verbs at the end of most books.

(6) The students who audited the course to refresh their Hebrew constantly ob-
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served that Dr. Seow’s grammar helped them understand why certain verbal and

nominal forms came to be the way they are. More than merely teaching what the

Hebrew forms are, this book gives just enough historical linguistics to explain the

origin of many puzzling forms and changes. This is an outstanding feature of the

book.

In conclusion, I would like to say that I enjoyed teaching from this book. I think

it is an excellent beginning grammar particularly for good students. An Appendix

D on pronouns and pronominal suffixes would be very useful, as well as a Hebrew

cassette for the lessons. This latter will be especially welcomed by students in areas

remote from centers of Hebrew learning, such as northwest Wyoming!

M. Douglas Nelson

Northwest College

Powell, Wyo.

Mikra: Text, Translation, Reading and Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in Ancient

Judaism and Early Christianity

.

Compendia Rerum Iudaicarum ad Novum Testa-

mentum 2.1. Martin Jan Mulder, ed. Assen/Maastricht: Van Gorcum; Philadelphia:

Fortress Press, 1988. Pp. xxvi + 929 + 11 illustrations. $99.95.

Our generation has seen an unprecedented interest in Early Judaism, Christian

Origins, and the relation between Jews and Christians. This interest, now full-

blown, began to spark in the late forties with the awareness of the Holocaust, the

discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the establishment of the State of Israel, the demise

of an existential hermeneutic, and the resurgence of interest in the historical back-

ground and foreground of the New Testament (notably in Jesus Research, the so-

ciological study of the New Testament, and the renewed appreciation of the trust-

worthiness of Acts 10-12).

Several series have been launched to produce reliable texts from the first and

contiguous centuries, and to make available studies of life and thought in the Land,

especially before the writing of the latest document in the New Testament before

A.D. 150, and the compilation of the Mishnah around A.D. 200. Compendia Rerum
Iudaicarum ad Novum Testament is a distinguished series; it seeks to present re-

search of the best Jewish and Christian experts throughout the world. It is divided

into two sections: the history and the literature of the Jews. The Jewish People in the

First Century: Historical Geography, Political History, Social, Cultural and Religious

Life and Institutions appeared in two large volumes in 1974 and 1976. Early Jewish

literature demands even more space. Jewish Writings of the Second Temple Period:

Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha, Qumran Sectarian Writings, Philo, Josephus was published

in 1984, and The Literature of the Sages; First Part: Oral Tora, Halakha, Mishna,

Tosefta, Talmud, External Tractates in 1987.

Mi\ra is focused on subjects which are of great interest to readers of this journal.

Since the “Old Testament” was the sacred book for Jesus and the authors of the
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New Testament writings, it is prudent to ask how it was being interpreted by other

Jews about the same time. “Mikra” comes from the Hebrew verb l{r\ which means

inter alia “to recite,” and denotes the proper reading of scripture; hence Mikra is

used sometimes as a synonym for “Bible,” “scripture,” and “Holy Scripture.” The

volume is divided into twenty chapters: Writing in Ancient Israel and Early Juda-

ism; Formation of the Hebrew Bible; The Transmission of the Biblical Text; The

Reading of the Bible in the Ancient Synagogue; The Septuagint; The Samaritan

Targum of the Pentateuch; Jewish Aramaic Translations of Hebrew Scriptures;

The Old Testament Peshitta; The Latin Translations; Use, Authority and Inter-

pretation of Mikra at Qumran; Use and Interpretation of Mikra in the Apocrypha

and Pseudepigrapha; Authority and Interpretation of Scripture in the Writings of

Philo; Use, Authority and Exegesis of Mikra in the Writings of Josephus; The

Interpretation of the Bible by the Minor Hellenistic Jewish Authors; The Interpre-

tation of Scripture in Rabbinic Literature; Use, Authority and Exegesis of Mikra in

the Samaritan Tradition; Use, Authority and Exegesis of Mikra in Gnostic Litera-

ture; The Old Testament Canon in the Early Church; Biblical Interpretation in the

New Testament Church; and Old Testament Interpretation in the Writings of the

Church Fathers. The themes that are evident are the efforts by Jews to preserve and

alter revered traditions and texts, the shaping of culture by sacred scripture and the

shaping of scripture by culture, the recognition that there were not two ancient

canons (one in Palestine and an extended one in Alexandria), and the wide variety

of ways for interpreting texts which unites, rather than divides, Early Judaism and

Early Christianity.

Noteworthy insights are the following: the earliest written documents date from

about 3100 B.C.E., are from biblical Erech, and suggest that writing was invented

because of economic needs (p. 2); the codex was invented in the first century A.D.

and “Christians in Egypt were the first to adopt this form” (p. 24); the Old Testa-

ment canon was not closed at Jamnia (Yavneh) in A.D. 90 and “councils” merely

confirmed much earlier decisions (pp. 60-61) [but, the reader is told both that the

Old Testament canon was “closed” a long time before A.D. 70 and yet “contrary

opinions” by authorities were prominent in the second century A.D.]; while

H. Orlinsky is certainly correct to stress that there is no fixed masoretic text of the

Bible, we do have an authoritative masoretic text in BHS and HUBP (pp. 1311-32)

[but, that text is not the one used by Jews like Hillel and Jesus]; it is unwise to state

simply that the Septuagint was translated around 200 B.C.; the Pentateuch was

probably translated in the third century B.C. (as stated in the Letter of Aristeas and

indicated by papyri dating from as early as the middle of the second century B.C.),

the Prophets and Writings were completed probably before the first century B.C.

(cf. Ben Sira), and some revisions date from the second century A.D., but the mea-

ger Christian alterations, as in Psalm 96 [95]: 10
—

“the Lord reigned from the

cross”—are corruptions through transmission (pp. 162-63, see als° P- 77 1 ); w hile the
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process of translating the Bible into Aramaic certainly began long before A.D. 70,

and the basic text of Onkelos and Jonathan probably antedates A.D. 135, it is “im-

possible to say how much of the Bible was available in Aramaic in the late Second

Temple period” (p. 247); research on the origin ot the Peshitta Old Testament has

demonstrated that it may not be based on targumim and is not necessarily a Chris-

tian work: “No decisive arguments for either Christian or Jewish authorship have

been advanced” (p. 295); Jesus’ group did not differ from other Jewish groups “in

the OT canon that it received, but it continued a hermeneutical process that inevi-

tably brought into being a further supplement to the ancient canon” (p. 689) [of

course, we must discuss the precise meaning of “canon” and “supplement”].

Claims worthy of discussion are the following: the alphabet was invented “in

Canaan in the first half of the second millennium,” and evolved into a standardized

signary, written right to left, in the Iron Age (p. 3); “Tertullian was acquainted

with Latin Bible translations” (p. 300).

Inaccurate is the following statement: “Doubts about the exact limits” of the

New Testament canon “had been laid to rest everywhere except in Syria by the end

of the fourth century” (p. 60). Revelation was not fully adopted in the Greek Church

until much later. Along with other writings, it is not “canonical” to those whose

Bible is the Peshitta (esp. the Nestorians), and it was not accepted by the Armenian

Church until the 12th century.

It seems odd to put into one volume not only the development of the alphabet,

the shaping of the Hebrew, Greek, Aramaic, Syriac, and Latin Old Testament, but

also the interpretation of these texts or this canon in both Judaism and in Christian-

ity. The organization of the volumes is unfortunate: for example, in this volume we
are again given studies on biblical interpretation at Qumran, the Pseudepigrapha,

the Philonic corpus, Josephus, and other authors (now placed as an appendix to the

Pseudepigrapha), when these subjects were discussed in a previous volume (2.2

which appeared in 1984). Imprecise nomenclature is disturbing; “Early Judaism”

(as in chapter 1) is the usually accepted description of Jewish life and thought from

circa 250 B.C. to around 200 B.C. The attempt to improve the relations among Jews

and Christians by focusing on a historical examination of their shared origins is not

aided—and possibly marred—by the perpetuation of potentially anti-Jewish and

anti-Semitic terms like “Ancient Judaism” (in the subtitle, p. vii, 339), and “later

Judaism” (p. 1). The editor intends the volume to survey “the unique literature of

the Jewish people of the period of the Second Temple and of that which immedi-

ately followed it” (p. xxiii). Is not a barrier thereby created between Judaism and

earliest “Christianity”? Should not the latter be studied, at least to a certain extent,

within the history of Judaism? And since Jesus and his Bible, Paul and his Scrip-

tures, and Matthew, John, and the World of Jewish Exegesis are not chapters, or

even focused discussions in this work, are they not surreptitiously exiled from Ju-

daism and that construct itself falsified? “Mikra” does not seem to be a fruitful
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magnet to draw Jews and Christians to what is in fact the scriptures they share and

which they revere as Tanach, Hebrew Bible, and Old Testament.

This volume is attractively printed (see esp. p. 305) and is directed to a wide

audience, who is also given numerous indexes and a helpful Accumulative Bibli-

ography. Scholars will be grateful for the labors of Dr. M. J. Mulder of the Univer-

sity of Leiden. There is much in this work to ponder theologically, including the

clear evidence that the early scholars of the church (namely Origen, Clement of

Alexandria, Jerome, Epiphanius, and Theodoret) were influenced by earlier and

contemporaneous Jewish exegesis and hermeneutics. Also noteworthy is the state-

ment by W. Horbury: “The biblical writings of the Jews formed the holy book of

the early Christians (‘the scriptures,’ 1 Cor 15:30” (p. 727).

James H. Charlesworth

Princeton Theological Seminary

Urban Church Education, Donald B. Rogers, ed. Birmingham, Alabama: Religious

Education Press, 1989. Pp. 213. $14.95.

Defining urban church education is as elusive as trying to capture a mirage. From

afar, the relation of “urban,” “church,” and “education” may appear clear, simple,

and compelling. Upon approach, however, the once-clear relation seems to mock

all attempts to be named by first evaporating here, then appearing enticingly over

there—a fata morgana with a hearty appetite. It is little wonder, then, that few

books in the twentieth century appeared in the United States that focused on the

topic of urban church education.

In this light, the series of essays collected and edited by Donald B. Rogers, Pro-

fessor of Religious Education at United Seminary in Dayton and pastor of Mt.

Auburn Baptist Church, is a timely contribution. The book does not provide a

definitive explication of the nature, purposes, or methods/models of urban church

education. Fortunately, it does not make such an attempt. To its credit, the book is

an invitation for those involved in urban church education to consider thoughtfully

those basic assumptions that inform their daily ministry. In this, the book more

than succeeds.

The book’s essays, written by some sixteen contributors, may be grouped in the

following way: educational theory (chapters 1, 2); theological and biblical bases

(chapter 3-6); the urban African American church (chapter 7-9); youth and adult

ministry (chapter 11, 12); biblical storytelling (chapter 13); Released Time, Supple-

mentary Christian School/Camping (chapters 14, 15); briefly noted models of min-

istry (chapter 16); and the results of two surveys (appendices I, II). Profiles of the

contributors are provided near the end of the text.

Needless to say, it is not possible to summarize and evaluate each essay in this

review—although because of the provocative nature ot almost every essay, I am
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tempted to do so! Instead, I have selected two statements from the various essays

that may serve to illustrate the range of issues addressed in the book:

. . . cultural differences are of great significance in religious education and . . .

learning is learning in a generic form across all lines of individuality as well as

culture (Rogers, p. 193).

I believe that the greatest challenge facing the local church in urban metro-

politan areas is the summons to move beyond racial, cultural, and socioeco-

nomic division toward being multicultural, multiracial congregations (Jones,

p. 84).

With such complex themes, it would be easy to read over such a book with a

quiet and uncritical nod. Articulating one’s own basic assumptions about urban

church education in response to the issues raised, however, invites the reader to

engage in a kind of theory building that is constructive, affirming, and challenging.

The book is not without its weaknesses. Sociological analysis, although advocated

by the editor, is not addressed consistently nor in depth. The relation between cul-

tural pluralism, cultural autonomy, and multiculturalism is left unclear and confus-

ing. The theological and biblical section seemed narrowly provincial—I kept won-

dering how a Mark Kline Taylor (Remembering Esperanza, 1990) might have

addressed urban church education in a way that placed the local conversation in

global perspective. Urban church research is portrayed by Lawrence Falk as essen-

tially empirical or qualitative. The use of literature in research is overlooked (cf.

Thomas Barone, “Curriculum Platforms and Literature,” in The Curriculum
, 1988).

One need only recall E. B. White’s “Here is New York” (Holiday , 1948) to sense

the power of using literature in urban research. For me, the “feel” of the urban is

captured in none of the essays, although all the essayists are clearly captured by the

urban.

Last, are there any educational or theological assumptions advocated in Urban

Church Education that would not apply to all churches? I doubt it. Is it fair to say

that faithful educational ministry is the same everywhere regardless of context?

Again, I doubt it. Educational and theological clues to the process of contextuali-

zation are simply not distinct enough in the volume to help distinguish the relation

between the general and the contextual (cf. Schreiter, Constructing Local Theologies
,

1985). Fata morgana.

Yet, the book triumphs in its basic aims. Initial dialogue is achieved. Models are

shared. Assumptions are exposed. This is a book to be turned to again and again as

a basis for conversation with others about urban church education.

Ronald H. Cram
Presbyterian School of Christian Education

Richmond, Va.
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Moran, Gabriel. Religious Education as a Second Language. Birmingham: Religious

Education Press, 1989. Pp. 254. $14.95.

Moran claims that “this book is an answer to the question: ‘What is the meaning

of religious education? Actually, Moran’s argument makes us suspicious of any

such answers, and the treatise would more accurately be described as philosophical

reflections on—the likes of which are his trademark—the meaning of religious ed-

ucation. The reflections carry specific ideas and persuasive suggestions to be sure,

but they begin an open-ended and even preliminary discussion that evades the pre-

cision of an answer.

Moran delights in exploring language and meaning. “My arguments are almost

always about the meanings of words,” he acknowledges. He believes that “the most

important changes in the world spring from restating questions, distinguishing

terms, and uncovering deeper levels of meaning.” Returning to topics and themes

familiar in his previous works, he seeks here to “uncover” both what is meant and

what might be meant by an endeavor such as religious education. His aim is to

expand and enrich meaning by resisting definition so that he can “develop a lan-

guage of religious education” that will start a conversation joining multiple nations,

religions, generations, and institutions.

As Moran sees it, we cannot move toward this goal unless we change the funda-

mental language we use to ask educational questions. This means that we cannot

just ask how we can improve on the present way we do religious education (or

education in general), we must also question whether our understanding is as rich

and appropriate as it might be. Moran particularly exposes the way that education

has been narrowly associated with the schooling of children with a fixed purpose

(or product) and point of termination. Corresponding to this view of education is

an understanding of teaching that tends to consist of “big people telling little people

what to believe.” Remarking that “the only way to safeguard learning is to widen

the meaning of teaching,” Moran works to stretch our concepts of teaching and

education throughout the book.

His expanded notion of education emphasizes the “interplay of forms” (i.e. fam-

ily, schooling, job, retirement) rather than the activities of a designated teacher. In

the parish, religious education would be a life-long process, resulting in the “pro-

fessionalization” (to varying degrees) of everyone and the “elimination of the laity.”

A Catholic religious educator who has practiced his profession in parochial schools

and secular colleges, Moran invites more dialogue betw-een sacred and secular

realms for the religious educational benefit of both.

On the way to his goal of widening meaning, Moran bids us to look at both those

people that control the language and those that are the “excluded voices of the

present.” While definitions “reflect the success of one group in being able to speak

for humanity,” uncovering meaning can call upon voices who open up the discus-
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sion and break apart (often oppressive) definitions. Following his own (valuable)

advice, Moran is sensitive to the voices of women and looks internationally to Brit-

ain. He could do more. He does not call upon the wisdom of folks whose experience

would dramatically “restate questions,” such as those with praxis orientations who

might question so many words about meaning that are distanced from concrete

practice.

The book is full of good questions (such as what it means to teach morally rather

than what it means to teach morality

)

and powerful insights (for example his cri-

tique of the image of “making” in the first chapter). However, Moran’s plunge into

meaning is risky. In his effort to “let in more meaning,” Moran at times obscures

that meaning. He plays with too many words (faith, nurture, teaching, education,

morality, profession—to name a few). And, while resisting definition, he makes

numerous distinctions (for instance, the one between homiletic and therapeutic

speech that approaches a dichotomy) that limit without the benefit of clarifying.

These risks come with the territory. Moran, his thesis statement aside, makes no

pretensions of offering a complete system. He himself feels “more like a beginner

who is just starting to see how the pieces fit together.” The reader will not finish

the book with an answer to the central question, “What is religious education?”

However, she or he will be more aware of the range of issues that are involved in

moving with the question.

Carol Lakey Hess

Union Theological Seminary in Virginia

Brown, G. Thompson. Christianity in the People’s Republic ofChina, rev. ed. Atlanta:

John Knox Press, 1986. Pp. xii + 248. $9.95.

This is the best single-volume survey yet written on the history of Chinese Chris-

tianity during the communist revolution. It includes a pithy introductory summary

of the whole history of the church in China since its Nestorian beginnings in the

7th century, and a helpful chronology, but its great value is the balanced, unsenti-

mental yet sympathetic way in which the author outlines and describes his subject:

the stormy, controversial years from the establishment of the People’s Republic in

1949 to the death of Mao in 1976 and the first dramatic decade of the “opening to

the West” which followed.

Two chapters trace the roots and rise of the revolution with commendable hon-

esty. The rest of the book deals directly with its effect on Christians and the church.

Brown divides this major emphasis of his history into three chapters on the Mao
revolution to 1976, and three chapters on the first post-Mao decade to 1986.

The first stage, “Christianity and the New China,” 1949-1956, deals with the

shocks of adjustment to a communist government which officially promised reli-

gious liberty but equally officially declared its antagonism toward religion. It de-
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scribes the hopeful efforts of Protestants and Catholics to preserve a visible church

witness without fatal surrender to state control.

The second state, “The Great Leap Forward,” 1956-1966, saw a hardening of

communist pressures as the economy faltered, and freedom of speech was briefly

granted and quickly withdrawn. Protestants moved toward unification into a de-

nominationless form of public Chinese Christianity, the Three-Self Patriotic Asso-

ciation. Roman Catholics were forced into a more radical change which required

severance of ties to the Vatican and the organization of what became the “Chinese

Catholic Patriotic Association.”

The third stage covers “the ten lost years” of the “Proletarian Cultural Revolu-

tion,” 1966-1976. All churches were closed, whether Three-Self, or Patriotic Roman

Catholic. Thousands were forced into prisons or work communes. The cult of Mao
flourished. But hidden from sight, and largely unknow n to the outside world, meet-

ings in house churches began to multiply across the country.

1976 was a year of pivotal change into a fourth stage. The death of Mao ushered

in what seemed to be the beginning of a whole new era. Brown’s three chapters on

the ten years after Mao, from 1976 to 1986, were written and revised before the

Tien-An Men Square incidents and catch with first-hand intensity the exhilaration

and surging growth of Chinese Christianity which followed the discrediting of the

violent excesses of the cultural revolution.

Particularly valuable is the even-handed way the book deals with the tensions

between two kinds of Protestant survivors: the Three-Self Movement which kept a

national, visible witness to the faith alive but in so doing became vulnerable to

charges of compromise, and the fast-growing House Church Movement which pre-

served the faithful independence of its informal meetings at the cost of an almost

complete loss of trained leadership. How each movement dealt writh its own prob-

lems, and how each began to reach out to the other—not without pain and not yet

with conspicuous success—is important reading for anyone who tries to understand

the present church situation in China.

The author does not attempt to judge between the various claims made about

church growth in China, but sensibly contents himself with terming it “phenome-

nal.” He reports that at the beginning of the revolution in 1949, the accepted figure

for the total Christian community (Protestant and Catholic) was five million. By

1985 Catholics alone were estimated at three to eight million. Protestants, who were

a smaller one-third of the total in 1949, now “almost certainly” outnumber Catho-

lics, he says, and quotes estimates in the mid-1980s which vary wildly from a "rock-

bottom” figure of four million to as much as twenty-five million. The latter num-

ber, he thinks, “seems highly inflated” (pp. 78, 187).

Libraries should make sure that they have the revised edition, conveniendy iden-

tified by a yellow stripe on the cover. It corrects an imbalance in the first edition by

enlarging its coverage of Catholic and House Church Christianity.

Few authors in the west are better equipped to give us this first-rate survey.
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Brown was born in China, served in Korea as a Presbyterian missionary, was called

back from Asia to lead his denomination’s board of world mission, and is now an

associate professor of World Christianity at Columbia Theological Seminary.

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Princeton Theological Seminary
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the Reformed Faith for the newly reunited Presbyterian Church

(U.S.A.), for possible inclusion in the Book of Confessions.

Designed for clergy and lay people in congregations, the book

makes an excellent resource for exploring the question of why
and how the church can, should, and may confess its faith today,

in a pluralistic world and in an ecumenical context. Also, it

provides a basis for considering certain theological issues that

emerged as significant for a contemporary confession.

In addition to Jack L. Stotts and Jane Dempsey Douglass,

the contributors are John H. Leith, David Willis-Watkins,

William C. Placher, George H. Kehm, James D. Brown,

Clarice J. Martin, and Antoniette Wire. All are members of

the special committee.
Paper $4.95

Jack L. Stotts is Professor of Christian Ethics and President,

Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Austin, Texas.

Jane Dempsey Douglass is Hazel Thompson McCord
Professor of Historical Theology, Princeton Theological

Seminary, Princeton, New Jersey. She is author of Women,

Freedom, and Calvin.
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of God
The Essence of

Paul's Thought
J. Christiaan Beker

Translated by

Loren T. Stuckenbruck

Paper, 144 pages, $8.95

"The Triumph of God is a book

for which we have long been

waiting! In it Beker, one of today's

leading interpreters of Paul, makes

available to a wide readership the

central tenets of his bold and much
discussed approach to Paul. . . .

Challenging and controversial, this

volume is ideal for classroom use.

Pastors, teachers, and students will

read it with interest and be nudged to

see Paul's ancient writings in new
perspective."

-Jack Dean Kingsbury

J. Christiaan Beker is

Professor of Biblical Theology

at Princeton Theological

Seminary and author of three

other books from Fortress

Press, Paul the Apostle,

Paul's Apocalyptic Gospel, and
Suffering and Hope.
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